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**DVD 5722047 MAYO CLINIC WELLNESS SOLUTIONS FOR ARTHRITIS.** The Mayo Clinic teams up with the experts of GAAM to provide a groundbreaking integrated health action plan designed specifically to relieve the symptoms of arthritis. Separated into three parts: Understanding Your Condition; Eat Well to Feel Well; and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 52-page My Stress Solution booklet. 91 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $19.98. **$3.95**

**THE MIRACLE OF GARLIC: Practical Tips for Health & Home.** By Penny Stanway. Compact yet comprehensive guide to garlic—a vital ingredient of many everyday and special occasion recipes, and a valuable remedy for many common ailments that can help prevent or treat certain major health problems. 136 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95. **$3.95**


**DVD 5722063 MAYO CLINIC WELLNESS SOLUTIONS FOR IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME.** The Mayo Clinic teams up with the health and wellness experts of GAAM to provide a groundbreaking integrated health action plan designed specifically to relieve the symptoms of IBS. Separated into three parts: Understanding Your Condition; Eat Well to Feel Well; and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 52-page My Stress Solution booklet. 89 minutes. Gaiam. **$3.95**


**459021X SKIN CLEANSE: The Simple, All-Natural Program for Clear, Calm, Happy Skin.** By Adina Grigore. This guide demonstrates that the secret to beautiful, stress free skin is simple: it’s an inside job. Using a holistic program designed to heal skin from the inside out, the author begins with healthy eating and exercise and from there shows you how to overhaul your beauty routine. Drawings. 238 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $24.99. **$3.95**

**5937690 LAUGH YOUR WAY TO HAPPINESS.** By Lesley Lyle. Discover the miracle of mirth! Lyle reveals the amazing scientific evidence that proves regular laughter can greatly improve our mental and physical health: strengthening the immune system, lowering blood pressure, improving circulation and reducing stress. 236 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

**4584199 AVOIDING THE AWKWARD: The Handbook of Social Escape.** By David Jacobson. Offers hysterical step by step advice on how to extricate yourself from any undesirable situation. With Jacobson’s tongue in cheek advice, you’ll learn how to avoid small talk on public transportation; get out of the office Christmas party; escape the scene of a one-night stand; and much more. 80 pages. Elwin Street. Import. **$2.95**

**4635213 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BEATING SUGAR ADDICTION.** By Jacob Jelletbaum et al. Uncovers four types of sugar addiction and gives a step by step plan for resolving their underlying causes, breaking sugar cravings forever, and achieving dramatically improved health and energy levels, while also making it easier to lose weight. 304 pages. Fair Winds Press. **$5.95**

**THE ALZHEIMER’S PREVENTION PROGRAM: Keep Your Brain Healthy for the Rest of Your Life.** By G. Small & G. Vorgan. Presents an easy to follow regimen based on the latest, comprehensive research on Alzheimer’s disease, especially the critical connection between lifestyle and susceptibility. It includes quizzes, self-evaluations, memory training, nutrition and exercise tips, and much more. Illus. 281 pages. Workman. Pub. at $24.95. **$6.95**

**AVOIDING THE AWKWARD: The Handbook of Social Escape.** By David Jacobson. Offers hysterical step by step advice on how to extricate yourself from any undesirable situation. With Jacobson’s tongue in cheek advice, you’ll learn how to avoid small talk on public transportation; get out of the office Christmas party; escape the scene of a one-night stand; and much more. 80 pages. Elwin Street. Import. **$2.95**
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1874020 THE BIGGEST LOSER COMPLETE CALORIE COUNTER. By Cheryl Forberg et al. Millions of viewers have been inspired to change their lives by the incredible transformations on The Biggest Loser, and you can too. This guide provides calorie measurements and formulas for more than 5,000 foods. 226 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95

6665276 20 POUNDS YOUNGER. By Michele Promaulayko with L. Tedesco. Includes a cutting-edge 6-week fit-get guide to increasing your metabolism and strength, brain tricks to overcome cravings, simple pointers for younger-looking skin and energy enhancing techniques for feeling more alert. Illus. 280 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

★ 6778399 THE CASE AGAINST SUGAR. By Gary Taubes. From the author of Why We Get Fat comes a groundbreaking and urgent expose that makes the convincing case that sugar is the tobacco of the new millennium. Backed by powerful lobbies, entrenched in our lives, and making us very sick. 356 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6714773 THE 21-DAY BELLY FIX. By Taeinne Bhalla. Combining the latest research and cutting-edge science with proven alternative nutritional remedies, Dr. Taz presents a simple plan that aims to reprogram your digestive system, help fight disease, and strip away pounds in just 21 days. 246 pages. Zine Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

5873766 THE HUNGRY BRAIN: Outsmarting the Instincts That Make Us Overeat. By Stephen J. Guyenet. Takes readers on an eye-opening journey through cutting-edge neuroscience that has never before been available to the lay person. Guyenet delivers profound insights into how the brain undermines our weight goals and offers guidelines for eating well and staying slim. 291 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

5758219 WHY DIETS FAIL (BECAUSE YOU'RE ADDICTED TO SUGAR). Science Explains How to End Cravings, Lose Weight, and Get Healthy. By N.M. Avena & J.R. Talbott. Reveals definitive proof that sugar is addictive and presents the first science-based program to stop the cravings so you can lose weight permanently. An eight-step plan walks you through the process of going sugar-free, helping you to survive the make or break withdrawal period. 230 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3801382 INFLAMMATION NATION: The First Complete Panel Testing Plan to End Our Nation’s Secret Epidemic. By Floyd H. Chilton with L. Tucker. Examines the connections between obesity and such ailments as arthritis, heart disease, asthma, and diabetes, and then offers a simple guide plan that can help you change the way you eat forever. 302 pages. Fireside. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

5952026 THE S SKINNY HABITS: How Ancient Wisdom Can Help You Lose Weight and Change Your Life Forever. By David Zuberg. David Zuberg’s ancient wisdom has been streamlined into one easy five-step plan that will gradually change the way you think about food and health. By adopting just one new habit for five weeks, you will feel better and lose the weight for good. 242 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

5938252 YEAR OF NO SUGAR: A Memoir. By Eve O. Schaub. With her eyes opened by multiple obesity experts, Schaub challenged her family to join her on a quest to eat no added sugar for an entire year. Along with sharing her journey with us, she discusses the real costs of our sugar-heavy American diet, and inspires us with lots of stories, tips, recipes, and more; recover from colds and flu in a day or two; and increase your life expectancy. 270 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

5817706 THE CAMPBELL PLAN. By Thomas Campbell. In 2005’s China Study, the authors detailed groundbreaking research results showing that a whole-food, plant-based diet can prevent and cure many chronic diseases. Now, they show readers how to make the transition—and enjoy the journey—with practical guidance and a simple step by step plan. 282 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

5749026 TRADITIONAL FOODS ARE YOUR BEST MEDICINE. Improving Health, Longevity with Native Nutrition. By Ronald F. Schmid. Discover how a return to a traditional diet, vastly different from today’s Western diet that has ravaged public health–can help you reduce the risk of heart attack, fight allergies, chronic fatigue, arthritis, and more; recover from colds and flu in a day or two; and increase your life expectancy. 270 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4533788 8 MINUTES IN THE MORNING FOR EXTRA-EASY WEIGHT LOSS. By Jorge Cruise. Shows simple exercises to do each morning that will restore your metabolism by creating new lean muscle that burns fat 24 hours a day. Color photos. 253 pages. HarperCollins. 7 ¼x9 ¼¼ Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6681050 THINNER IN 30: Small Changes That Add up to Big Weight Loss in Just 30 Days. By Janna Wolfe with M. Murphy. Blending alternative wisdom, modern day lifestyle tips, and laugh out loud humor with easy to follow advice, Wolfe will help you discover just how easy it is to get healthy without having to deprive yourself or work out 12 hours a day. In this guide she puts the focus on small, bite-size tips which lead to long-term weight loss goals. 218 pages. Grand Central. Club Edition. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

268425X THE SKINNY RULES: The Simple, Nonnegotiable Principles for Getting to Thin. By Bob Harper with G. Criter. Distilling Harper’s vast knowledge of nutrition, weight loss science, and human nature down to 20 simple, non-negotiable principles, this guide will help you step away from a reliance on processed foods and the need for so much sweat and salt and step into a newly thin lifestyle. Book Club Edition. 278 pages. Ballantine. $3.95
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>**5788841** THE LEUCINE FACTOR DIET. By Victor Prins. If your goal is to improve strength and vitality, sugar is the kryptonite that will hold you back. Creatine reportedly has provided true ultimate anti-sugar. Leucine has the amazing ability to combat the harmful effects of sugar, burn deep levels of fat, and rapidly build muscle. Learn how to optimize the leucine content of your foods while creating delicious and nutritious meals. 183 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.99 $11.95

>**5817943** WHEAT BELLY TOTAL HEALTH: The Ultimate Grain-Free Health and Weight-Loss Life Plan. By William Davis. Join the millions who have embraced the Wheat Belly message and lost 30, 50, or 100-plus pounds by giving up grain. In this inspiring sequel, you will learn not just how and why you must say no to grains, but how you can achieve a level of radiant health and vitality that you never thought possible. 398 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

>**6763456** THE FEELGOOD PLAN: Happier, Healthier & Slimmer in 15 Minutes a Day. By D. Wong & K. Faithfull-Williams. Packed with down-to-earth ideas to help you tune in to what really matters to your body by feeling the immediate workouts that make you look and feel younger to healthier versions of all your favorite foods. Wong offers practical ideas to fill exercise into jam packed lives and makes emotional eating disappear. 224 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

>**5890999** THE OVERFAT PANDEMIC: Exposing the Problem and Its Simple Solution for Everyone Who Needs to Eliminate Excess Body Fat. By Philip Mathews & Robert Berliner. To 70 percent of the world’s population are overweight. This includes about 90 percent of American adults. The authors aim to cure the overfat pandemic by exposing a decades long problem and offering a practical solution to help prevent weight and improve quality of life. 179 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

>**5890691** GOOD SUGAR BAD SUGAR: Eat Yourself Free from Sugar and Carb Addiction. By Allen Carr. The creator of the most successful stop-smoking method now turns his attention to the biggest dietary threat to the modern world: the addiction to refined sugars. Carr’s Easyway will help you regain control of your biggest dietary threat to the modern world: the addiction to refined sugars. 240 pages. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

>**6609600** FOODS THAT CAUSE YOU TO LOSE WEIGHT: The Negative Calorie Effect. By Neal Barnard. Did you know that certain foods have an incredible negative calorie effect that actually melts fat? Find out how, by following the negative calorie plan, you can boost your metabolic rate; burn calories more effectively, lower dangerous cholesterol levels; enjoy healthier skin, and enter a state of sustained weight loss. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.45

>**1883003** THE SUGAR DETOX: Lose Weight, Feel Great, and Look Years Younger. By B. Alpert & P. Farris. Get the sugar out of your diet—and recapture youthful skin and health! This program is designed to stop sugar cravings and eliminate foods that cause weight gain, fatigue, and premature aging, while replacing them with foods that give you energy, help you lose weight, and make you look younger. 268 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

>**6727387** JAMES DUGAN’S BLUEPRINT FOR HEALTH: Lose Weight and Feel Better in 14 Days. From a world-renowned weight loss expert comes a comprehensive guide to transforming your body. After discussing the four fundamental pillars of health—mindset, nutrition, movement, and sleep—he shares 80 delicious recipes, more than 25 effective exercises, healing meditations, and more to get you on the right path. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

>**5984254** CHOOSE IT TO LOSE IT! The Ultimate Pocket Guide to Save 500 Calories a Day! By Amy Brightfield. A real-world guide to eating out, shopping smart, and cooking better. Packed with kitchen and cooking tips, essential advice, and hundreds of easy food swaps to help you slim down and lose weight. Fully illus. in color, 256 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $6.95

>**5762427** THE HORMONE SECRET: Discover Effortless Weight Loss and Renewed Energy in Just 30 Days. By Tami Meraglia. Offers an evidence-based 30-day plan to restore healthy levels of testosterone and balance the relative levels of other hormones, based on lifestyle modifications such as supplements and nutritional adjustments. Also offers a Mediterranean diet, flu plan and low-impact exercise ideas that will immediately boost your energy, 276 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

>**5992346** THE METABOLISM MIRACLE, REVISED. By Diane Kress. This guide shares scientifically proven strategies to optimize your hormonal balance, stabilizes blood sugar, and programs your metabolism to increase your energy and melt away fat. Includes 100 recipes, plus 50 brand-new dishes such as Big Bagel Bonanza, Sweet-and-Sour Cucumbers, Stuffed Peppers, Honeyed Sweet Potato, 370 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

>**4672911** THE POUND A DAY DIET: Lose Up to 5 Pounds in 5 Days by Eating the Foods You Love. By Rocco DiSpirito. Writes every carb, fat, and calorie rule in the book! The 26-day program offered is based on the science of the calorie deficit, and features a fat-loss plan that reduces calories and nutrients and carbo-corrected to accelerate fat loss, it quickly depletes existing fat reserves. Features recipes and meal plans. Illus. 298 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $11.95

>**5962226** THE WILD DIET. By Abel James. Abel James, former consultant to food manufacturers, defense contractors, and petrochemical companies, gives us the dirt on the Big Food industry and reveals how to reclaim our health by getting back to our roots, breaking a good sweat, and enjoying élite homemade meals. 370 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.95 $18.95

>**6655499** THINGS I DID WHEN I WAS HANGRY. By Annie Mahon. Mahon guides us through the positivity of a mindful diet. The author, a successful and mindful cooking author, explains how this: In each moment, if your mind wanders away from what you’re doing, pause, breathe, and return your attention to your physical experience. 245 pages. Parachute. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95
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459628 WHEAT BERRY TOTAL HEALTH: The Ultimate Grain-Free Health and Weight-Loss Life Plan. By William Davis. Join the millions who have found the wheat-free lifestyle is easier, faster, and more fun, and now they’re losing weight. The 100% grain-free approach delivers a healthy weight, improved vitality, and an optimal mood. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
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678367 EAT THIS, NOT THAT! SUPERMARKET SURVIVAL GUIDE. By David Zinczenko with M. Goulding. Without dieting or exercise or sacrificing your favorite meals and snacks you can strip away fat with the help of this guide. Provides lists of everyday foods you need to cut calories, melt fat and save tons of money. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 ★ 5467502 ★ 5467558 ★ 5468593 ★ 5468608 ★ 5468618 ★ 5468635 ★ 5468643 ★ 5468654 ★ 5468665 ★ 5468674

4615323 THE DOCTOR’S KIDNEY DIET: A Nutritional Guide to Managing and Slowing the Progression of Chronic Kidney Disease. By Mandip S. Kang. Chronic kidney disease is manageable, and a crucial part of any treatment plan is diet. People with CKD reap significant benefits from a diet that avoids a single and definitive list of foods and includes an incredible negative calorie effect that actually melts fat? Find out how, by following the negative calorie plan, you can boost your metabolic rate; burn calories more effectively; lower dangerous cholesterol levels; enjoy better health, and protect your heart. 323 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 ★ 5939976 ★ 5950007 ★ 5950038 ★ 5950051 ★ 5950074 ★ 5950087 ★ 5950098 ★ 5950116 ★ 5950133 ★ 5950146 ★ 5950159 ★ 5950161 ★ 5950174


6603017 GOT MILKED? The Great Dairy Deception and Why You’ll Thrive Without Milk. By Alissa Harrison. Challenges much of the accepted wisdom about milk and leaves you prepared to take charge of your health. Not only will it make you revitalize your diet, but you will learn why you can thrive without it. Hamilton also offers delicious dairy-free recipes and full meal plans that deliver the same nutrients found in dairy products, without the sugar or negative side effects. 319 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 ★ 6763255 ★ 6763255 ★ 6763255 ★ 6763255 ★ 6763255 ★ 6763255
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**678413 THE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR CURE.** By Madeline Givens. Gives all the information you need to know about the benefits of apple cider vinegar, and includes tips on over 20 healing home remedies and 25 natural body and hair care treatments. The author also brings this probiotic powerhouse to your plate with 75 delicious nourishing recipes for every meal of the day. Illus. in color. 216 pages. Sonoma Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**662194 THE VIRGIN DIET: Drop 7 Foods, Lose 7 Pounds, Just 7 Days.** By JJ Virgin. Fitness expert JJ Virgin reveals the real secret behind weight loss—food intolerance. In this guide she'll show you how to eat plenty of anti-inflammatory, healing foods that will never leave you feeling hungry or deprived. In just one week you can drop weight, lose belly bloat, gain energy, clear the healing power of tea: A complete guide to your body's natural beverage. By Cal Orey. Discover the benefits of tea for your body and mind! This fascinating guide boils down the rich history of this beloved beverage, as well as the ever-growing body of research on the benefits found within its leaves. Includes healthy home remedies, home cures, and weight loss tips. 294 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**594709X 2 DAY DIABETES DIET.** By Erin Palinski-Wade et al. Based on science, this two-day diet makes it easy to prevent, treat, or even reverse type 2 diabetes. No forbidden foods, no carb-counting. Just restrict what you eat for two days a week and on those days follow the “Power Burn” program, featuring more than 150 meal options and intense, taming exercises to help you ward off cravings. Well illus. in color. 313 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**187439X 2 DAY DIABETES DIET: Diet Just 2 Days a Week and Dodge Type 2 Diabetes.** By Erin Palinski-Wade et al. Based on groundbreaking science, this program makes it easy to prevent, treat, or even reverse type 2 diabetes with no forbidden foods and no carb-counting. Just restrict what you eat for two days a week. On those days, follow the “Power Burn” program to melt belly fat and lower blood sugar. Illus. in color. 234 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

**6576427 HOW TO FIGHT FATFLAMMATION!** By Lori Shemek. Through this revolutionary three-week program, designed and perfected by a leading researcher in fat cells, you’ll master the tools to achieve the natural body you desire. In the process boost your metabolism; build the body you’ve always wanted; blast cellulite; and burn through unwanted fat—including around your belly. 296 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99 $14.95

**5740635 THE HEARTY SOUP CLEANSE RECIPE BOOK: 200+ Easy Souping Recipes from Bone Broth to Vegetable Soup!** By Britt Brandon. Create your own soups with these delicious recipes that will nourish you from the inside out. From Onion-Mushroom with Peppers and Spinach to Tarragon Turkey Broth, each wholesome recipe uses the vegetable or fruit in its entirety, producing vitamin-rich soups unmatched in their nutritional value. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**5935156 BADDITIES! The 13 Most Harmful Food Additives in Your Diet—and How to Avoid Them.** By Bill & Linda Bonvie. The authors cut through the fog of information overload with current, updated research, identifying thirteen of the most worrisome hormone disrupters that may be eating and drinking every day. They reveal the commonly used flavor enhancers to avoid at all costs, the hazardous industrial waste product that’s in your food; and much, much more. Illus. 181 pages. Red, black, and white. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99

**6610307 GRAIN OF TRUTH: Why Eating Wheat Can Improve Your Health.** By Stephen Yafa. Yafa, who blends science, history, economics, and nutrition to counter the anti-wheat hysteria and give us back our daily bread. Yafa finds that the culprit is not wheat. It’s not gluten. It’s the way the grain is milled and processed by large industrial manufacturers and bakeries. 290 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**5988519 THE 17-DAY GREEN TEA DIET.** Fast, permanent weight loss is just a sip away thanks to this unique program developed by the bestselling author of Eat This, Not That! The secret is this rare but powerful nutrient known as EGCG found almost exclusively in green tea. Includes eating plans and recipes for meals, snacks and even desserts. Illus. 192 pages. Galvanized. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.99

**595665X THE MAYO CLINIC DIABETES DIET.** Ed. by Donald Hensrud et al. Packed with meal plans, practice solutions, and specific tips on how to improve health and lose weight safely, this guide will ensure that you enjoy life while remaining healthy. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

**675438 THE ACID-ALKALINE DIET FOR OPTIMUM HEALTH, REVISED SECOND EDITION.** By Christopher Vasey. Discover how a simple change in diet to restore your acid-alkaline balance can result in vast improvements in health. This guide provides the latest information on proper hydration and deacidification, important alkalizing supplements, and how to eliminate the body’s accumulated acids. 202 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**5858895 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO ADRENAL FATIGUE.** By Maggie Luther. Offers a natural lifestyle plan to identify symptoms, calm adrenal glands, and restore energy levels. Features more than 50 low-glycemic recipes to help reverse adrenal fatigue, including Almond Joy Smoothie; Pork Chips with Balsamic Glaze; and Chipotle-Lime Mashed Sweet Potatoes. Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**5990483 HEAL YOUR WHOLE BODY: The 12-Day Power Plan to Flush Toxins, Balance Hormones & Reset Your Body’s Most Essential Organ.** By Frances Munoch. The healing effect natural bodybuilding can have on the way the grain is milled and processed by large industrial manufacturers and bakeries. 290 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.99

**5988535 THE 8-HOUR DIET: Watch the Pounds Disappear Without Watching What You Eat!** By David Zinczenko & P. Moore. This revolutionary 8-Hour Diet lets you eat whatever you want, eat as much as you want, and eat everything you crave. Includes all the information you need to create your own low-calorie, low-carb meal plan, and the 300 low-FODMAP Diet cookbook. 339 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $31.95 $23.95

**5788668 THE MIRACLE KIDNEY CLEANSE: An All-Natural, At-Home Flush to Thaw Your Kidneys and Restore Your Body’s Most Important Organ.** By Lauren Felts. Shows you how to flush out toxins and maximize the benefits of the body’s natural cleansing system, including preventing painful kidney stones; boosting immune function; increasing energy; improving mood; curing low-back kidney pain; and more. 233 pages. Ultys. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.99

**662800X THE EVERYTHING LOW-FODMAP DIET COOKBOOK.** By Colleen Francoli. With the 300 low-Fodmap Diet recipes included, and an extensive meal plan, you’ll be able to identify your sensitive foods, and use the detailed food control IBS symptoms. Recipes include Mixed Berry Cobbler; Quinoa, Corn, and Zucchini Fritters; Roasted Parnsips with Rosemary; Citrus Flank Steak; and many more. Photos. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.99
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327693X THE LIVER HEALING DIET. By M. Lai & A.R. Kasaraneni. With a complete program to rejuvenate your liver through optimal nutrition and routine exercise, this guide shows you how to improve liver function, beat fatty liver disease, detoxify the liver, boost all-around health, and nourish the body with delicious recipes. 246 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

5679171 THE MAYO CLINIC DIET. This diet program helps you make simple, healthy, pleasurable changes that will result in a weight you can maintain for the rest of your life. Using clinically tested techniques, it puts you in charge of reengineering your lifestyle to adopt new habits and boosting unhealthy old ones. Illus, in color. 270 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

585988X THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO THE AUTOIMMUNE DIET. By Jeffrey McCombs. Learn exactly what foods can help improve your conditions and how to avoid the ones that exacerbate problems. This gluten-free diet focuses on reducing the gut, boosting immunity, and restoring wellness. Features meal plans, 150 recipes, and a variety of detoxifying juices. Heal your body naturally with this guide. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

587013X THE METABOLISM PLAN. By Lyn-Genet Recitas. By following Recitas’s simple 30-day plan, customized to boost your metabolism and burn fat, you’ll find that exercises work best for your body and which are sabotaging your efforts to lose weight. Includes over 40 recipes. 292 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

676360H THE ALZHEIMER’S PREVENTION FOOD GUIDE. By S.S. Linja & S. Salari-Waite. Harnessing the power of nutrition, this guide shows you how to eat whole foods in a new way. Dr. Gundry offers simple hacks that can help you avoid lectins; a full list of lectin-containing foods; and a step-by-step detox eating plan that includes lectin-free recipes. 400 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

6763752 PALEO IN A NUTSHELL: Living and Eating the Way Nature Intended. By Geoff Bond. Written in simple to understand language, this guide is what you need to find your way back to a healthy and more natural way of living. Bond provides eye-opening information and a guide to restoring your health by eating the foods for which our bodies are designed to consume. 168 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6767316EAT REAL FOOD: Simple Rules for Health, Happiness and Unstoppable Energy. By Julie Morris. This yoga teacher and health coach takes healthy eating back to basics, guiding you to make simple but positive dietary choices to increase your intake of the “Flexi-Five”–five healthy food groups that are most important for keeping you thin and boost body balance. 233 pages. Hay House. Paperback Import. $5.95

6598153 NO GRAIN, NO PAIN. By Peter Osborne with O.B. Buell. A 30-day diet for eliminating the root cause of chronic pain; introducing the science behind the 24-hour day-by-day meal plan to make the transition to a grain-free diet easier, dozens of recipes, and valuable resources to support your grain-free lifestyle for the long haul. 352 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $16.97 $5.95


6554911 OPTIMUM NUTRITION: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Stephanie Green. Learn how the foods you eat impact your physical and mental health; easy ideas for filling your plate with fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and other healthy choices; helpful hints on dealing with cravings and bad eating habits; and tips for deciphering food labels, navigating confusing nutrition claims, and understanding controversial topics. 320 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6553192 NOURISHING FATS: Why We Need Animal Fats for Health and Happiness. By Sally Fallon Morell. Drawing on extensive research, Morell offers the science behind why animal fats are vital for fighting inflammation, improving nutrition, reducing chronic disease and allergies. She features easy solutions in the form of some delicious recipes, for adding these essential fats back into your diet. Celebrate the return of egg yolks and butter back into your life! 256 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6556801 THE METABOLIC APPROACH TO CANCER. By Drs. Winters & J.H. Kelley. Offers a comprehensive, nutrition-focused protocol to managing cancer. Cancer survivor, Dr. Natasha Winters identifies the ten key elements of a person’s terrain—including the microbiome, the immune system, and the blood sugar balance—as they relate to the cancer process, and prescribes The Optimal Terrain Ten Protocol approach, to slow cancer’s epidemic spread. 377 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95
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**6768237** NUTRITIONAL HEALING WITH CHINESE MEDICINE. By Ellen Goldsmith with M. Klein. Apply the ancient wisdom and traditions of Chinese medicine to your health. Whether you are looking to boost vitality or to feel more balanced, this easy-to-navigate guide offers a comprehensive review of the basic principles of Chinese dietary theory and how to apply them to daily life. 480 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**CD 5755670** THE BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET. By Mark Hyman. Read by the author. This proven program will help you not only achieve fast and sustained weight loss, it’ll also let you say goodbye to countless chronic health complaints. The secret is breaking your addiction to sugar, carbs, and processed foods—you can do it, and Dr. Hyman will show you how. Over 8 hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

**6628206** THE GUT BALANCE REVOLUTION: Boost Your Metabolism, Restore Your Inner Ecology, and Lose the Weight for Good! By Gerard E. Mullin. Leading authority on digestive health and the gut microbiome shares a proven, science-based program to restore and retain weight loss by achieving a balanced gut flora. He reveals how to stifle fat-forming gut bacteria, reseed your gut with good fat-burning ones, and fertilize those friendly flora with just the right foods. 409 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**6462805** THE GUT BALANCE REVOLUTION: Boost Your Metabolism, Restore Your Inner Ecology, and Lose the Weight for Good! By Gerard E. Mullin. A leading authority on digestive health and the gut microbiome shares a proven, science-based program to restore and retain weight loss by achieving a balanced gut flora. He reveals how to stifle fat-forming gut bacteria, reseed your gut with good fat-burning ones, and fertilize those friendly flora with just the right foods. 409 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.99

**6592201** FOODS TO FIGHT CANCER: What to Eat to Reduce Your Risk. By R. Ballon & D. Gold. Discover how 20 types of cancer can be avoided through simple changes in lifestyle, including dietary habits. Nature supplies us with an abundance of foods rich in molecules with the potential to prevent cancer. This book will help you discover which everyday foods are scientifically proven to contain anticancer properties. Fully updated to include the very latest oncological research. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95


**661566X** HEALTHY LIVER. By Cris Beer. Contains all the tools and recipes you need to heal and restore this essential organ. With an easy-to-follow 30-day, 28-day, 14-day Detox plans, and a simple Liver Detox Plan, this guide is your definitive reference to ultimate liver health. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockpool. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**5972639** THE ALZHEIMER’S DIET: Using a Low-Carb, High-Fat Diet to Fight Alzheimer’s Disease & More! By Amy Berger. Certified Nutrition Specialist Amy Berger presents a revolutionary approach to combating Alzheimer’s disease through nutrition and lifestyle interventions. It presents the most recent scientific findings to everyone, whether you loved ones and caregivers of Alzheimer’s sufferers, and offers hope and light against a labyrinth of darkness. 326 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


**6737295** THE KETOGENIC BIBLE: The Authoritative Guide to Ketosis. By J. Wilson & R. Lowry. Here is your one-stop shop to everything you want to know about the ketogenic lifestyle: its history, the science behind it, its therapeutic benefits, and how you can make it part of your life. Bursting with practical tips for following keto, along with more than 73 easy and delicious recipes. Color photos. 384 pages. Victory Belt Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**5998751** THE SWEET POTATO DIET: The Super Carb-Cycling Program to Lose Up to 12 Pounds in 2 Weeks. By Michael Morellì. A popular fitness guru removes all the guesswork and takes away the fear from traditional carb-cycling diets by simplifying it down to a step-by-step eating schedule—without food-weighing or calorie-counting. Includes 45 easy recipes that will leave your taste buds happy and your stomach satisfied. Well illus. in color. 307 pages. Day Capo. Pub. at $28.00

**6728055** THE 8-WEEK SKINNY DIET: Includes More Than 100 Recipes for Beautiful Skin. By Karen Fischer. Whatever your skin condition may be, you can improve its quality and have fantastic-looking skin in just eight weeks. This unique eating and lifestyle plan is broken down into easy to follow steps, designed to supply your body with the specific building materials it needs to make gorgeous skin. 480 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6698948** DIETARY GUIDELINES FOR AMERICANS 2015-2020, EIGHTH EDITION. This guide uses the government’s most up-to-date research on diet and health in order to help all children and their families adopt a healthy, nutritionally adequate eating pattern. These guidelines are a necessary reference for anyone implementing a health plan of any sort. Skyhorse. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**6718906** NOURISH YOUR BRAIN COOKBOOK: Discover How to Keep Your Brain Healthy with 60 Delicious Recipes. By Rika K. Keck. Our food choices can affect our mental capacity and even our emotions. Discover what foods will increase energy levels, improve your mood, help you focus, and sharpen your memory. Features 60 recipes including vegetarian and vegan options for breakfast, lunch and dinner, mood, help you focus, and sharpen your memory. Features 60 recipes including vegetarian and vegan options for breakfast, lunch and dinner, and making healthy choices. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5718183** THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO GUT HEALTH. By Lindsay Boyers. Now you can take simple steps to restore healthy gut flora and reduce excess intake of sugar, and artificial sweeteners. 16 pages of color photos. 400 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

**5847729** 50 SHORTCUTS TO A SUGAR-FREE LIFE. By Fredrik Paulun. Explains why refined sugars are so dangerous and how to avoid processed sugars and addiction. Paulun offers lifestyle tips and easy tricks for reducing consumption of sugar and making healthy choices. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
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5992605 THE SUGAR DETOX: Lose the Sugar, Lose the Weight—Look and Feel Great. By B. Alpert & P. Farris. Offers an easy plan to slim your waistline, energize and revitalize your skin. Includes 3-day detox program, meal plans and shopping tips; for combating cravings; and 50 delicious, easy recipes such as, Herb-Roasted Chicken, Summer Shrimp, Pasta Salad, Tacos with Roasted Peach Salsa. 268 pages. Da Capo. SOLD OUT

5579337 THE COMPLETE MACROBIOTIC DIET: 7 Steps to Feel Fabulous, Look Vibrant, & Think Clearly. By Denny & Susan Worman. Using a clear and easy-to-follow macrobiotic lifestyle, you can change your body’s rhythms, everyday wisdom, and common sense, this invaluable resource addresses topics such as gluten sensitivity, the spiritual aspects of health, as well as a brief history of macrobiotic principles. 402 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5852072 GOOD CLEAN FOOD. By S. Epstein & B. Leibson. Between GMOs, hormones, and pesticides, it sometimes feels like our food has become so artificial that shopping intelligently is impossible. How can we know for sure that the food we buy isn’t putting us at risk? This practical, positive guide provides all the information you need to make the best food choices. Illus. 164 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $2.95

5983738 THE GENE THERAPY PLAN: Taking Control of Your Genetic Destiny with Diet and Lifestyle. By Mitchell L. Gaynor. If what our diets can affect every aspect of our health by controlling the expression of our genes? This work presents the science behind this intriguing idea and provides easy to follow meal plans and recipes to help put them in practice. 224 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

1847198 ANTI-INFLAMMATORY EATING MADE EASY: 75 Recipes and Nutrition Plan. By Michelle Babb. Offers a clear explanation of inflammation with an easy to follow Mediterranean-style nutritional plan to combat inflammatory conditions such as arthritis, type 2 diabetes, food allergies, skin conditions, and weight gain. Color photos. 196 pages. Sasquatch. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

5875585 THE EVERYDAY ET DIET COOKBOOK. By Anji Santadige with L.N. Bull. This easy to use guide separates fact from fiction and shows you how to incorporate coconut into your meals with 150 nutritious recipes, including: Fluffy Coconut Pancakes and Waffles, Crispy Coconut Potato Skins, Coconut Creme Brulee and much more. 276 pages. Adams. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5659221 THE HUNGER TYPE DIET. By P. Prepon & J. Bar-David. A 21-day diet and lifestyle guide that combines modern nutritional science with Chinese Meridian Theory to detoxify the body and burn fat. Learn how to cook and create a stash of proteins, carbs, and vegetables along with nutritional bone broths to enjoy throughout the week. Well illus. in color. 282 pages. Adams. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

5841956 WHEAT BELLY 10-DAY GRAIN DIET. By William Davis. Unlike any other diet program you’ve seen, this plan cleanses you from the toxic effects of wheat and grains. Includes a day-by-day road map for a “wheat-free” 10-day meal plan: detox “Diary of a Wheat Hater” from fat blasters to healthy waters; effective strategies to overcome detox and withdrawal symptoms; and more. 269 pages. Collins. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $10.99 $5.95

6556577 NATALIE JILL’S 7-DAY JUMP START. Unprocess your diet and revolutionize your life with Jill’s easy-to-follow plan. Whether you have yo-yo dieted for years or have tried to “eat healthy” without seeing results, her solutions will last a lifetime. Includes delicious recipes for all meals of the day: seven-minute exercises for a leaner, toned body; and more. Color photos. 301 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

596577X THE ADDICTOCARB DIET. By Bruce Roseman. New brain imaging techniques prove that weight gain stems from our addiction to certain foods. This comprehensive diet that addresses addictive eating habits. Ditch the Addictocarbs while eating many healthy, flavorful foods. Includes recipes, sample meal plans, and FAQs. 237 pages. BenBella. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95
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572323X YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Bible of Bodyweight Exercises. By Mark Lauren with J. Clark. Using Lauren’s motivation techniques, expert training, and nutrition advice, you’ll see rapid results by working out just 30 minutes a day, four times per week, without the need for more than the resistance of your own bodyweight. Lauren’s exercises build more muscle than weightlifting, burn fat more than aerobics, and are safe and effective for both men and women. 400 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

5989689 THE BODY BALANCE DIET PLAN. By Emine Alipour Rutton. Decoding the 5,000-year-old science of life known as Ayurveda, Rutton shows you how simple and practical a body-balancing, seasonal lifestyle can be. Beat stress, lose weight and feel energized and positive with this personalized eating plan. 226 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

5987463 THE TAPPING DIET. By C. Look & J. Cerreta. Reveals how to shed excess pounds with the power of Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT). Complete with 30 delicious, easy to make recipes like Asian Beef Salad and Polenta Pie, this guide will help you tap your way to incredible weight loss and a lifetime of healthy living. 236 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 PRICE CUT to $1.95

5323269 THE MIND DIET. By Maggie Moon. Research suggests that what you eat today will help (or hurt) your cognitive abilities later. This guide presents an easy-to-follow program for keeping your mind sharp by eating the right foods and avoiding brain-harming ingredients. Includes recipes for dishes that improve memory, concentration, and mental acuity. 296 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

1001420 THE 10 POUNDS OFF GLUTEN-FREE DIET. By From the Experts at Cooking Light. A complete weight-loss program designed to help you drop inches and pounds from your health in just four weeks. Includes 100 delicious recipes from Cooking Light, workout plans you can do anywhere, and helpful tips to keep you motivated and on track to meet your weight-loss goals. Illus. in color, 224 pages. Oxmoor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95


5856377 VITALITY JILLS 7-DAY JUMP START. Unprocess your diet and revolutionize your fitness level with Jill’s easy-to-follow plan. Whether you have yo-yo dieted for years or have tried to “eat healthy” without seeing results, her solutions will last a lifetime. Includes delicious recipes for all meals of the day: seven-minute exercises for a leaner, toned body; and more. Color photos. 301 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95
YOGILATES, LEVEL 1: Beginners Workout. By Jonathan Urla. This is a beginning level yoga class that safely tones, strengthens muscles, and enhances balance. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  
5905974 NAVY SEALS WORKOUT: Anatomy of Fitness Elite Training. By Stephen M. Erié. Includes a comprehensive introduction to Navy SEAL training over 20 step-by-step exercises; dynamic warm-up and static cool-down exercises; and a complete program of different SEAL workouts, so anyone can tailor a program to suit their fitness requirements. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
5784512 BODYWEIGHT WORKOUTS FOR MEN: 75 Anytime, Anywhere Exercises to Build a Better Body. By Sean Bartram. Work all major muscle groups and blast off extra pounds with exercises that require only the weight of your body—no bulky machines, no special equipment, no expensive gym memberships. Includes strengthening and toning exercises in 36 hardcore routines. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
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67759X 101 GET-LEAN WORKOUTS AND STRATEGIES. By the eds. of Muscle & Fitness. The editors of Muscle & Fitness magazine offer you their knowledge and programs you can use to shed fat, improve your body, and get healthy in a safe way, using high-intensity resistance training and cardio combined with a diet. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

676681 CHANGE YOUR POSTURE, CHANGE YOUR LIFE: How the Power of the Alexander Technique Can Combat Back Pain, Tension and Stress. By Richard Brennan. A person who has a good, natural posture tends to project confidence, dignity and authority. This book is emphatically not about sitting up straight, pulling your shoulders back, and arching your back. It is about finding your natural poise again: that wonderful ease of posture you had as a child. Hardcover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

676418 10 MINUTES TO A FLAT BELLY. By Jorge Cruise. Unleash the Jorge Cruise secret to restore your metabolism by creating new lean muscles that burn fat and shrink the size of your belly. Each day you’ll do a routine that is specialized to sculpt your belly and take just eight minutes. Well illus. 185 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

677183 NO-RISK PILATES: 8 Techniques for a Safe Full-Body Workout. By B. Calais-Germain & B. Raison. The Pilates method aligns the body; builds long muscles; and develops core abdominal strength. This guide demonstrates how to minimize risk of injury with proper form and minimize physical strain. Drawings. 118 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

670852 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO STRENGTH TRAINING, 5TH EDITION. By Axel Bayda. Blending scientific understanding of muscular fitness with accessibility, this is the ultimate resource for anyone wanting to increase strength and sculpt their body. Featuring proven training programs and evidence based nutritional guidance, this delivers workouts for both bodybuilders and intermediate, and elite athletes alike. Color photos. 288 pages. Rodale. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

539066 THE NEW HIGH-INTENSITY TRAINING: The Best Muscle-Building System You’ve Never Tried. By Ellington Darden. This is the no-weights, no-gym plan with 2-week plans for broader shoulders, a deeper chest, bigger arms, more powerful legs, and a tighter waist, or apply a result-producing 6-month course for maximizing your muscle mass and strength. Photos. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

569383 KRAV MAGA FOR BEGINNERS. By Darren Levine et al. As the official fighting system of the Israeli Defense Forces, Krav Maga has been battle-tested and has been proven successful. This guide presents the system’s fundamental techniques and most real-world moves, as well as a comprehensive fitness program. Photos. 192 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

674793 LEARNING TO BREATHE FIRE: The Rise of CrossFit and the Primal Future of Fitness. By J.C. Herz. Tracing CrossFit’s rise from a single underground gym in Santa Cruz to its adoption as the workout of choice for elite special forces; firefighters and cops, and regular Joes and Janes, Herz explains the science of maximum effort and how you could stretch fitness to your limits. Society. She shows us how on a deep level, we’re all tribal hunters and first responders, waiting for the signal to go all out. Color photos. 356 pages. Crown. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

594323 COMPLETE GUIDE TO YOGA, PILATES, MEDITATION & STRESS RELIEF: Explore the relaxations and movements that are the best way to combat life’s stresses, enhance your sense of well-being, and allow you to enjoy life to the fullest. This guide is the ideal introduction to four of the most popular therapies used today. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Parragon. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

569857 A TIGHT BELLY FOR LIFE. By Stacie Bier. A complete six-week program based on the authors’ research that tells you how to sculpt your belly and feel great doing it. Includes easy-to-follow workouts and nutritional guidelines. 186 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

674742 8 KEYS TO MENTAL HEALTH THROUGH EXERCISE. By Christina G. Hibbert. Explains the connections between exercise and mental well-being and offers readers step by step strategies for overcoming mental challenges and achieving emotional health. Through the practice of Grandmaster Kang’s 7-week plan you will gain: an improved physique; increased stamina; clear thinking and mental alertness. Norton. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

666871 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO YOGA, PILATES, MEDITATION & STRESS RELIEF: A complete six-week program that teaches the big ideas behind fitness and ways to enjoy exercise without giving up on yourself. You’ll learn how fitness can develop our minds and bodies as one and by learning how to exercise intelligently, we are contributing to our overall enjoyment of life. Photos. 246 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

678616 STRETCHING TO STAY YOUNG: Simple Workouts to Keep You Flexible, Energized, & Pain-Free. By Jessica Matthews. Offers accessible yet effective exercises designed to relieve your stiffness, improve your mobility, and reduce joint discomfort and pain. Part one teaches you the fundamentals; part two profiles each stretch with detailed instructions; and part three offers complete flexibility-training routines. Well illus. in color. 210 pages. Althea. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

670818 THE HOME-OPP GYM: How to Keep Fit Wherever You Are. By Jon Denoris. An easy to use, effective portfolio of exercises for people who want to get fit with the minimum of fuss. Designed for readers who don’t have time or money for the gym, it includes an effective six-week workout. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

670733 FOUNDATION: Redefine Your Core, Conquer Back Pain, and Move with Confidence. By Eric Goodman et al. Foundation training shifts the focus from the front of your body to the back. By strengthening the full posterior chain and correcting poor movement, patterns will fall into alignment, improving endurance and say goodbye to back pain. The exercises demonstrated here can help you radically redefine your core. Illus. in color. 274 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95


661487 BLACK BELT FITNESS FOR LIFE. By Tae Sun Kang. Through the practice of Grandmaster Kang’s 7-week plan you will gain: an improved physique; increased stamina; clear thinking and mental alertness. Norton. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

657528 8 MINUTES IN THE MORNING TO A FLAT BELLY By Jorge Cruise. Unleash the Jorge Cruise secret to restore your metabolism by creating new lean muscles that burn fat and shrink the size of your belly. Each day you’ll do a routine that is specialized to sculpt your belly and take just eight minutes. Well illus. 185 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

674746 8 KEYS TO MENTAL HEALTH THROUGH EXERCISE. By Christina G. Hibbert. Explains the connections between exercise and mental well-being and offers readers step by step strategies for overcoming mental challenges and achieving emotional health. Through the practice of Grandmaster Kang’s 7-week plan you will gain: an improved physique; increased stamina; clear thinking and mental alertness. Norton. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95


6620205 FIRST STRATEGIES. By the eds. of Men’s Health magazine. A must have for every gym membership. 330 pages. Rodale. Hardcover. Pub. at $41.99 $11.95

6709419 THE POP-UP GYM: How to Keep Fit Wherever You Are. By Jon Denoris. An easy to use, effective portfolio of exercises for people who want to get fit with the minimum of fuss. Designed for readers who don’t have time or money for the gym, it includes an effective six-week routine, plus lots of motivational tips, nutritional information, and other useful advice. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Bloomsbury. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.00 $9.99

661813 COMPLETE GUIDE TO YOGA, PILATES, MEDITATION & STRESS RELIEF: A complete six-week program that teaches the big ideas behind fitness and ways to enjoy exercise without giving up on yourself. You’ll learn how fitness can develop our minds and bodies as one and by learning how to exercise intelligently, we are contributing to our overall enjoyment of life. Photos. 246 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95
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★ 6785697 THE ESQUIRE GUIDE TO BODYWEIGHT TRAINING. By Adam Schersten with C. Klimek. Features 75 anywhere exercises, comprehensive fitness programs; sensible nutritional guidelines; an intro to mobility training; and mini features on using bodyweight training to reduce low back pain, improve your golf game, and more. Fully illus. in color. 270 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

★ 6731554 ANATOMY OF MUSCLE BUILDING: A Trainer’s Guide to Increasing Muscle Mass. By Craig Ramsay. A respected trainer guides you through some of the best exercises for building and toning key muscle groups. Each exercise is presented with clear step-by-step instructions, full-color photography, and detailed anatomical illustrations that allow you to see just which muscles you are exercising. 285 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

★ 6637248 ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility. By Craig Ramsay. Former Broadway dancer Craig Ramsay guides you through a “Stretching Session” which targets each of the major muscle groups, and he includes a full-color poster of the “Quick Stretch Program” for those who don’t have time for a full session. Special sections include expectant mothers, and the office. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Hatherleigh. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

★ 6731538 ANATOMY OF CORE STABILITY. By Hollis Lance Lieberman. Designed to work the entire core musculature, the exercises in this book are presented in detailed, full-color anatomical illustrations and concise how-to instructions, plus details on the specific muscles being worked. Some exercises require inexpensive equipment. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

DVD 5700612 RICHARD SIMMONS–LOVE YOURSELF AND WIN. Presents a complete program, never before released show featuring Richard’s six unique and motivational steps to positive self-esteem and permanent weight loss. Learn how to change your life for the better, because you’re worth it! 40 minutes. Time-Life. $6.95

DVD 5881942 THE GIRLS NEXT DOOR WORKOUT. Fullscreen. Join Holly, Bridget, and Kendra at the Playboy Mansion for a private training session. Whether it’s Kendra’s Hot Hips or the demaning Bridget’s Boot Camp Challenge, or the sheer fun of Holly’s Sexy Silhouette, you’ll find each of these workouts equally exhilarating. 45 minutes. Image Entertainment. $6.95

DVD 5737966 THE NEW RULES OF LIFTING: Six Basic Moves for Maximum Muscle. By L. Schuler & A. Cosgrove. You will find a three-phase training system, including nine unique total-body programs, over 100 exercises with detailed instructions and step-by-step photographs, scoring guidelines, and real access stories from women who have used this training program. 286 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.95 SOLD OUT

560997X STRONG: Nine Workout Programs for Women to Burn Fat, Boost Metabolism, and Build Strength for Life. By L. Schuler & A. Cosgrove. You will find a three-phase training system, including nine unique total-body programs, over 100 exercises with detailed instructions and step-by-step photographs, scoring guidelines, and real access stories from women who have used this training program. 286 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.95

★ 6637077 AGELESS STRENGTH: Strong and Fit for a Lifetime. By Jeff Horowitz. A focused and highly effective program that includes a full-start program to build your fitness base, color-coded exercises, with photos and step-by-step instructions, options to make each exercise more challenging as fitness improves, and exercises you can do at home or on the go. 206 pages. Velopress. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

★ 5905427 THE BODY SCULPTING BIBLE FOR MEN, PLATINUM EDITION. By J. Villepigue & H. Rivera. The definitive workout and nutrition guide that includes exercises and workouts plus nutrition plans and stats from inside the scoop on supplements, advice on keeping fit while traveling, and weightlifting information for teens and seniors. Well illus. 538 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

★ 6789498 THE BODY SCULPTING BIBLE FOR MEN, THIRD EDITION. By J. Villepigue & H. Rivera. The definitive workout schedule outline that is updated and revised material. Inside you’ll find all the original detailed exercises that made it a bestselling phenomenon, plus new Rapid Body Sculpting Workouts and Bodyweight Workouts; six new workouts, and even more tips and nutrition information. Well illus. 451 pages. Hatherleigh. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

★ 6778809 COMPLETE PHYSIQUE: Your Ultimate Body Transformation. By Hollis Lance Lieberman. This all-in-one one program is designed to help you obtain and maintain the body you’ve always wanted. Covers every aspect of total body fitness, including peaking tips for getting yourself into top condition; how to burn fat while building lean muscle, diet and nutrition information; and more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Hatherleigh. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

6735193 FROM SLIGHT TO MIGHT: Building Muscle for the Hardgainer. By Hollis Lance Lieberman. A comprehensive guide to help you add the mass you’ve been seeking and continue to gain personal confidence in your body. Your moter will improve, your body will fit better, and you’ll feel like a better person by getting in shape and learning the right way to do it. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6748902 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EXERCISE ANATOMY. By Hollis Lance Lieberman. Provides precise, step-by-step instructions to more than 100 individual exercises and introduces over 50 target-focused workout routines. Full color photographs and detailed anatomical illustrations pinpoint exactly which muscles are being worked during each exercise. 392 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $15.95

5884926 THE OXYGEN ADVANTAGE. By Patrick Mckown. Chronic overbreathing leads to loss of health and poor fitness and contributes to such problems as anxiety, asthma, fatigue, insomnia, heart problems, and obesity. Within minutes you can improve the amount of oxygen delivered to active muscles and organs by changing how you breathe, using the simple techniques in this guide. Illus. 352 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95


5788722 SPARTAN WARRIOR WORKOUT: Get Action-Movie Ripped in 30 Days. By Dave Randolph. In just one month, the high intensity workouts presented can give you the jaw-dropping physique of history’s greatest soldier. This program is designed to help you get in shape and improve your fitness merely being in shape to having the strength and endurance to withstand the ultimate test. Includes info on active rest and nutrition. Well illus. 158 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


5904412 60-SECOND SWEAT: Get a Rock-Hard Body 1 Minute at a Time. By Holitsa L. Schuler & A. Cosgrove. The best training schedule outline that is updated and revised material. Inside you’ll find all the original detailed exercises that made it a bestselling phenomenon, plus new Rapid Body Sculpting Workouts and Bodyweight Workouts; six new workouts, and even more tips and nutrition information. Well illus. 451 pages. Hatherleigh. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

5788722 SPARTAN WARRIOR WORKOUT: Get Action-Movie Ripped in 30 Days. By Dave Randolph. In just one month, the high intensity workouts presented can give you the jaw-dropping physique of history’s greatest soldier. This program is designed to help you get in shape and improve your fitness merely being in shape to having the strength and endurance to withstand the ultimate test. Includes info on active rest and nutrition. Well illus. 158 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

★ 5788722 SPARTAN WARRIOR WORKOUT: Get Action-Movie Ripped in 30 Days. By Dave Randolph. In just one month, the high intensity workouts presented can give you the jaw-dropping physique of history’s greatest soldier. This program is designed to help you get in shape and improve your fitness merely being in shape to having the strength and endurance to withstand the ultimate test. Includes info on active rest and nutrition. Well illus. 158 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

★ 5788722 SPARTAN WARRIOR WORKOUT: Get Action-Movie Ripped in 30 Days. By Dave Randolph. In just one month, the high intensity workouts presented can give you the jaw-dropping physique of history’s greatest soldier. This program is designed to help you get in shape and improve your fitness merely being in shape to having the strength and endurance to withstand the ultimate test. Includes info on active rest and nutrition. Well illus. 158 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/620
**Exercise & Fitness**

5938384 ANATOMY OF CYCLING: A Trainer’s Guide to Cycling. By Jennifer Laurita. Instructions on an assortment of exercises designed to work on a wide range of muscles that come into play when cycling. Improve flexibility, strengthen your legs, hone your balance and more using exercises that require just a mat and chair, an exercise ball, a small medicine ball, a large Swiss Ball, a small roller, and a large roller. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6664199 THE ILLUSTRATED PRACTICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FITNESS TRAINING.** By Kevyna Paul. Dance is gaining recognition as a way for everyone to improve and maintain their physical health as well as a sense of well-being. This manual includes the history and essence of the dance styles; dress codes and the reasons behind these; suggestions for getting started; barre moves and steps joined into a simple routine; and ideas for adapting dance styles for people who need to sit on a chair. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Haynes. 8½x10½. Pub. at $36.95

**PRICE CUT to $15.15**

5967818 THE PILLARS OF HEALTH. By John Pierre. In this volume, you'll discover how to feel your best and have a good time doing it. The tools Pinnacle provides are simple and enjoyable, incorporating any exercise routine you choose. Learn a variety of techniques that will help you build a strong, joyous life you love. Illus. 222 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**592572X DANCE MANUAL: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide.** By Kevyna Paul. Dance is gaining recognition as a way for everyone to improve and maintain their physical health as well as a sense of well-being. This manual includes the history and essence of the dance styles; dress codes and the reasons behind these; suggestions for getting started; barre moves and steps joined into a simple routine; and ideas for adapting dance styles for people who need to sit on a chair. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Haynes. 8½x10½. Pub. at $36.95

**PRICE CUT to $15.15**

**DVD 3576914 YOGA FOR EVERYONE.** Discover the countless health benefits that yoga offers in this three-DVD collection. Each of the three DVD workouts is packaged with a beautiful full-color companion booklet featuring photographs and listing key benefits of each pose. Programs include Flexibility; Stamina, and Strengthening. 150 minutes on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.99

SOLD OUT

**5937049 GODDESS TO THE CORE: An Inspired Workout to Maximize Your Fitness, Beauty & Power.** By Sierra Bender with J. Migdow. This guide will help you give birth to your goddess self. Part yoga, part spiritual reflection, it will help you achieve ultimate wellbeing. Redefine power, beauty, and fitness and reclaim the power of your feminine essence. Photos. 256 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**3.95**


SOLD OUT

5698472 WOMEN’S HOME WORKOUT BIBLE. By Brad Schoenfeld. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Human Kinetics. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**6.95**

**1832913 EAT BACON, DON’T JOG: Get Strong, Get Lean, No Bullshit.** By Grant Petersen. 223 pages. Workman. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**9.95**

641849X WALK YOUR BUTT OFF! Go from Sedentary to Slim in 12 Weeks with This Breakthrough Walking Plan. By Sarah Longe. Butter et al. 222 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95


**3.95**

**5926483 EVERYDAY HEALTH AND FITNESS WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS.** By David Lyons with J. Sloane. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**5.75**


**29.95**

---

**Beauty & Skin Care**

1904256 FRENCH WOMEN DON’T GET FACELIFTS: The Secret of Aging with Style & Attitude. By Mireille Guiliano. With a blend of wit, no-nonsense advice, and storytelling flair, Guiliano offers delightful, enlightening and encouraging take on aging and feeling your best at any age. You won’t find the advice and inspiration she offers just anywhere: these are a French woman’s most guarded beauty and lifestyle secrets. 258 pages. Grand Central.

**3.95**

6704956 HOMEMADE BEAUTY: 150 Simple Beauty Recipes Made from All-Natural Ingredients. By Annie Strole. Presents a collection of all-natural skin, hair and body care recipes that are inexpensive, toxin-free, and easy to make yourself. Try Almond Rose Body Lotion; Coconut Lavender Shampoo; Brown Sugar Vanilla Scrub; and many more. 193 pages. Perigee. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**9.95**

5929621 TOSS THE GLOSS: Beauty Tips, Tricks & Truths for Women 50+. By Andrea Q. Robinson. Learn why the cosmetics, not antiaging skincare, will help you look your youthfull best; how to recognize the seduction of beauty-industry tactics designed to get you to spend more money than you need to; Gimmick-free tips and easy-to-follow shortcuts to make the most of your features. SHOPWORN. Illus. in color. 203 pages. Seal. 8½x10. Pub. at $22.95

**$8.95**

5784787 NATURAL HAIR COLORING: How to Use Henna and Other Pure Herbal Pigments for Chemical-Free Beauty. By Christine Shahn. Offers special formulas for a broad range of hues from blond to black, along with guidance on how to cover gray hair and achieve unique color effects using all natural herbs—a healthy alternative to synthetic hair colorants. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**$6.95**

5628621 102 GROCERIC CURE RECIPES: Make Your Own Fresh and Fabulous Organic Beauty Products. By Jessica Press. Filled with all-natural ingredients like shea butter, essential oils, and brown sugar, each of these 102 step-by-step recipes gives you the opportunity to mix up your own beauty products, without any of the hazardous chemicals you’d find in store-bought brands. Includes: Coco-Spice Body Butter, Jasmine Finishing Oil, Strawberry Super C Sipper, and much more. 193 pages. Perigee. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$6.95**

5759349 TWIST THE ME PRETTY BRAIDS: 45 Step-by-Step Tutorials for Beautiful, Everyday Hairstyles. By Abby Smith. Discover how to dress up your hair with these creative and exciting styles. Features instructions for beautiful braids for any occasion like the Looped Accent Braid; Pull-Thru French Braid; Crown Braid; and many more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**$12.95**

6789439 5-MINUTE HAIRSTYLES. By Jenny Strebe. With plenty of options for all hair types and lengths, it has never been so easy to try something special, even when you’re in a hurry. Packaged full of easy-to-follow instructions, gorgeous step-by-step photos, and handy timesaving tips to help you achieve maximum style with minimum fuss. 136 pages. HarperDesign. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

5945143 BEAUTY REWIND: A Makeup Guide to Looking Your Best at Any Age. By Taylor Chung-Sabaian. The essential guide for looking and feeling your best all day, every day. From a seventeen-year treatment to emphasizing your best features, the celebrity make-up artist gives you all the tools you need to age gracefully and beautifully. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Perigee. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**$4.95**

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/620
5910188 The FINISHING TOUCH: Cosmetics Through the Ages. By Julian Walker. A fascinating new volume that explores some of the materials and methods that women and men have used in the past to enhance or hold onto their looks. A story of ingenuity and of the materials and methods that women and men have used in the past to enhance their beauty and hold onto their looks. A story of ingenuity and imagination, but also of self-delusion, trickery and exploitation. Illus. 176 pages. British Library. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

6718248 LOVE THOSE EYES: Alluring Eye-Makeup Looks for Every Occasion. By Sarah Jane Ellis. The 50 eye makeup looks in this beautiful volume are created for all of life’s meaningful moments–fun looks when you want to mix things up, light looks to brighten up your day and dramatic looks for turning heads. And when you want to dress for dinner you don’t just throw on makeup–you rock it! Well illus., most in color. 144 pages. ILEX. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

4537939 SCENTS & SENSIBILITIES: Creating Scented Products for Well-Being. By Marla Miller. Take a trip into the world of natural perfume and discover how different scents can have a profound effect on your emotions, from relieving stress to enhancing sensuality. Includes step by step instructions, photographs, lists of equipment, and types of containers. 98 pages. Gibbs Smith. 4½x5½. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

5918256 LOVE THAT HAIR: Head-Turning Styles for Every Occasion. By Hayley Mallinder. The 32 styles in this beautiful volume give you the repertoire you need to make every day a good hair day—whether you desire cute braids, seductive swirls or fierce fishtails. The author helps you to become your very own super stylist. Have beautiful hair from head to toe. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

5852795 SHAMPOO-FREE. By Savannah Born. Learn about the beauty trend that’s changing the way we think about our hair and improving the way it looks in the most comprehensive guide about the shampoo-free movement. Born walks readers through creating their own simple and affordable solutions to keep hair clean and fresh. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

5957151 MOUSTACHES, WHISKERS & BEARDS. By Lucinda Hawksley. From historic times to the present day, Hawksley takes a tour of facial hair through the ages. Along the way, she explores the proliferation of whiskers among farmers during World War II, the rise of the beard during the Crimean War, its decline during WWII, and facial hair’s fashionable reemergence in the 20th century. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. National Portrait Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.50 $6.95

5862930 BEAUTY HACKS: 500 Simple Ways to Gorgeous Skin, Hair, Make-Up and Nails. By Esme Floyd. Targeting problems commonly faced by all of us in our quest to look our best, this book reveals the tips and techniques of the pros—make-up artists, therapists and professional salons use. Offers over 500 head to toe tips for quick fix solutions to all your beauty problems. Illus. 128 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

567141X BEARDS: A Unshaved History. By Kevin Clarke. Unfolds the history of the beard from a gay perspective. From 100,000 years ago, when our ancestors first started removing hair, to today, as beards regained their popularity, Clarke takes a journey through time, ideologies, and styles to reveal the beard’s impact on gay culture, and the role of beards in humanity in general. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Bruno Gmunder. 8¼x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

5972558 HOW TO WEAR MAKEUP: 75 Tips + Tutorials. Text by Mackenzie Waggonet, illus. by J. den Hoek. Packed with quick fixes to perfect any beauty routine. With advice on skincare, the best products to include in your makeup bag, exotic makeup executions, and bespoke beauty suggestions, this beautiful guide is a must-have for anyone seeking fresh, fun looks to enhance their everyday look. Drawings. 128 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6664237 LADIES’ HAIRCUTS: Women’s Hairstyles and Culture from 1920 to 1980. By Giulia Pivetta. Describes the evolution of female hairstyles through illustrations, vintage photos, and contemporary pictures of the most popular hairdos in fashion between 1920 and 1980. 239 pages. 24 ORE Cultura. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

5671832 MAKE YOUR OWN PURE MINERAL MAKEUP: 79 Easy Hypoallergenic Recipes for Radiant Beauty. By Heather Anderson. Make your own mineral makeup and discover how easy it is to get exactly the shade you want and know what you’re wearing on your face. Anderson shares 79 recipes that are specially formulated to be long-lasting and effective even on the most sensitive skin. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5357590 STYLE EYES. By Taylor Chang-Babian. One of the most frequently asked questions celebrity makeup artist Chang-Babian is asked is how to apply eye makeup. Here she shares her highly sought after tips and step by step instructions that will help you create beautiful eyes. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

5864144 YOUNGER: The Breakthrough Anti-Aging Method for Radiant Skin. By Harold Lancer. Renowned Beverly Hills dermatologist Lancer shares his groundbreaking, three-step Method to rejuvenate your skin at home, promising results in as little as three to five days. Polish, Cleanse, and Nourish will help speed cell turnover, boost collagen production, and allow the skin to absorb the nutrients it needs to maintain its youth. Illus. 245 pages. Grand Central. 4½x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

5863230 EYE-MAKEUP DESIGNS: Inspired and Inventive Looks for Every Mood and Occasion. By Kendra Stanton. Provides hundreds of ideas for breaking out of the “neutral eye shadow look” revealing the tips and tricks that will help you indulge your playful side with eye shadow looks from different eras, dramatic theatrical eye makeup that employs special effects, and even wild nature-inspired looks. Color photos. 320 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6746136 COUNTRY MUSIC HAIR. By Erin Duvall. From mullets to mustaches, teased hair to bangs, this blend of music and fashion showcases the most notable country hairdos from the 1960s to the present, alongside interviews with and anecdotes from notable hairstylists and musicians. Well illus., color. 128 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6687474 BRAID IT! An Unshaved History. By J. Linton & T. Akhuetie. In a celebration of heritage, girl power and fierce hair, two experts get you started with all the braiding techniques, then transform them into cutting-edge designs. Try out more than 30 cult styles, and learn how to add even more character with temporary colors, glitter, and even glitter. Fully illus. 176 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

667114X BEARDS: An Unshaved History. By Kevin Clarke. Unfolds the history of the beard from a gay perspective. From 100,000 years ago, when our ancestors first started removing hair, to today, as beards regain their popularity, Clarke takes a journey through time, ideologies, and styles to reveal the beard’s impact on gay culture, and the role of beards in humanity in general. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Bruno Gmunder. 8¼x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6746136 COUNTRY MUSIC HAIR. By Erin Duvall. From mullets to mustaches, teased hair to bangs, this blend of music and fashion showcases the most notable country hairdos from the 1960s to the present, alongside interviews with and anecdotes from notable hairstylists and musicians. Well illus., color. 128 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6687474 BRAID IT! An Unshaved History. By J. Linton & T. Akhuetie. In a celebration of heritage, girl power and fierce hair, two experts get you started with all the braiding techniques, then transform them into cutting-edge designs. Try out more than 30 cult styles, and learn how to add even more character with temporary colors, glitter, and even glitter. Fully illus. 176 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

5664237 LADIES’ HAIRCUTS: Women’s Hairstyles and Culture from 1920 to 1980. By Giulia Pivetta. Describes the evolution of female hairstyles through illustrations, vintage photos, and contemporary pictures of the most popular hairdos in fashion between 1920 and 1980. 239 pages. 24 ORE Cultura. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

5671832 MAKE YOUR OWN PURE MINERAL MAKEUP: 79 Easy Hypoallergenic Recipes for Radiant Beauty. By Heather Anderson. Make your own mineral makeup and discover how easy it is to get exactly the shade you want and know what you’re wearing on your face. Anderson shares 79 recipes that are specially formulated to be long-lasting and effective even on the most sensitive skin. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5357590 STYLE EYES. By Taylor Chang-Babian. One of the most frequently asked questions celebrity makeup artist Chang-Babian is asked is how to apply eye makeup. Here she shares her highly sought after tips and step by step instructions that will help you create beautiful eyes. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

5864144 YOUNGER: The Breakthrough Anti-Aging Method for Radiant Skin. By Harold Lancer. Renowned Beverly Hills dermatologist Lancer shares his groundbreaking, three-step Method to rejuvenate your skin at home, promising results in as little as three to five days. Polish, Cleanse, and Nourish will help speed cell turnover, boost collagen production, and allow the skin to absorb the nutrients it needs to maintain its youth. Illus. 245 pages. Grand Central. 4½x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

5863230 EYE-MAKEUP DESIGNS: Inspired and Inventive Looks for Every Mood and Occasion. By Kendra Stanton. Provides hundreds of ideas for breaking out of the “neutral eye shadow look” revealing the tips and tricks that will help you indulge your playful side with eye shadow looks from different eras, dramatic theatrical eye makeup that employs special effects, and even wild nature-inspired looks. Color photos. 320 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95
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675369 HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE FOR DUMMIES, 2ND EDITION. By Alan L. Rubin. Describes how to prevent high blood pressure, detect, treat, and prevention of high blood pressure, helping you determine whether you’re at risk, and to develop a diet and exercise program to keep your blood pressure at healthy levels. 338 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $6.95

598657 A PATIENT’S GUIDE TO UNNECESSARY KNEE SURGERY: How to Avoid the Pitfalls of Hasty Medical Advice. By Ronald P. Grayzel. Pinpoints perception of knee pain variance with the truth. Misinformation is perpetuated by practitioners who are incompletely educated about knee issues and/or shamelessly unscrupulous. After reading this guide, you should be better able to request medical advice when you need it and better able to take care of your knee—both before and after it starts to hurt. Illus. 217 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

3405516 SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES MEDICAL HANDBOOK, SECOND EDITION. By John Albano et al. This handbook is a product of top medical officers from the U.S. Army, Navy, Marines and Air Force, and covers everything from how to treat a battle wound to field dressing a veterinary medicine. Prepares you for any medical crisis, whether you’re in the midst of battle, scuba diving on vacation, or on a hike in the woods. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95


1065951 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF NUTRITIONAL HEALING. By Deborah Mitchell. Discover the top 100 medicinal foods and supplements with this cross-referenced guide. Includes cross-referenced entries of common health conditions, along with recommended foods and/or supplements to treat them. 339 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $2.95

6753558 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR: Nature’s Medicine, Secret Remedy, and Powerful Remedy. By John Trivieri, Jr. A practical guide to the many well-known benefits of apple cider vinegar—as well as the elixir’s newly discovered powers as a natural anti-inflammatory—featuring an A to Z section that shows you how to use apple cider vinegar to prevent and reverse over 80 common health conditions. 217 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

6766412 OVERDOSED AMERICA: The Broken Promise of American Medicine. By John Abramson. Regrettably, pharmaceutical companies have misreported statistical evidence, misled doctors, and compromised our health. The good news is that the best scientific evidence shows that reclaiming responsibility for your own health is often far more effective than taking the latest blockbuster drug. 334 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

464154X BEAT OSTEOPOROSIS WITH EXERCISE. By Karl Knopf. Regardless of your current fitness level, you can radically improve all aspects of your health, including preventing bone loss, increasing mobility, avoiding fractures, controlling weight, improving balance, fixing posture, lowering the risk of injury, improving balance, and fixing posture. Safe, age-appropriate customizable approach to exercise offers stability while lowering risk of injury. 144 pages. Accord. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95. $2.95


5783143 TURMERIC FOR HEALTH. By Britt Brandon. Discover all the benefits this simple spice can bring! Details 100 all-natural solutions that utilize the wonders of turmeric to help with common ailments such as inflammation, digestion, cardiovascular health, memory and aging, and so much more. 337 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $9.95

6762066 COMPLETE BACK WORKBOOK: A Practical Approach to Healing Common Back Ailments. By Stella Weller. Whether you are one of the millions who have a spine-related ailment, or one of the few people who have experienced back pain or injury, this book will help you understand and improve your back. It offers accessible, clearly illustrated exercises, plus coping strategies for dealing with back pain. 144 pages. Castle. Sold out.

4573153 DAVIS’S POCKET GUIDE TO HERBS AND SUPPLEMENTS. By Catherine Ulbricht. Rely on this handy, portable resource to provide the information you need to know about the risks and benefits of herbs, supplements, vitamins, and nutraceuticals. More than 600 entries organized alphabetically by most common name, with adverse drug reactions and life-threatening side effects highlighted. 261 pages. F.A. Davis. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95


5207063 PAIN: THE NATURAL SOLUTION. By Mary Helen Grelsamer. Details 100 all-natural solutions that work with, not against, their medications. 234 pages. Becker. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

6753891 LECIT HIN AND HEAL TH: B rai n Nutrients—Phosphatidyl Choline and Serine. By Frank Orthoefer. Takes a comprehensive and scientific look at why we should consider supplementing our diets with lecithin. Includes important new research on phosphatidyl choline and serine, including possible benefits toward Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and other degenerative diseases of the nervous system. 83 pages. Vital Health. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

6753870 COMPLETE BACK WORKBOOK: A Practical Approach to Healing Common Back Ailments. By Stella Weller. Whether you are one of the millions who have a spine-related ailment, or one of the few people who have experienced back pain or injury, this book will help you understand and improve your back. It offers accessible, clearly illustrated exercises, plus coping strategies for dealing with back pain. 144 pages. Castle. Sold out.


5783143 TURMERIC FOR HEALTH. By Britt Brandon. Discover all the benefits this simple spice can bring! Details 100 all-natural solutions that utilize the wonders of turmeric to help with common ailments such as inflammation, digestion, cardiovascular health, memory and aging, and so much more. 337 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $9.95


5861446 ENCHANTMENT: The Secret Lives of Hair. By Emma Tarlo. From fashion and beauty to politics and cultural identity, hair tells us about who we are. Underpinning this fascinating narrative will be the way you see hair forever. Illus. Some. 407 pages. Oneworld. Import. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT TO $6.95
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**664327** RADIATION NATION: The Fallout of Modern Technology. By Daniel T. & Ryan P. DeGaet. Contains essential information on electromagnetic frequency (EMF) radiation produced by modern technology such as cell phones, tablets, and Wi-Fi, which is one of the fastest growing health issues facing our society today. The author provides all you need to select smart materials and stay safe. Illus. 267 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**661745** DESIGNED TO MOVE: The Science-Backed Program to Fight Siting Disease & Enjoy Lifelong Health. By Joa Vernikos. The human body is designed to move, not stay still for hours at a time. Dr. Vernikos presents a 12-week program to understand how many nutrients and which foods and nutrients that will target readers’ specific concerns. 223 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**595276X** THE HUNDRED-YEAR LIE: How to Protect Yourself & Reverse Eye Disease Through Better Nutrition, Opt. By Neal Adams. Reframe the way you eat can prevent and reverse eye disease, based on clinical research and presented in layman’s terms by an award-winning opthamologist. Includes 50 expert, practical tips you can use to keep away the disease. Features seven widespread assumptions that encourage excessive, often ineffective, and sometimes harmful medical care. 218 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $19.95


**5985293** LESS MEDICINE, MORE HEALTH: 7 Twenty-Ways To Lower Your Medical Bill. By H. Gilbert Welch. Drawing on his 25 years of medical practice and research with the U.S. healthcare system, Dr. Welch describes to keep high cholesterol, a potentially life-threatening condition, at bay. Includes dietary changes; nutritional supplements; effective exercises, lifestyle changes, and medical options. 102 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**6739350** 50 WAYS TO LOWER YOUR CHEOLESTEROL. By M.P. McGowan & J.M. Chopra. Offers 50 expert, practical tips you can use to keep away high cholesterol, a potentially life-threatening condition, at bay. Includes dietary changes; nutritional supplements; effective exercises, lifestyle changes, and medical options. 398 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**5916534** THE DETOXIFICATION EQUATION: A Revolutionary Approach to Living Younger, Healthier, Longer. By E. Blackburn & E. Epel. Reveals that sleep quality, exercise, diet, and even certain chemicals profoundly affect our telomeres (which protect our genetic heritage), and that chronic stress, negative thoughts, strained relationships, and even the wrong neighborhoods can eat away at them. The author shows you how to make simple changes to keep your telomeres healthy. Illus. 338 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**5957341** MAYO CLINIC WELLNESS SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE. Offers an integrated health action plan designed specifically to help you control high blood pressure. Changing the way you live can change the way you feel. Presented in three parts: Understanding Your Condition; Eat Well to Feel Well; and even the wrong neighborhoods can eat away at them. The author shows you how to make simple changes to keep your telomeres healthy. 398 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00


**5715164** WHAT’S MY PEE TELLING ME? By J. Richman & A. Sheff. Includes hilarious illustrations and enlightening explanations of body language, including medical knowledge. The author shatters dozens of myths perpetrated by the chemical, pharmaceutical, and processed food industries. 292 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**5770319** THE DOCTOR’S GUIDE TO SURVIVING WHEN MODERN MEDICINE FAILS. By Scott A. Johnson. Instead of running to the doctor every time you get sick, you can avoid the doctor by using the guide. Dr. Johnson says what to expect, how to manage your condition, and how you can make simple changes to keep your telomeres healthy. 298 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

6501001 THE END OF DIABETES: The Eat to Live Plan to Prevent and Reverse Diabetes. By Joel Fuhrman. Despite what you might have heard, diabetes is not a lifelong condition, and with this simple plan, you can end your treatment and regain your health. With a focus on high-nutrient, low-calorie diet it will help you lose weight, improve your health, and ultimately defeat diabetes and other diseases. 314 pages. Harper One. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

5961351 DON'T LET YOUR DOCTOR KILL YOU: How to Beat Physician Arrogance, Corporate Greed and a Broken System. By Erika Schwartz with M.J. Peltier. Developing personal self-confidence, choosing the right doctor for you, walking out on the wrong ones with impunity, and making the right choices will add up to great healthcare with you at the center. Follow the plans and facts offered here and change your life and those of your loved ones. 276 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00


4601327 THE LIVER CLEANSING DIET. By Sandra Cabot. Presents Dr. Cabot’s award-winning eight-week diet plan for cleansing the liver, including her groundbreaking healing soup and raw juice recipes. New sections examine the liver’s role in long-term health and its self-healing abilities. Offers healthy strategies for children who are overweight, and nutritional medicine for hepatitis C and B. Illus. 288 pages. SCB International. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5826446 THE PROBIOTIC CURE: Harnessing the Power of Good Bacteria for Better Health. By Martie Whittenk. Research shows that a range of illnesses, from stomach ulcers to osteoporosis, can be caused by “H. pylori,” a nasty little bacteria found in the gut. In this guide, a certified clinical nutritionist offers the solution: an effective alternative approach using probiotics. 252 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


5939500 PREVENTING AND REVERSING ARTHRITIS NATURALLY: The Untold Story. By Raquel Martin with K. J. Romano. Guides readers through the labyrinth of recent medical studies relating to pain and injury, and making the treatment of arthritis more comprehensible. In addition, it discusses the exclusion of alternative therapies from most insurance coverage and provides advice on how to circumvent this. Illus. 260 pages. Health, Home and News World Report. 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

7651673 THE LIVER AND GALLBLADDER MIRACLE CLEANSE. By Andreas Monitz. Teaches you how to easily and painlessly remove gallstones in the comfort of your own home. Ridding your body of these disease-causing stones can help you to relieve constipation, cholestasis, high cholesterol, depression and more. 216 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

2720353 PSOAS STRENGTH AND FLEXIBILITY. By Pamela Ellgen. Packed with 100s of step by step photos and clear, concise instructions, this book is packed with over 130 proven, evidence-based techniques for toning the psosas as well as rehabbing from injury. Each program is based on simple matwork exercises that require minimal or no equipment. 135 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

1829157 THE MEDICAL CANNABIS GUIDEBOOK. By J. Ditchoile & M. Thomas. Offers both medical patients and caregivers a guide to using cannabis and its derivatives for treating medical ailments using marijuana instead of potentially dangerous pharmaceuticals. Clear and concise photo essays teach you how to produce cannabis oil extractions, butane honey oil (BHO), cannabutter, cannabis chocolates; and more. 220 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00


6617174 BEST HOSPITALS, 2017 EDITION. Your guide to top care includes exclusive rankings on hospitals and smart ways to lose weight, as well as information on children’s health, health care in the future, advancements in treatments and more. Well illus. in color. 186 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

5778719 MAGNESIUM: The Miracle Mineral. By Sandra Cabot. Magnesium is a nutrient that can make a huge difference to your health, yet many people have inadequate magnesium levels in their bodies. Many different and common health problems can be relieved by simply and safe supplementation with magnesium. Illus. 94 pages. SCB International. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00

5949998 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT STATIN DRUGS & THEIR NATURAL ALTERNATIVES. By Jay S. Cohen. Describes a precision method for identifying the right statin at the right dose for you. Explains how to avoid the usual slippery strands and manipulation about lower, safer, proven effective statin doses that are appropriate for millions. Also offers natural cholesterol-lowering remedies. 199 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

5869236 DON'T LET YOUR DOCTOR KILL YOU: How to Beat Physician Arrogance, Corporate Greed and a Broken System. By Erika Schwartz with M.J. Peltier. Developing personal self-confidence, choosing the right doctor for you, walking out on the wrong ones with impunity, and making the right choices will add up to great healthcare with you at the center. Follow the plans and facts offered here and change your life and those of your loved ones. 247 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

5778719 MAGNESIUM: The Miracle Mineral. By Sandra Cabot. Magnesium is a nutrient that can make a huge difference to your health, yet many people have inadequate magnesium levels in their bodies. Many different and common health problems can be relieved by simply and safe supplementation with magnesium. Illus. 94 pages. SCB International. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


6617174 BEST HOSPITALS, 2017 EDITION. Your guide to top care includes exclusive rankings on hospitals and smart ways to lose weight, as well as information on children’s health, health care in the future, advancements in treatments and more. Well illus. in color. 186 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

5939500 PREVENTING AND REVERSING ARTHRITIS NATURALLY: The Untold Story. By Raquel Martin with K. J. Romano. Guides readers through the labyrinth of recent medical studies relating to pain and injury, and making the treatment of arthritis more comprehensible. In addition, it discusses the exclusion of alternative therapies from most insurance coverage and provides advice on how to circumvent this. Illus. 260 pages. Health, Home and News World Report. 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

7856173 THE LIVER AND GALLBLADDER MIRACLE CLEANSE. By Andreas Monitz. Teaches you how to easily and painlessly remove gallstones in the comfort of your own home. Ridding your body of these disease-causing stones can help you to relieve constipation, cholestasis, high cholesterol, depression and more. 216 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

6753604 DRESSED TO KILL, SECOND EDITION: The Link Between Breast Cancer and Bras. By S.R. Singer & S. Grismaijer. Pioneers in the field of applied medical anthropology, the authors explain their unique approach to researching and explain their unique approach to researching and understanding the cultural causes of disease in easy to read language that is accessible to the layperson. Here they suggest ways to deal with an all too common women’s health issue. 186 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
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**5766621** KINESIOLOGY TAPING FOR REHAB AND INJURY PREVENTION. By Aliana Kim. Provides clear step by step instructions and helpful photos to show how to tape the most common injuries and conditions anywhere on the body with kinesiology tape to provide support, while simultaneously promoting, so your body can perform in normal range of motion. 103 pages. Ulisses. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

**5907632** PARAMEDIC CERTIFICATION EXAM, 6TH EDITION REVISED. By Catherine Parvenus Barwell et al. Ace the paramedic certification exam with this review test that your EMT can use in the help of this confidence-building guide. Includes access to six revised and updated 150-question practice exams; information on taking the psychomotor exam; state and territory certification requirements, and contact information; and more. 234 pages. Learning Express. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95**

**5949904** HEALTH IS WEALTH: The Path to Enriching Your Life & Your Health. By Scott C. Senne. Dr. Senne shares his secrets so that you, too can enjoy a more wholesome life. Included are chapters on clean water, sound nutrition; detoxifying fasts; exercise; sunlight; posture; sleep; hygiene; supplements; emotions; social relationships; spiritual growth; home environment; and much more. 258 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

**5809466** THE GREAT BOOK OF HEMP. By Rowan Robinson. Provides a complete guide to the environmental, commercial, and medicinal uses of the world’s most extraordinary plant. Robinson reveals hemp’s hidden history, and calls the reader to action and ancient word to highlight its incredible potential. Well illus. 248 pages. Park Street. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$18.95**

**5646193** DR. BLAYLOCK’S PRESCRIPTION FOR NATURAL HEALTH. By Russell L. Blaylock. With the help of this comprehensive guide you will learn how to heal 70 health conditions, and identify and correct the underlying dietary and lifestyle habits that cause and perpetuate them. 391 pages. Humanix. Pub. at $26.99 **$19.95**

**5620294** EFFORTLESS HEALING. By Joseph Mercola. Dr. Mercola reveals nine simple secrets to a better you. He explores the many health benefits of drinking pure water, eating your vegetables, burning fat for fuel, the right kind of exercise, the importance of vitamin D, the balance of good bacteria, the importance of quality sleep, sleeping grounded, and what not to eat. 337 pages. Harmony. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 **$12.95**

**5744644** HERBAL NOTES. By M.I. Sicuch & C.A. Sansosti. Offers the scientific information and clinical evidence you need to assess the benefits and risks of herbal and alternative medicines for your patients. Featuring a convenient, easy-to-use format layout, this guide includes information on herbal agents, with all clinical warnings and ratings. 287 pages. F.A. Davis. Spiralbound. Pub. at $37.95

**577296X** HEALTH RADAR’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATURAL HEALING. By Nick Tate. A comprehensive compendium of the latest advances in the emerging field of natural medicine. Includes Amish secrets to a long and healthy life; proven methods for maintaining your mental edge; strategies for maximizing your health and fitness; the implications for your doctor won’t tell you to take. 452 pages. Humanix. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 **$21.95**

**5893135** BRAIN MAKER. By David Perlmutter with K. Leiberg. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Astonishing new research reveals that the health of your brain is dictated by the state of your microbiome—the vast population of organisms that live in your body. Perlmutter explains how nurturing gut health with a few easy strategies can dramatically alter your brain’s function and the better it will be. Illus. 452 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 **$6.95**

**5774837** COMPLETE GUIDE TO PRESCRIPTION & NONPRESCRIPTION DRUGS 2015 EDITION. By H. Winter Griffth. This newly revised, expanded edition of the bestselling 9th edition includes more than 6,000 brand names and 1,000 generic names; revised information on new FDA changes; an easy to use chart format, information on dangerous interactions and side effects, and more. 1080 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 **$19.95**


**6610242** DRUG MUGGERS: Which Medications Are Robbing Your Body of Essential Nutrients– and Natural Ways to Restore Them. By Suzy Cohen. Prescription and over-the-counter drugs help millions with degenerative diseases and chronic conditions. But they can also deplete the body of minerals, vitamins, and hormones. Here Dr. Cohen calls “drug-mugging.” Here she demystifies this everyday impact, and provides the tools you need to counteract its ill effects. 371 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 **$8.95**

**457589X** 1,001 BEST HEALTH HINTS AND TIPS, Ed. by Henrietta Heald. Packed with strategies for combating disease and enhancing well-being that target key lifestyle areas. Includes simple ways to boost your diet to reduce your risk of diabetes, ways to get active and strengthen bones, how to get a good night sleep; and so much more. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. JG Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.95**

**5947448** TOXIN TOXOUT: Getting Harmful Chemicals Out of Our Bodies and Our Homes. By Rowan Robinson. Provides a complete guide to the hidden history, and shows how to remove toxic chemicals from your bodies and homes. With trademark humor, the authors give us the good news about what is in our control, the steps we can take to help our bodies remove their toxic burden—and what we can do to avoid it in the first place. 250 pages. Knopf. Import. Pub. at $27.95 **$8.95**

**5999955** YOUR BEST HEALTH CARE: Great Doctor Discounts, Save with Better Health Insurance, Find Affordable Prescriptions. By Frank Lalli. Learn how to get the health care you deserve, including why it’s okay to skip your annual checkup; where you can save on prescription drugs; the smart way to calculate your total medical costs before you pick an insurance plan; how to decode the Affordable Care Act, and much more. 342 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **$11.95**

**6661156** KORE: On Sickness, the Sick, and the Search for the Soul of Medicine. By Andrzej Szczeklik. It has become rare for a scientist or doctor to find his grounding in a broad understanding of literature and the humanities. But Szczeklik insists that only with a curiously thorough at home in both worlds can one expect to discover the health care you deserve, including why it’s okay to skip your annual checkup; where you can save on prescription drugs; the smart way to calculate your total medical costs before you pick an insurance plan; how to decode the Affordable Care Act, and much more. 342 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **$11.95**

**5892383** THE LUCKY YEARS: How to Thrive in the Brave New World of Health. By David B. Agus. Agus offers a picture of the future of health and medicine—a golden age where you will be able to take advantage of the latest science and technologies to customize your care. Imagine being able to edit your DNA to increase a healthy lifespan; prolong natural fertility and have children in your forties; and lose weight effortlessly without a trendy diet. Illustrated. 272 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00 **$15.95**

**5915651** STAYING ALIVE. By Matthew Hahn. The ultimate medical survival guide for the twenty-first century patient. Drawing on his extensive experience, Hahn teaches you to recognize medical emergencies and what to do. He then follows up with advice on taking advantage of available preventive care and changing your lifestyle to avoid these emergencies in the future. Photos. 269 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**5930766** THE CONCISE BOOK OF DRY NEEDLING: A Practitioner’s Guide to Myofascial Trigger Point Applications. By John Sharkey. This concise and comprehensive reference for therapists in training provides accurate and essential criteria for the identification and subsequent treatment of myofascial trigger points through the exclusive use of a fine, filiform needle to stimulate the Allatini point. Myofascial needling. 8¾x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**6558119** MISTREATED: Why We Think We’re Getting Good Health Care—and Why We’re Usually Wrong. By Robert Pearl. Explains why subconscious misperceptions are so common in patient care and shows how they can affect the structure, technology, financing, and leadership of American health care which could radically improve quality outcomes. Dr. Pearl provides a roadmap for a better, healthier future. 308 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00 **$15.95**
599009 | THE GENETICS OF HEALTH: Understand Your Genes for Better Health. By Sharad P. Paul. In a revolutionary guide to living well and feeling great, key genes point the way to putting up a fight or breaking your best efforts at good health, and offers you a blueprint on how to use your newfound self-knowledge to live your healthiest life. 258 pages. Alia. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

5750032 | 2015/2016 TOP 100 NONPRESCRIPTION DRUG CARDS. By J. Kolesar & L. Vermeulen. Each full-color card includes an illustration and tables and tabd detailed dosages, contraindications, self-care instructions, and common sold in U.S. Priced. $6.95

594676 | IF OUR BODIES COULD TALK: A Guide to Operating and Maintaining a Human Body. By James Hamblin. In this original and illuminating volume, Hamblin explores the stories behind health questions that never seem to go away—and that tend to be mischaracterized and oversimplified by marketing and news media. He covers topics such as sleep, aging, diet, and much more. Illus. in color. 371 pages. Doubleday. PRICE TO $9.95


5937434 | ON MARIJUANA. Compiled by Pamela McColl. 338 pages. Gaia. Paperback. Sold out


5894921 | IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME & DIVERTICULOSIS: A Self-Help Plan. By Shirley Rosman & D. Edelman. A proactive approach that is not only about eating properly, but also about managing the daily challenges of physical activity, negative emotions, stress, pain, sleep patterns, and other life events that may have a major impact on blood sugar trends. Adopting positive habits results in immediate improvements to total health. 208 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

6753472 | THE FIBROMYALGIA HANDBOOK, THIRD EDITION REVISED. By H.H. Michlawn & D.F. Bruce. A proven 7-step Treatment Program that includes latest medical treatments that may lessen the symptoms of fibromyalgia. Includes specific exercises to reduce deep muscle pain, to increase strength and energy, and to alleviate stress and anxiety and a discussion of complementary therapies. 308 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $11.95


6359566 | THE MERCK MANUAL GO-TO HOME GUIDE FOR SYMPTOMS. Ed. by R.S. Hilleman & P. L. Ognan. From the publishers of the world’s bestselling health reference comes this comprehensive resource providing a detailed look at common symptoms, from abdominal pain to headache, itching, nausea, wheezing, and much more. 496 pages. Merck. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

6722849 | THE THYROID CURE: The Functional Mind-Body Approach to Reversing Your Autoimmune Condition. By Michelle Carey. Discover how to take control of your diet and lifestyle to lose weight, regain energy, balance mood swings, eliminate achy joints, and do away with brain fog. The guide to how you can use specific foods to get your health and understand the underlying cause of your condition; naturally detox your body; and more. 456 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

5813522 | BUGS, BOWELS, AND BEHAVIOR: The Groundbreaking Story of The Gut-Brain Connection. By Teri Ferrara et al. In this groundbreaking book, the authors explain why the gut's myriad additional factors impacting the health of the gastrointestinal tract and how that, in turn, can have far-reaching and significant effects in other systems of the body–even adversely affecting development and how people think. 238 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

5881633 | CANCER HATES TEA: A Unique Preventive and Transformative Lifestyle Change to Help Crush Cancer. By Maria Mensink. After her own battle with cancer, Uspeenski researched tea and discovered hundreds of studies that showed how powerful a five-cup-a-day steeping habit could be. Tea is an invaluably ally, and this three-week, easy-to-follow plan will equip you with impactful, achievable lifestyle choices that fight the root of the disease, and that offer hope for recovery and a cancer-free life. 328 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

6574886 | THE MICROBIOME SOLUTION: A Revolutionary Breakthrough to Help You Beat Disease Inside Out. By Robynne Chulan. In this comprehensive guide to the microbiome, Dr. Chulan explains how the standard Western diet and our super-sanitized life-styles are starving our microbiomes, depriving the “good bugs” that are crucial for keeping us healthy. She offers a practical, effective plan for replenishing and optimizing the vital ecosystem in our gut. 282 pages. Avery. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

6789501 | THE CANCER REVOLUTION: A Groundbreaking Program to Reverse and Prevent Cancer. By Leigh Erinn Connealy. Chemotherapy and radiation have their place in cancer treatment, but in many cases, they are not the answer. Connealy's diet plan will equip you with impactful, achievable lifestyle choices that fight the root of the disease, and that offer hope for recovery and a cancer-free life. 328 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

5610690 | TOTAL HEALTH TURNAROUND. By Tricia Pingen. Breaks down the barriers between your symptoms and the root cause, using the latest scientific research. Pingen shows how today’s most common health concerns can be linked to stress and its impact on the health of your adrenal glands and gives you a four-step plan to reverse your adrenal fatigue naturally. 372 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $31.95 $19.95

5977126 | UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION: A Translational Approach. Ed. by P. C. P. Bennett et al. Bringing together work in research on depression to discuss the first time, in an interdisciplinary setting, both classical and innovative ideas to understand this devastating disorder. Presents neurobiological, psychological, genetic, and evolutionary models, with a particular emphasis on the connection between depression and REM sleep. Illus., some in color. 385 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $78.00 $5.95

7639112 | SLEEP TO SAVE YOUR LIFE: The Complete Guide to Living Longer and Healthier Through Restorative Sleep. By Gerard T. Lombardo. Explains how your genes, environment, habits, and physiology are hampering your sleep—and what you can do at home or in therapy to get the sleep you need. Filled with self-assessments, strategies, and techniques used to help thousands of patients. 308 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95
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★ 6717020 THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline. By Dale E. Bredesen. The author shows how differential diagnosis and cognitive decline can not only be prevented but, in many cases, reversed. He reveals that it is not one condition, but several, all dramatically influenced by imbalances in 36 metabolic factors that can trigger downwiring in the brain. 308 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

6680488 IN A DIFFERENT KEY: The Story of Autism. By J. Donvan & C. Zucker. This comprehensive volume tells the extraordinary story of this often misunderstood condition, and of the civil rights battles won by the families of those who have it. This era when families were shamed and children were sent to institutions one in which people with autism push for inclusion, this condition is explained in detail. 670 pages. Crown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

1845802 NO MORE DIABETES: A Complete Guide to Preventing, Treating, and Overcoming Diabetes. By Gary Null. In an era thrilled by the disease, this inspiring guide teaches us that we have the power to control diabetes through nutrition and dietary regimens, exercise, mental compose, and healthy living habits. Through cutting-edge research and clear instruction, he empowers readers to take control of their health without the use of drugs. 439 pages. Gary Null. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

6659659 MIGRAINES: More Than a Headache. By Joseph Alton. This comprehensive, accessible guide to migraine management answers all the most pressing questions asked by sufferers and those concerned for their health. Includes information on the three recommended lines of treatment: lifestyle changes, crisis management, and preventative therapy. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Dumund. Paperback. $4.95

1895605 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO DIGESTIVE HEALTH. By Dustin Garth and Scott H. Arndt. You’ve decided you want to know to start feeling better fast is here in one place. Whether you’re suffering from something as routine as heartburn, or a more serious ailment like colitis, this authoritative guide will help you find relief. 308 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

★ 6736432 HEALING ARTHRITIS: Your 3-Step Guide to Conquering Arthritis Naturally. By Susan Blum with M. Bender. Dr. Blume’s three-step protocol is designed to address the underlying cause of the condition: leaky gut. This book deals with rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and more. By healing your gut you heal your joints, and reducing inflammation, to live an arthritis free life. 342 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


★ 5829453 REVERSE YOUR DIABETES IN 12 WEEKS. By George L. King with R. Fippin. Presents a program of eight lifestyle changes that are designed to reset your glucose levels and potentially avoid or put away that insulin needle for good. One of these changes is weight loss. Type 2 diabetes will improve. Implement all eight, and in 12 weeks you could effectively reset your body’s glucose metabolism for a long, healthy life. 326 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 6615409 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT THYROID DISORDERS: WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM. By Pamela Waritan Smith. Discusses the most common thyroid-related disorders and symptoms, beginning each discussion with an overview of the disorder that helps readers determine if they may be suffering from the problem. Explains causes and common symptoms, diagnostic tests, and both conventional and alternative treatment options. 272 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback at $16.95 $12.95

★ 6591981 REVERSE INFLAMMATION NATURALLY. By Micheline Michelle. Learn how to control your body’s inflammation and see lasting results. You will find step-by-step, instructions that include the most effective dietary programs and herbal supplements proven to help control and reverse the body’s inflammation response, while promoting overall health and wellness. 122 pages. HealthL商报. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95


4145418 WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU HAVE DIABETES: 170 Tips for Living Well with Diabetes. By American Diabetes Association. Offers comprehensive guidance for living well with diabetes, not just manage it. A worthy companion amid the glut of questions that come with diagnosis, this guide addresses important quandaries regarding the nature of the disease, its complications, its treatments, and much more. 216 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $1.95


6615155 PROSTATE & CANCER, 4TH EDITION REVISED. By Sheldon Marks. Offers the most recent information on traditional surgical and minimally invasive approaches, benefits and risks of alternative treatments, and methods to determine the right treatment for you. Illus. 359 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

5988551 THE ADIPOSE ADVANTAGE. By Dale Archer. From embracing multiskilling to staying calm under pressure, readers gain tools to harness the immense assets that come along with an energetic, creative mind. Archer proves that anyone can leverage their ADHD traits for success without medication. 280 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

5910609 INFECTIOUS MADNESS. By Harriet A. Washington. Weaving together cutting-edge research and startling case studies, Washington shows how strep throat can trigger OCD in a formerly healthy child. Moreover, contact with cat litter can lead to schizophrenia in her child, and how gut bacteria that leaks into the bloodstream may play a role in autism. 292 pages. Little. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $16.95

5917719 BRAIN STORMS: My Fight Against Parkinson’s and the Race to Unlock the Secrets of One of the Brain’s Most Mysterious Diseases. By Jon Palfreman. Palfreman writes both as a journalist and as a patient to tell the story of Parkinson’s. The race is on to discover a means to stop or reverse neurodegenerative conditions like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. This is a long overdue, riveting, and deeply personal story of that race, and a passionate, powerful argument for why the future of the lives of people with Parkinson’s is at stake. 273 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95


5885426 ADHD DOES NOT EXIST: The Truth About Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder. By Richard Saul. In this controversial and much talked-about work, Richard Saul contends that the definition of ADHD as we know it is completely wrong. Instead, he argues that the “disorder” is a cluster of symptoms stemming from more than 20 other conditions, each requiring separate treatment. 313 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/620
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5984173 THE AUTOIMMUNE CONNECTION, SECOND EDITION REVISED: Essential Information for Women on Diagnosis, Treatment and Healing By R. Baron-Faust & J.P. Buyon. The essential information you need on diagnosis and treatment of autoimmune medical conditions. This guide explains the links between autoimmune diseases and offers up-to-date information on diagnosis, treatments, and why women with one autoimmune disease may be at risk for others. 508 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

570462X A CANCER IN THE FAMILY: Take Control of Your Genetic Inheritance. By Theodora Ross. A go-to resource for anyone who worries that cancer or any other inheritable disease may be conveyed to family members. Written along with the latest science in cancer genetics, Ross will empower you to face your genetic heritage without fear, and to make the right decisions for your family’s health. 266 pages. Avery. Pub. at $25.00

5908180 FIGHTING CANCER WITH VITAMINS AND ANTIOXIDANTS, REVISED 4TH EDITION. By Kedar N. & Che Prasad. Providing a simple nutritional program to follow, the authors show how micronutrients, vitamins, and antioxidants can enhance the beneficial effects of conventional cancer treatments, decrease their toxic side effects, improve long-term prognosis, and reduce risk of new cancer. 280 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


5930723 THE ACID WATCHER DIET: A 28-Day Reflux Prevention and Healing Program. By Jonathan Aviv. Helps readers identify the often misunderstood symptoms of acid reflux disease while providing a proven solution for reducing whole-body acid damage quickly and easily. Included is a 28-day program and targeted reflux recipes that work in concert with cutting-edge research for optimal health and break acid-generating habits for good. 293 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00


4522974 EATING FOR IBS: 175 Delicious, Nutritious, Low-Fat,Low-Residue Recipes to Stabilize the Toughest Tummy. By Heather Van Wormer. Helps to control symptoms of Irritable Bowel Syndrome by adjusting your diet. Provides a comprehensive overview of IBS, explicit eating and cooking strategies, travel and restaurant advice, daily menus, and health care ideas and 175 tested recipes. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00


6718647 MASTER YOUR DIABETES: A Comprehensive, Integrative Approach for Both Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes. By Mona Morstein. Shows how people with Type 1 and Type 2 can gain control of their blood sugar levels, preventing and even reversing existing diabetic complications. An indispensable resource, this volume will empower readers to take control of their condition and continue living full, active, and healing lives. 543 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

5894743 THE ADD MYTH. By Martha Burge. All personalities exist along a spectrum. The people we label ADD and ADHD are merely farther out on the spectrum, and extremely loud things are more intense than most. Many of the greatest geniuses, entrepreneurs, and innovators throughout history would have been diagnosed with Attention Deficit Disorder today. 230 pages. Crown Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

5999999 THE CELLULITE MYTH: It’s Not Fat It’s Fascia. By Ashley Black with J. Hunt. Unveils never-before-known secrets to obliterating cellulite and changing your personal health trajectory. Ninety percent of all women struggle with cellulite, but with this guide you will discover a radical paradigm shift with tips and strategies for dealing with cellulite. 143 pages. Self-Counsel Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

4601289 HEALING AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE: A Plan to Help Your Immune System and Reduce Inflammation. By S. Cabot & M. Jasinska. A step by step plan for healing autoimmune disease, reducing inflammation, and halting autoimmunity. With this guide you will learn the role of specific foods in reducing inflammation, which foods to avoid, how leaky gut syndrome and bad bacteria are much more. 256 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

4625374 FIGHT PARKINSON’S AND HUNTINGTON’S WITH VITAMINS AND ANTIOXIDANTS. By Kedar N. Prasad. Using the latest revolutionary discoveries on the use of antioxidants to treat Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease, Prasad offers a combination of vitamins and antioxidants supplements can greatly increase the effectiveness of standard medical treatments for these diseases. 224 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

6789714 SHARKS GET CANCER, MOLE RATS DON’T. By James S. Welsh. This exploration of new directions in cancer research focuses on the immune role and explores the disease in the animal kingdom, extraordinary human cases, and even embryology. Dr. Welsh offers a compelling account of tumor immunology and the promises of immunotherapy. Over 12 pages of photos, some color. 406 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

5809746 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO MANAGE TYPE 2 DIABETES. By Jennie Brand-Miller et al. Offers uncomplicated, straightforward advice to help you survive and thrive with tips and strategies for working with your doctor, the most recent medical treatments for these diseases, and offers up-to-date info on medications, and guidance on the best foods to eat. 246 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

5962587 TRIPPING OVER THE TRUTH: How the Metabolic Theory of Cancer Is Overturning One of Medicine’s Most Enduring Myths. By Paul C. Christoferson. Provides a fresh and hopeful perspective for anyone affected by cancer and the physicians who struggle to treat it. In this comprehensive and updated volume Christoferson details the metabolic theory of cancer and how the field of cancer research is taking important role of the immune system in combating the disease. Integrating the animal kingdom, extraordinary human cases, and even embryology. Dr. Welsh offers a compelling account of tumor immunology and the promises of immunotherapy. 246 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99


4631003 THE END OF HEART DISEASE: The Eat to Live Plan to Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease. By Joel Fuhrman. Heart disease can be prevented and even reversed without dangerous surgeries. Dr. Fuhrman presents his safe Nutritarian plan, proven to lower cholesterol and blood pressure and even reduce existing heart disease, and even eradicate advanced heart disease. Includes a complete meal plan and recipes. 430 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $13.95

5826438 PREVENT CANCER, STROKES, HEART ATTACKS & OTHER DEADLY KILLERS. By S. Cabot & M. Jasinska. The essential information you need on diagnosis, treatments, and why women with one autoimmune disease may be at risk for others. 508 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

6571670 DEMENTIA IN THE FAMILY: Practical Advice from a Caregiver. By Lee Cardwell. Provides helpful information using the author’s personal stories as well as factual information and resources for anyone who is dealing with and helping those with dementia.
Diseases & Disorders

672923 THE COMPLETE FIBROMYALGIA HEALTH, DIET GUIDE & COOKBOOK. By L.S. McCrindle A.C. Bested. By eating healthy meals and avoiding inflammation-producing foods, one can reduce chronic pain from fibromyalgia. This guide offers a comprehensive dietary therapy program, including 28 days of menu plans, along with a thorough explanation of the condition, its symptoms, and the most powerful tools to help patients help themselves. 288 pages. Paperback. $19.95

6686826 THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT: A History of Silent Voices. By Gerald Shea. A comprehensive history of deafness, signed languages, and the unresolved struggles of the Deaf to be taught in their unspoken tongue. Illus. 266 pages. Paperback. $17.95

663737X OVERCOMING CANCER: The 5 Most Powerful Tools for Fighting Cancer. By Gary Null. Explores and explains the alternative treatments that most mainstream doctors will never discuss with their patients. Dr. Null shares his five most powerful tools for fighting cancer--toxins and foods to avoid and foods to eat for prevention. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $17.95

4646924 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO DIABETES, SECOND EDITION. By M.B. Davidson & D.L. Gordon. Offers up to date information on treatments as well as dietary and exercise regimens that will help you manage the disease. Included in this guide: American Diabetes Association dietary guidelines; information on new medications and monitors; and research into gene therapy. Paperback. $17.95

6654592 CELIAC DISEASE AND LIVING GLUTEN-FREE. By Jules E. Dowler Shepard. Explains everything you need to learn and do upon your first diagnosis and how to deal with the endless barrage of information that comes with celiac disease, an autoimmune disease characterized by the inability to digest gluten. Prioritizes the most important information on diet and lifestyle changes, and includes menus and recipes. 282 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. $17.99

5929520 THE FIRST YEAR--TYPE 2 DIABETES, THIRD EDITION REVISED: An Essential Guide for the Newly Diagnosed. By Gretchen Becker. Takes you through everything you need to learn and do in your first year with diabetes, offering the most up to date information on new medications and supplements. 242 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. $17.99

5049971 UNEXPECTED RECOVERIES: Seven Steps to Healing Body, Mind & Soul When Serious Illness Strikes. By Tom Monte. This guide combines modern medical knowledge with ancient healing practices, and a healing diet to provide a comprehensive and practical guidebook for physical, emotional, and spiritual recovery. It takes aim at such conditions as cancer, heart disease, chronic pain, and more. 242 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. $17.95

5847826 AUTOIMMUNE ILLNESS AND LYME DISEASE RECOVERY GUIDE: Mending the Body, Mind, and Spirit. By Katina I. Makris. Provides an empowering healthful resource for those experiencing the overwhelming confusion and frustration of chronic autoimmune diseases and fibromyalgia. With clear insight into our seven energy chakra centers, Makris teaches readers how to ignite the mind-body-spirit healing pathway and to unlock the healing gifts within. 458 pages. Helios. Paperback. $17.97

5851069 THE ZIKA PREVENTION HANDBOOK. By Alexander Webb. How can you protect your family from the Zika virus continues to spread throughout North America, people need answers and with the assistance of infectious disease expert Dr. Laura D. Loomis, Webb has collected all the latest leading research from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Stay informed about side effects and symptoms, and minimize your chance of contracting the virus with this reference. Color Illus. 151 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $14.99


5850525 OUTSMART DIABETES 1-2-3, 2nd Edition. By the eds. of Prevention. Channels the very latest findings from the front line of diabetes research into practical tools and tips that empower you to take charge of the disease. 392 pages. Rodale

5853109 THE VACCINE COURT. By Wayne Rohde.の

5793759 OVERCOMING TYPE 2 DIABETES: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Carrie S. Shaw. With N.D. Clark. This helpful and comprehensive guide breaks down the medical jargon and gives you just what you need to know about type 2 diabetes, in easy to understand terms, so you can live your best life with a diabetes diagnosis. 334 pages. Alpha. Paperback. $22.95

5840807 CUTTING-EDGE THERAPIES FOR AUTISM, FOURTH EDITION. By K. Siri & T. Lyons. For parents of children with autism, research is ever evolving. The latest in autism research and treatment, with contributions from more than fifty experts on a variety of therapies, models, and multifaceted evaluation. 662 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $34.95

581247X ON THEIR OWN: Creating an Independent Future for Your Adult Child with Learning Disabilities and ADHD. By Anne Ford with J-R. Thompson. Drawing from her personal experience and her work as a nationally recognized learning disabilities specialist, Ford has compiled the leading indispensable family guide to the many challenges of preparing adult children with LD for the future. Addressing a wide range of topic such as social skills and dating, school relationships, and estate terminations, this comprehensive guide helps you figure out-how and how much-to let go, 301 pages. Newmarket. Paperback. $16.95

5817625 THE INTERSTITIAL CYSTITIS SOLUTION. By Nicole & Jesse Cozan. Also known as painful bladder syndrome,Interstitial Cystitis (IC) is a potentially debilitating condition that affects millions. In this guide you’ll find all the information you need to create a personalized treatment plan and manage your condition, plus a symptom log, bladder diary, and more. 208 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperback. $17.95
Stress & Pain Management

65508070 CANCER FOR CHRONIC PAIN: A Proven Prescription for Using Marimona to Relieve Your Pain and Heal Your Life. By Ray Ivker. From a holistic family physician who has treated thousands of patients comes the first authoritative and comprehensive guide for treating chronic pain with medical marijuana. Starting a new age of acceptance, Dr. Ivker answers questions and dispels misconceptions to get you the relief you need. 346 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

59950360 STACK YOUR BONES: 100 Simple Lessons for Realigning Your Body and Moving with Ease. By Ruthie Fraser. Movement teacher Ruthie Fraser helps you unwind and realign through 100 simple lessons in Structural Integration. By becoming more aware of your body–its habits, structure, and needs–you can relieve pain and move with ease once again. Illus. 240 pages. Experiment Pub. $18.95

59499470 RELIEVING PAIN NATURALLY: Safe and Effective Alternative Approaches to Treating and Overcoming Chronic Pain. By S. Goldbard & R.W. Waddell. Begins by examining 37 of the most common chronic pain-related conditions, from abdominal pain and sciatica to arthritis and tendinitis. Each disorder is explained, along with alternative pain treatments. Discusses 27 drug-free therapies, including conventional treatments and alternative medicine. 300 pages. Squared One Publishers. 8'/x11'. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

59366590 ACUPRESSURE TAPING: The Practice of Acupointing for Chronic Pain and Injuries. By H-U. Hecker & K. Liebchen. The authors show how many bodily dysfunctions can be self-treated through this innovative method, presenting therapeutic as well as preventive techniques for addressing acute and chronic pain. Techniques include treatment of tennis elbow to menstrual pain and tendon weaknesses. Well illus. 150 pages. Healing Arts. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

66128650 MUJDRAS: Yoga in Your Hands. By Gertrud Hirschi. Mundra techniques can transform people's energy patterns and improve quality of life. By applying the simple exercises included, you will be able to prevent illness and support the healing of a great variety of physical and emotional problems. Mundra techniques form the basis for spiritual development. Illus. 224 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

59022150 TRIGGER POINT SELF-CARE MANUAL FOR PAIN-FREE MOVEMENT. By Donna Finando. Provides methods for the healing and prevention of muscular injuries. Identifies the causes of and remedies for areas of muscular tightness and restriction and details many self-care techniques, including precise self-massage, stretching, and the use of heat and ice. Illus. 200 pages. Healing Arts. 8'/x10'/4'. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

59367790 A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP: A Drug-Free Solution. By Jan Sadler. The author explains how to overcome stress and restlessness through music, movement, and visualization and how to prepare for sleep through positive visualization, and how to quiet mental chatter with awareness and physical techniques and exercises. Includes a 65-minute audio CD with relaxation and visualization techniques and a 20-minute guided bedtime routine. 128 pages. Healing Arts. Pub. at $13.95


57350090 THE POWER OF RELAXATION. By Yogi Ashokananda. The exercises in this guide form a complete program that will enable you to accept yourself, access your inner power and reach a state of peace that you can carry with you whenever you go. Includes meditations, yoga postures and breathing exercises that can have profound and life-altering effects. Well illus. 150 pages. Experiment Pub. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

45526950 THE END OF BACK PAIN: Access Your Hidden Core to Heal Your Body. By Patrick A. Roth. Offers a groundbreaking and highly effective plan to alleviate back pain. Dr. Roth's progressive and innovative approach will reveal how back pain sometimes has little to do with the back; pain medications can cause more pain; weight loss does not improve back pain; and more. 246 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $20.95 $9.95

Complementary & Alternative Medicine

666318X0 THE HEALING POWERS OF VINEGAR: Revised and Updated. By Cal Orey. This invaluable resource, you’ll find dozens of home remedies for treating allergies, arthritis, sunburn, sore throats and more. Find out how vinegar’s curative powers can help prevent age-related disorders like cancer and bone loss. You’ll also find a wealth of natural beauty remedies and household hints. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $3.95


358576X0 THE SUPPLEMENT HANDBOOK. By Mark Moyad with J. Lee. Whether you’re an alternative medicine convert or an interested supplement novice, this comprehensive, evidence-based guide is sure to become a must-have reference in your home. Here, Dr. Moyad uses his 25 years experience to guide you through treatment options for more than 200 common conditions. 502 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

38498920 THE MEDICINAL POWER OF CANNABIS: Using a Natural Herb to Heal Arthritis, Nausea, Pain, and Other Ailments. By John Higgs. This revolutionary guide reveals an area of holistic health that is often overlooked: the natural healing powers of cannabis, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to help with everything from Alzheimer’s, nausea and pain, anxiety; seizures; Alzheimer’s; nausea and more. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

57350090 THE POWER OF RELAXATION. By Yogi Ashokananda. The exercises in this guide form a complete program that will enable you to accept yourself, access your inner power and reach a state of peace that you can carry with you wherever you go. Includes meditations, yoga postures and breathing exercises that can have profound and life-altering effects. Well illus. 150 pages. Experiment Pub. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95
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5655315 HEALING TEAS: How to Prepare and Use Teas to Maximize Your Health. By Marie Nanide Antol. A complete and authoritative guide to the principles and uses of traditional tea remedies. Blends together the results of preparing teas with the latest herbal research. 246 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

1865765 CHIA SEED REMEDIES: Use These Ancient Seeds to Lose Weight, Balance Blood Sugar, Feel Energized, Slow Aging, Decrease Inflammation and More! By My obed Chia Test Kitchen. You’ll be amazed to learn all the ways chia seeds can improve your physical and mental health. With this complete guide you’ll also learn how to incorporate chia seeds into your diet, with tips and recipes for baked goods, entrees, desserts, and more. 200 pages. Skyrho. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

639571X STOPPING INFLAMMATION: Relieving the Cause of Degenerative Diseases. By Nancy Appleton with G.N. Jacobs. Begins with an explanation of inflammation and then looks at its many causes, from food allergies to environmental factors to psychological stress. It then focuses on various health disorders and explains the role that inflammation plays in each. Provides a variety of drug-free treatments. 212 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6732526 1,801 HOME REMEDIES. By M. Hoffman & E. Metcalf. You don’t have to run to the doctor for every bruise, backache, cut, or cold. Chances are, the solution you need is right in your home. With the help of experts in natural health, this book presents the very best herbs, foods, and household healers to help you feel better fast. 220 pages. Hay House. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

573732X THE TAPPING SOLUTION FOR PAIN RELIEF. By Nick Ortner. Discover a startling alternative to treating pain, beyond injections, medications, and surgeries. Dr. Robins lays out a step by step plan that will teach you how to use tapping, or EFT (emotional freedom technique) to relieve pain. The book outlines tips and techniques for addressing pain in both the short and long term. 220 pages. Hay House. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

5783968 PRESCRIPTION FOR NUTRITIONAL HEALING, FIFTH EDITION REVISED. By Phyllis A. Balch. Totally revised and updated, this is a practical A-to-Z reference to drug-free remedies using vitamins, minerals, herbs, and food supplements. Updates include strategies for combating prostate cancer; new guidelines for managing diabetes; natural relief for relieving arthritis; and more. 883 pages. Avery. 81/8x101/2. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

★ 5949920 NATURAL ALTERNATIVES TO NUXMAM, MAALOX, TAGANET, PHOSPEC & OTHER ACID BLOCKERS, SECOND EDITION. By M. Hoffmann & E. Metcalf. You don’t have to run to the doctor for every bruise, backache, cut, or cold. Chances are, the solution you need is right in your home. With the help of experts in natural health, this book presents the very best herbs, foods, and household healers to help you feel better fast. 220 pages. Hay House. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

5657822 DISTANT HEALING: A Complete Guide. By Jack Angelo. This enlightening step by step guide teaches over 50 exercises that show the power of spiritual intent: allow you to send healing energy wherever it is needed. Angelo covers the anatomy of the human energy system; how to sense energy fields; body balancing and breathing exercises; and more. 230 pages. SoundLife. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

5984645 COMPLETE GUIDE TO HERBS & SPICES: Remedies, Seasonings, and Ingredients to Improve Your Health and Enhance Your Life. By Nancy J. Hajek. Learn all about herbs, spices, and seasonings. Incredibly detailed information on both herbs and spices, their health benefits and aromatic qualities. Features more than 50 original recipes and tips for growing, storing, preparing and combining herbs, mainly for cooking, but also for tea, sing, body care, hair, nails, boost memory retention and concentration, reduce stress, anxiety, and fatigue; treat unsightly blemishes, itchy insect bites, and more. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


660816X THE HEALTHY HEART KIT. By Andrew Weil M.D. It’s a kit that really works. His weight loss program alone helps you lose 20-30 pounds in just 15 minutes. Gaiam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

4587030 COLLOIDAL SILVER: The Natural Antibiotic. By W. Kuhn & W. von Holst. Reveals the many uses and benefits of colloidal silver – a natural antibiotic that has been overshadowed in recent decades–for boosting immunity, reducing pain and inflammation, and treating more than 80 common diseases and conditions including eczema, acne, heart disease, cancer, and more. 256 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5656221 THE BEST MEDICINE IS YOU: A Doctor’s Advice on the Body’s Natural Healing Powers. By Fredric Saldmann. Verifies the common sense notion that the body holds the key to its own healing. Saldmann research to reveal simple do-it-yourself remedies. Saldmann reveals how to activate your body’s natural healing powers and address common ailments from allergies and sleep disorders to cardiovascular problems and excess weight. 195 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

673491X BIOENERGY HEALING: Simple Techniques for Reducing Pain and Restoring Health Through Energetic Healing. By Csongor Daniel. Learn how to feel, see, and manipulate the energetic fields that surround every body in order to influence health and healing. Includes step by step instructions for treating various conditions and diseases such as: arthritis; headaches; pain; chronic fatigue; stress; insomnia; cancer; and much more. Illus. 241 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

5798044 BIOHARMONIC SELF-MASSAGE: How to Harmonize Your Mental, Emotional, and Physical Energies. By Yves Birginy. Drawing upon biological discoveries of yogis and yoginis, as well as recent neuroscience and quantum physics research, this guide reveals how to awaken the body’s natural potential to be a source of energy through the release of tensions and emotional blockages. 182 pages. Healing Arts. 8x101/2. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

5938787 KITCHEN CABINET CURES: 1,001 Homemade Remedies for Your Health. By Sara Althshul with P. Hops. Brings a bounty of safe, natural, and effective remedies to your kitchen. The very best of today, including the 31 most useful pantry healers; solutions for 74 of the most common health conditions; and tons of advice on everything from what to stock to how to prepare. Color photos. Square One. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

5904089 MEDICINAL PLANTS AT HOME. By M.T.L. Luengo & C.M. Arito. Learn how to grow and use a variety of medicinal plants, and discover what they can do to boost your family’s health. More than 100 types of natural plants are presented, grouped by the uses and benefits of each. More than 350 color photos. 200 pages. Skyrho. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

6713068 HEALING WITH CHINESE HERBS. By Richard Hyatt. Beginning with an introduction to the history and traditions of Oriental medicine, this primer includes a detailed presentation of the many crude drugs that comprise the Chinese pharmacopoeia. A theoretical section explains principles of Oriental philosophy as it applies to medicine. 157 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


320 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95
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**6739393 AN HERBALIST’S GUIDE TO FORMULARY: The Art & Science of Creating Effective Herbal Remedies.** By Holly Bellebuono. Over 150 other books on herbs, and this shows how to design a holistic treatment for acute and chronic conditions. With Bellebuono’s guidance, healing-arts practitioners can turn formulary into a reliable and practical skill. 363 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3401901 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT KIDNEY DISEASE: A Practical Guide to Using Conventional and Complementary Treatments.** By Rich Snyder. After the initial diagnosis of kidney disease, patients and families usually have a myriad of questions about treatment options. This guide is designed not only to answer all your questions, but also to provide up-to-date information you need to evaluate and choose both conventional treatments and complementary therapies. 186 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**5702899 THE GREEN WITCH: Your Complete Guide to the Natural Magic of Herbs, Flowers, Essential Oils, and More.** By Arin Murphy-Hiscock. You’ll discover how to find the harmony in the earth’s great elements and connect your soul to every living creature. This guide also contains directions for mixing herbal blends and potions, ritual suggestions, recipes for herbal foods, and explains how herbs are used in many different cultures. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**27306X COMPLETE SELF MASSAGE WORKBOOK: Over 100 Simple Techniques for Re-Energizing Body and Mind.** By Kristine Kaoverii Weber. Offers 100 quick and effective exercises organized by symptom, for re-energizing body and mind with the power of touch. Drawing on Swedish massage, acupressure, and reflexology techniques, self massage is an invaluable remedy for a variety of issues. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**592779X HOW TO HEAL YOURSELF WHEN NO ONE ELSE CAN: A Total Self-Healing Approach for Mind, Body & Spirit.** By Amy B. Scher. Shows you how to achieve complete and permanent healing by loving, accepting, and being yourself through mind-body techniques. Scher explains how to understand, three-part approach to removing blockages, changing your relationship with stress, and coming into alignment with who you truly are. 272 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**591157X THE HEALING ART OF ESSENTIAL OILS: A Guide to 50 Oils for Remedy, Ritual, and Everyday Use.** By Kac Young. A comprehensive guide to 50 carefully selected oils, providing a master class in uses, benefits, safety, dosing, and spiritual herbs. Learn how to use oils for allergy, emotional healing, and overgrowth. Prepare oils for relaxation, stress relief, and treating ailments. You’ll even find upon nature, such as what oils work best in love spells, and how to create rituals with oils. 372 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**1866113 HEALTHY AT HOME: Get Well and Stay Well Without Prescriptions.** By Tieraona Low Dog. The author, an expert in natural medicine, collects her favorite remedies and recipes—the ones she has used in her own home for years—and shares them, along with wise, practical advice on when to call the doctor and when to stay put and use your own resources to get healthy at home. 335 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00


**6626009 ORTHOMOLECULAR NUTRITION FOR EVERYONE: Megavitamins and Your Best Health Ever.** By Helen Saul Case. The evidence from nearly 80 years of research proves that nutritional therapy works. Orthomolecular nutrition uses vitamins, minerals, and nutritional supplements to prevent and cure real diseases. This guide addresses common questions about supplementation, dosing, safety, and exactly what the vitamins do for you. 460 pages. Basic Health. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**1835432 NATURAL REMEDIES FOR INFLAMMATION.** By Christopher Vasey. In this step by step guide to natural remedies for inflammation, Vasey explores 18 anti-inflammatory herbs, as well as 15 other natural substances, such as propolis and fish oil. Illus. in color. 186 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6790252 CHINESE MASSAGE FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN.** By Kyrie Cline. Offers traditional techniques for relieving colics, colds, earaches, and other common childhood conditions through massage. After covering the basics of Chinese medicine, Cline illustrates nine massage techniques, plus 63 massage points. With complete massage plans specially designed for children’s bodies. 145 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**8473152 FARMACOLOGY.** By Daphne Miller. The author traveled to seven innovative farms around the country, on a quest to discover the hidden connections between what we eat for our health and how we grow our food. This volume emerged from her travels, and offers us a farm-to-body lessons with immense value in our daily lives. Book Club Edition. 290 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

**5902045 THE HONEY PRESCRIPTION: The Amazing Power of Honey as Medicine.** By Nathaniel Altman. The use of honey as a healing agent is nothing new: it was an ingredient in medicinal compounds and cures made by Egyptian physicians 5,000 years ago. Here Altman explores the broad spectrum of medicinal uses of honey and how these remedies can be used safely at home. 243 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6594441 THE NEW OXYGEN PRESCRIPTION: The Miracle of Oxidative Therapies.** By Nathaniel Altman. Scientists now agree that most disease states are caused by oxygen starvation at a cellular level. Altman explores the effectiveness of oxidative therapies for treating a wide range of conditions, including heart disease, herpes, diabetes, candida, macular degeneration and many other diseases. 496 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**5914844 CANDIDA ALCIBRANS: Natural Remedies for Yeast Infection: A 10-Point Plan.** By Leon Chaitow. The yeast candida albicans lives inside all of us. Normally it presents no problems, but its overgrowth is linked to a variety of health problems. Here, Dr. Chaitow offers a revolutionary program for getting it under control. 184 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**5911745 ROSEMARY GLADS TAR’S MEDICINAL HERBS: A Beginner’s Guide.** By Rosemary Gladstar. Medicinal herbs are simple to grow, and they can fortify your body against common upsets and ailments. Gladstar offers a fresh introduction to growing and using 33 of her favorite herbs, complete with 124 of her medicinal herbal preparations. 224 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**582639X THE NATURAL DIABETES CURE, SECOND EDITION: Curing Blood Sugar Disorders Without Drugs.** By Roger Mason. Presents the most researched, complete, and commonsense book for diabetics. As long as you have an intact pancreas, you can cure yourself of diabetes or any other blood sugar disorder using a natural foods diet, scientifically proven supplements and natural hormone balancing. 124 pages. Square 1 Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


**5983006 DVD ESSENTIAL MASSAGE & AROMATHERAPY.** Discover how massage and aromatherapy can be used to alleviate the symptoms of stress, tension and fatigue, and even help you heal the symptoms of certain illnesses and disorders. A professional teaches you the techniques of massage, how to use essential oils, and the basics of blending and recipes. 30 minutes. IMC.

**5844340 DVD SELECTING HERBS: A Beginners Guide.** By Kaoverii Weber. You can easily start using herbs for health and food purposes with these DVDs. Illus. in color. 30 minutes. IMC.

**5840098 DVD PREPARING HERBS: A Beginners Guide.** By Kaoverii Weber. This DVD shows you how to make your own herbal remedies, preparing herbs. Illus. in color. 30 minutes. IMC.

**5900590 DVD HERBAL RECIPES: A Beginners Guide.** By Kaoverii Weber. You can use herbs in many different forms for a wide variety of things. Illus. in color. 30 minutes. IMC.

**5848024 DVD HERBAL HARMONY: A Beginners Guide.** By Kaoverii Weber. A comprehensive guide to understanding herb characteristics and their uses. Illus. in color. 30 minutes. IMC.

**5766540 TOTAL REFLEXOLOGY OF THE HAND: An Advanced Guide to the Integration of Craniosacral Therapy and Reflexology.** By Martine Faure-Alderson. Reveals that the reflex zones and points of the hands present the most effective means of treating psychological and neurological disorders and how finely tuned reflexology stimulates the body’s self-healing abilities and cellular organisation, making this an indispensable resource for holistic health practitioners and for home self-care. Well illus. 136 pages. Healing Arts. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**5902128 THE POWER OF SOUND, SECOND EDITION: How to Be Healthy and Productive Using Music and Sound.** By Joshua Leeds. This revised and updated edition includes current research, extensive resources, and analysis of sound wave to provide readers with practical solutions for sustained well-being. Includes a CD of psychocoustically designed sound that helps you integrate your mind and experience the effect of simplified sound on the nervous system. 302 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**5901936 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HEALING POINTS: The Home Guide to Acupoint Treatment.** By Roger Dale. Puts safe and painless self-help techniques at your fingertips. Combating pain and illness—be it a cold or flu, asthma or arthritis—quite literally right at your fingertips. Reveals how the simple power of touch can bring comfort and relief by accessing healing points in acupressure. Fully illus. in color. 276 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**5806062 THE HOME REFERENCE TO HOLISTIC HEALTH & HEALING. By B. Mars & C. Fedler. Here you’ll find hundreds of solutions from solutions to the latest natural remedies proven by the latest research to ease the symptoms of stress-related conditions and improve overall health and well-being. Learn how to: Beat Stress; Sleep Easier; Boost Immunity; Increase Energy; Improve Memory; and more. 224 pages. Fad. more. 224 pages. 14x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**4533976 THE CANNABIS HEALTH INDEX: Combining the Science of Medical Marijuana with Mindfulness Techniques to Heal 100 Chronic Conditions and Diseases.** By Uwe S. Reinhard. This comprehensive guidebook combines evidence-based insights from more than 1,000 studies to present a convincing case for the powerful healing effects of medicinal marijuana on 100 chronic conditions and diseases. 632 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


**6623468 KAAVA-KAVA: Sacred Brew.** By E.F. Steinmetz. The root of the kava plant has been used for centuries by Pacific Islanders to heal, to calm, in religious rituals, for relaxation, and a healthy alternative to alcohol. The author provides an in-depth look at the history, botany, chemistry, culture, and use of kava’s sacred brew. Illus. in color. 150 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**6785786 HERBAL MEDICINE NATURAL REMEDIES: 150 Herbal Remedies to Heal Common Ailments.** By Anne Kennedy. Discover an accessible, comprehensive collection of herbal remedies to use in the comfort of your own home. Includes 150 recipes to naturally soothe and heal everyday illnesses; profiles of 50 of the most commonly used herbs, and expert advice on fresh herbs and simple herbal remedies and tools. Color illus. 240 pages. Athea. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**6781284 REIKI: Plain & Simple.** By Philip Jones. Drawing from the Japanese teachings of Reiki’s founder, this compact guide offers a valuable introduction to hands-on energy healing. Illustrated with 12 basic hand positions and examples of Reiki in practice, it covers most of the teachings at the practice’s first degree, called “reiki.” 12 x 17 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**6768423 YOGA FOR THE CREATIVE SOUL: Exploring the Five Paths of Yoga to Reclaim Your Expressive Spirit.** By Erin Byron. Combines expressive arts and yoga therapy into a valuable guide for healing emotional wounds and regaining joyous life. Through drawing, writing, and dancing—as well as yoga postures, meditation, relaxation, and more—it will help you to cultivate your true intentions and live your deepest values. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Healing. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**5730422 HERBS & NUTRIENTS FOR NEUROLOGIC DISORDERS.** By S.J. Kurn & S. Shook. Details safe and easy ways of incorporating herbs and nutritional supplements into the standard conventional treatments for six common neurological disorders: Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis, stroke, migraine, and seizures. 244 pages. Healing. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95


**5927781 HOMEOPATHY: An A to Z Home Handbook.** By Alan V. Schmukler. Discusses the history and science of this holistic healing approach and provides a comprehensive A to Z list of proven remedies that are safe for people and animals. Includes Complete Homeopathic Drug Repertory and alleviates both common and serious ailments. Schmukler presents a variety of methods for finding the right remedy based on ailments and symptoms. 351 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**4615352 THE HAPPINESS EFFECT: The Positive Benefits of Negative Ions.** By Earl Mindell. A complete guide to understanding and using negative ions to achieve a life full of health and happiness. Details the scientific studies that illuminate the effects negative ions can have on human behavior and health, and offers a comprehensive guide to the latest devices that can safely and effectively produce negative ions to encourage well-being and happiness. Illus. 94 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6781403 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES.** By Earl Mindell. If you are one of the millions of people who are tuning into the holistic lifestyle, this is the perfect guide to the healing power of homeopathic remedies. A simple way to find and use the best formula for your needs. Mindell answers a range of pressing questions about homeopathy, giving you access to its myriad health benefits. 90 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**5858453 CULPEPER’S COMPLETE HERBAL.** By Nicholas Culpeper. Published in 1653, this compendium is packed with entertaining prose and traditional remedies and is made more accessible for a modern audience. Features advice on treating ailments from headaches, coughs and sneezes, to bad sight, kidney stones and gout. Illus. 406 pages. 12th ed. 19x13. Square One. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95

**6785788 HERBAL MEDICINE HERBAL REMEDIES: 150 Herbal Remedies to Heal Common Ailments.** By Anne Kennedy. Discover an accessible, comprehensive collection of herbal remedies to use in the comfort of your own home. Includes 150 recipes to naturally soothe and heal everyday illnesses; profiles of 50 of the most commonly used herbs, and expert advice on fresh herbs and simple herbal remedies and tools. Color illus. 240 pages. Athea. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99


**6768423 YOGA FOR THE CREATIVE SOUL: Exploring the Five Paths of Yoga to Reclaim Your Expressive Spirit.** By Erin Byron. Combines expressive arts and yoga therapy into a valuable guide for healing emotional wounds and regaining joyous life. Through drawing, writing, and dancing—as well as yoga postures, meditation, relaxation, and more—it will help you to cultivate your true intentions and live your deepest values. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Healing. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


**5927781 HOMEOPATHY: An A to Z Home Handbook.** By Alan V. Schmukler. Discusses the history and science of this holistic healing approach and provides a comprehensive A to Z list of proven remedies that are safe for people and animals. Includes Complete Homeopathic Drug Repertory and alleviates both common and serious ailments. Schmukler presents a variety of methods for finding the right remedy based on ailments and symptoms. 351 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**4615352 THE HAPPINESS EFFECT: The Positive Benefits of Negative Ions.** By Earl Mindell. A complete guide to understanding and using negative ions to achieve a life full of health and happiness. Details the scientific studies that illuminate the effects negative ions can have on human behavior and health, and offers a comprehensive guide to the latest devices that can safely and effectively produce negative ions to encourage well-being and happiness. Illus. 94 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6781403 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES.** By Earl Mindell. If you are one of the millions of people who are tuning into the holistic lifestyle, this is the perfect guide to the healing power of homeopathic remedies. A simple way to find and use the best formula for your needs. Mindell answers a range of pressing questions about homeopathy, giving you access to its myriad health benefits. 90 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**7.95**
**HEALING WITH HEMP OIL: A Simple Guide to Using the Powerful and Proven Health Benefits of CBD.** By Earl Mindell. Far richer content, a revised and updated edition for effectively treating dozens of disorders and containing very little THC, the substance responsible for marijuana’s highs. Hemp Oil is a natural remedy that can improve your health, increase your productivity, and help you maintain a healthy lifestyle. **$15.95**

**ADDITIONAL HERBAL TREATMENTS TO IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. This indispensable reference effectively explains the benefits of antibiotic resistance while delineating the value of herbal treatments, and provides in-depth profiles of the most reliably effective herbs to give you the confidence to identify the best herbs for your health. **$29.95**

**THE GUIDE TO MODERN CUPPING THERAPY: Your Step-by-Step Source for Vacuum Therapy.** By Shannon Goebel. Explains all you need to know about the therapeutic properties of more than 200 gems, stones, minerals, and should not be used in the process. **$24.95**

**HEALTHY EATING, CLEAN LIVING: America’s Healthiest Supermarket.** By Wolf S. Storr. In an accessible and comprehensive narrative, Storr explains how the words that accompanied the healing methods were as important as the plants themselves and how appeals to the plant spirit constituted a powerful element of the tradition. The current interest in therapeutic treatments and medicine is not just a fad or a trend but a continuation of the medicine-seeking that has always been part of being human. **$24.95**

**THE TRANSFORMATIONAL POWER OF FASTING: The Way to Spiritual, Physical, and Emotional Rejuvenation.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Details the necessary emotional, and physical fasting and detoxification. He also explains how to plan the necessary optimum testosterone levels well into old age. **$24.95**

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Health and Healing.** By Maya Tiwari. Includes dozens of proven natural remedies, and easy-to-make recipes to integrate allergy-soothing foods into your daily life and more. **$19.95**

**HERBAL ANTIVIRALS: Natural Remedies for Emergling and Retroviral Infections.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions for preparing and using formulations to address the most common infections and to strengthen your immunity safely and naturally. **$19.95**

**THE HERBAL APPROACH TO MALE SEXUAL HEALTH AND ENERGY.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. This unique Chinese medicine features an extensive look at 15 forms of quartz, followed by chapters on transformative stones, protective stones, nourishing stones, and more. **$17.95**

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Health and Healing.** By Michael Swift. 32 pages of color photos. **$17.95**

**HEALING WITH HEMP OIL: A Simple Guide to Using the Powerful and Proven Health Benefits of CBD.** By Earl Mindell. Far richer content, a revised and updated edition for effectively treating dozens of disorders and containing very little THC, the substance responsible for marijuana’s highs. Hemp Oil is a natural remedy that can improve your health, increase your productivity, and help you maintain a healthy lifestyle. **$15.95**

**ADDITIONAL HERBAL TREATMENTS TO IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. This indispensable reference effectively explains the benefits of antibiotic resistance while delineating the value of herbal treatments, and provides in-depth profiles of the most reliably effective herbs to give you the confidence to identify the best herbs for your health. **$29.95**

**THE GUIDE TO MODERN CUPPING THERAPY: Your Step-by-Step Source for Vacuum Therapy.** By Shannon Goebel. Explains all you need to know about the therapeutic properties of more than 200 gems, stones, minerals, and should not be used in the process. **$24.95**

**HEALTHY EATING, CLEAN LIVING: America’s Healthiest Supermarket.** By Wolf S. Storr. In an accessible and comprehensive narrative, Storr explains how the words that accompanied the healing methods were as important as the plants themselves and how appeals to the plant spirit constituted a powerful element of the tradition. The current interest in therapeutic treatments and medicine is not just a fad or a trend but a continuation of the medicine-seeking that has always been part of being human. **$24.95**

**THE TRANSFORMATIONAL POWER OF FASTING: The Way to Spiritual, Physical, and Emotional Rejuvenation.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Details the necessary emotional, and physical fasting and detoxification. He also explains how to plan the necessary optimum testosterone levels well into old age. **$24.95**

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Health and Healing.** By Maya Tiwari. Includes dozens of proven natural remedies, and easy-to-make recipes to integrate allergy-soothing foods into your daily life and more. **$19.95**

**HERBAL ANTIVIRALS: Natural Remedies for Emergling and Retroviral Infections.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions for preparing and using formulations to address the most common infections and to strengthen your immunity safely and naturally. **$19.95**

**THE HERALD OF THE HEALING CREDO: Christian History and Natural Healing.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Provides safe, natural, and effective means of maintaining optimum testosterone levels well into old age. **$19.95**

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Health and Healing.** By Michael Swift. 32 pages of color photos. **$17.95**

**HEALING WITH HEMP OIL: A Simple Guide to Using the Powerful and Proven Health Benefits of CBD.** By Earl Mindell. Far richer content, a revised and updated edition for effectively treating dozens of disorders and containing very little THC, the substance responsible for marijuana’s highs. Hemp Oil is a natural remedy that can improve your health, increase your productivity, and help you maintain a healthy lifestyle. **$15.95**

**ADDITIONAL HERBAL TREATMENTS TO IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. This indispensable reference effectively explains the benefits of antibiotic resistance while delineating the value of herbal treatments, and provides in-depth profiles of the most reliably effective herbs to give you the confidence to identify the best herbs for your health. **$29.95**

**THE GUIDE TO MODERN CUPPING THERAPY: Your Step-by-Step Source for Vacuum Therapy.** By Shannon Goebel. Explains all you need to know about the therapeutic properties of more than 200 gems, stones, minerals, and should not be used in the process. **$24.95**

**HEALTHY EATING, CLEAN LIVING: America’s Healthiest Supermarket.** By Michael Swift. 32 pages of color photos. **$17.95**

**THE TRANSFORMATIONAL POWER OF FASTING: The Way to Spiritual, Physical, and Emotional Rejuvenation.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Details the necessary emotional, and physical fasting and detoxification. He also explains how to plan the necessary optimum testosterone levels well into old age. **$24.95**

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Health and Healing.** By Maya Tiwari. Includes dozens of proven natural remedies, and easy-to-make recipes to integrate allergy-soothing foods into your daily life and more. **$19.95**

**HERBAL ANTIVIRALS: Natural Remedies for Emergling and Retroviral Infections.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions for preparing and using formulations to address the most common infections and to strengthen your immunity safely and naturally. **$19.95**

**THE HERALD OF THE HEALING CREDO: Christian History and Natural Healing.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Provides safe, natural, and effective means of maintaining optimum testosterone levels well into old age. **$19.95**

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Health and Healing.** By Michael Swift. 32 pages of color photos. **$17.95**
Complementary & Alternative Medicine

KIT 6613101  WHITE EAGLE MEDICINE WHEEL DECK. By Wa-Na-Ne-Chee with E. Harvey. Using the sacred teaching of the Wa-Na-Ne-Chee as your guide, you can apply and heal your life. You will progress through three levels of learning, and discover how to communicate with the animal, grandfather and grandmother, and totem cards. Includes 46 medicine wheel cards and an 80 page instructional book. Connections. Pub. at $14.95

6492876 ECSTATIC SOUL RETRIEVAL: Shamanism and Psychotherapy. By Nicholas E. Brink. Sharing the wisdom of shamanic healing, Brink combines accessible knowledge of psychotherapy and the ritualized ecstatic trance postures. Using three in-depth case studies, he demonstrates how these practices can be used to resolve a variety of common psychological issues, and to improve your connection to Mother Earth 185 pages. Bear & Co. PRICE CUT to $9.95


Eastern Traditions and Practices

4615417 YOUR BODY NEVER LIES: The Complete Book of Oriental Diagnosis. By Michio Kushi. Starts by explaining the principles of Oriental medicine, then shows how to detect and understand health problems simply by looking at the mouth, lips, teeth, eyes, nose, cheeks, ears, forehead, hair, hands, feet, and skin. Illus. 171 pages. Square One. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 SELL OUT

5792925 MINDFULNESS: Idiot’s Guide as Easy as It Gets! By Domyo Sater Burk. In practice for over a century rooted in the ancient tradition, mindfulness can help you to be consciously present and aware, in the moment and in your life. Improve mental clarity, alleviate anxiety and improve outlook, improve communication in your relationships and anxiousness, and boost memory. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95


5886880 MEDITATION FOR BEGINNERS. Harness the power of concentration to sharpen your focus while reducing stress and relieving tension. Instructor Rodney Yee joins meditation coach Mariza to guide you through relaxing meditations designed to calm the mind and the senses. 51 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $12.95

5886910 QIGONG FOR STRESS RELIEF. With the centuries-old practice of Qigong, you can reduce stress symptoms quickly and effectively. Instructors Francisco Garrapiti and Daisy Lee-Garrapiti offer the best in “energy first aid” with this program—ten easy-to-learn exercises to boost your natural resiliency to stress. 40 minutes. Gaiam.

5750644 THE TAO OF HAPPINESS. By Derek Lin. The teachings of Chuang Tzu are presented throughout and juxtaposed with the charming and intelligent presentation of modern-day Taoist teacher and author Derek Lin. Together, Chuang Tzu and Lin will present you with simple lessons that will have a lasting impact on your life. 29 pages. tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

5887046 YOGA FOR WEIGHT LOSS: 2 DVD Collection. Get on the fast-track to weight loss with two high-efficiency DVDs: Cardio Burn Yoga with Patricia Moreno; and 15-Minute Results: Yoga with Rodney Yee & Maria Hernandez, featuring 30- and 60-minute workouts. 170 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $19.95

6671489 A WAKENING TO MEDITATION: A Young Person’s Guide to Mindfulness. By George Birdsall. Just the simple change in the placement of furniture or the addition of a plant to a room can have a noticeable impact on an individual’s life. Birdsall provides clear instructions for creating a place in which you can spend time rather than one in which you are constantly at ease. Illus. 206 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

5886872 MEDITATION & YOGA. Acclaimed yoga instructor Rodney Yee guides you through five easy-to-use sessions that help you develop a meditation and yoga practice to address ar e discussed. Filled Fully illus. with Rodney Yee & Maria Hernandez, featuring 30- and 60-minute workouts. 159 minutes. Gaiam. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

5985013 THE TAO OF HAPPINESS. By Derek Lin. The teachings of Chuang Tzu are presented throughout and juxtaposed with the charming and intelligent presentation of modern-day Taoist teacher and author Derek Lin. Together, Chuang Tzu and Lin will present you with simple lessons that will have a lasting impact on your life. 29 pages. tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

6677249 TRADITIONAL THAI YOGA: The Postures and Healing Practices of Ruesri Dat Ton. By E. Corsi & E. Fanfani. An individual approach to Oriental medicine is rooted in the ancient tradition, Ruesri Dat Ton originated with Buddha’s own physician Jivaka Kumarabhacca. Here, sixty postures are demonstrated, and the common ailments they address are discussed. Fully illus. 182 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 SELL OUT

6576518 YOGA 7 MINUTES A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK: A Gentle Daily Practice for Strength, Clarity, and Calm. By Gertrud Hirsch. Features gentle daily exercises—each including a meditation inspired by mudra—that focus on various parts of the body. By the end of the week, you will have experienced full-body yoga, and every part of your body will be flexible and strong. 147 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/620
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5719929 PICK YOUR YOGA PRACTICE. By Meagan McCray. On the surface it may appear that yoga is yoga, but take a closer look and you’ll discover different yoga systems and lineages. This guide describes the most prominent yoga styles in depth. Those new to yoga will discover they have options, while experienced practitioners will expand their understanding. 221 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

5723838 A YOGA OF INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE: The Yogini’s Mirror. By Roxanne Kamayani Gupta. A tantric approach to Yoga and dance, expressed through the body and through a yoga of emotions. With extensive photographs, Gupta distills her experience into techniques for yogic study certain to assist students of all levels to achieve a dynamic, beautiful, and graceful practice. 190 pages. Inner Traditions. 8x10. $12.95

DVD 5886937 RESTORATIVE YOGA. Filmed in picturesque western Colorado, Rodney Yee’s program includes three soothing yoga practices designed to calm the mind and body. Awaken & Energize; Gentle Relaxation; and Restore & Rejuvenate, plus two bonus practices. 85 minutes. Gaia. Import. Pub. at $25.00. $9.95

DVD 5886988 TRUDIE STYLER’S WEIGHT LOSS YOGA. Discover a more gentle approach to weight loss! Trudie Styler’s program will help you to adopt a more balanced lifestyle, while her yoga exercises will help you achieve the fitness you long for. Sessions include Yoga Conditioning for Weight Loss, Total Body Yoga, Yoga Abs, and Chair Yoga. 107 minutes. Gaia. Import. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

DVD 5886996 VINYASA FLOW YOGA. Increase strength and flexibility while developing focus and clarity with master yoga instructor Seane Corn. Learn how to integrate breath and movement for a complete workout experience. Vinyasa Flow; and Breath Flow. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Gaia. $2.95

DVD 5886999 RELAX & RESTORE. Learn natural ways to slow your mind and release tension in your body through stress management practices. Whether through yoga, T’ai chi, or meditation, these brief programs bring you a variety of ways to relax and renew. 77 minutes. Gaia. $2.95

DVD 5870785 HAPPY-GO-YOGA: Simple Poses to Relieve Pain, Reduce Stress, and Add Joy. By Christine Chen. A fun, easy way to make yoga a part of your everyday lives. Transform discomfort and chaos at home, in the office, during a commute, or in our relationships into bits of happiness, health, and focus, no matter your fitness level or your yoga experience, age or gender. Well illus. 204 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $4.95

5871392 THE HOT BELLY DIET. By Suhas G. Khirrisagar with K. Loberg. Combining principles of Eastern medicine with modern science, Dr. Khirrisagar presents a diet and total body health plan centered on digestive health and a regenerative approach. He contends that many physical problems, from weight gain to depression, share a surprising common denominator: a weak digestive fire.” 289 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

DVD 5886783 BEGINNING YOGA WITH CHRISSY CARTER. Learn correct form and breathing exercises as you move through basic yoga poses and sequences that will help you increase strength, flexibility, and overall fitness. Use each program separately or connect all three into one challenging workout. 60 minutes. Gaia. $2.95

5905257 THE MODERN YOGA BIBLE. By Christina Brown. Discover modern yoga practices and techniques to increase flexibility and strength, relieve stress and calm the mind. Includes step by step instructions, and advice for beginners as well as expert tips for yogis wishing to deepen their practice. Fully illus. in color. 400 pages. Walking Stick Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95

DVD 6671810 YIN & YANG YOGA WITH SIMON LOW. Wideopen. Join one of the U.K.’s most popular yoga teachers for his fresh and rewarding yin and yang practices. These two styles—one ying and rejuvenating, the other yang and dynamic—help you find balance between feminine and masculine and lunar and solar energy, while exploring stillness and movement. 90 minutes. Acacia. $9.95

DVD 672504X THE TAI CHI SPACE: How to Move in Tai Chi and Qi Gong. By Paul Cavel. Designed to teach the fundamentals that drive and underpin internal arts training at all levels and stages of development. Each of the 42 principals are aimed at conveying the underlying aims and methods of this complex and subtle process. $2.95

DVD 6886945 TED & POET YOGA FOR BEGINNERS. Rodney Yee and Colleen Saidman take you on a journey to better health and well-being each and every day. Start your day with A.M. Energize, setting Yee’s morning yoga practice against gentle music and the rising sun. Then relax with P.M. Unwind, as Saidman helps you transition to a peaceful, restful evening. 50 minutes. Gaia. $9.95

DVD 6887038 YOGA FOR STRENGTH WITH EDDIE GEORGE. Former NFL running back Eddie George points the way to defining your dynamic, athletic yoga workouts designed to increase mobility, flexibility, strength, and competitive focus. Sessions include Dynamic Movement, Core Strength & Endurance, Power, Balance & Stability, and Cool-Down & Recovery. 81 minutes. Gaia. $2.95

6788378 THE LANGUAGE OF SINGING BOWLS. By Frank Perry. Tells you everything you need to know about singing bowls, that can not only aid your meditation practice, but also to your yoga session or simply your quiet evening. Learn the elements of sound healing and gain insights into the language they speak. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Polar. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

6684408 THE PAIN-FREE BACK: 54 Simple Qigong Movements for Healing and Prevention. By Yang, Jing-Ming. Most adults experience low back pain at some point in their lives, but there is hope. Committing to a series of simple exercises, you can prevent and heal injuries to maintain a healthy back for a lifetime. You will regain pain-free motion with qigong, a Chinese art of healing and flexibility, and improve your health and vitality. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

6650436 MERIDIAN QIGONG EXERCISES: Combining Qigong, Yoga, and Acupressure. By Yang, Jing-Ming. With this guide you will learn the link between yoga and qigong, basic yoga and traditional Chinese yang and yin exercises; qigong stretches to supplement your qigong practice; and which acupoints and meridians to stimulate. All the exercises can be performed lying facing up, sitting or standing. 165 pages. Gaia. $14.95

6727204 PAIN-FREE JOINTS: 46 Simple Qigong Movements for Arthritis Healing and Prevention. By Yang, Jing-Ming. Regain natural, pain-free motion and suppression with qigong, a traditional Chinese art that uses healing, flexibility, and balance. The movements detailed in this guide, will help you loosen, stretch, strengthen, heal, and maintain comfort in your flexible joints, whether arthritic or not. Well illus. 131 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/620
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**577845X THE BREATH OF LIFE: Integral Yoga Pranayama, By Sri Swami Satchidananda. Step by step instruction in Integral Yoga pranayama. Learn the basic theory of yogic breathing and the subtle energy system, along with practical guidelines for daily practice, nasal cleansing, and meditation. Offers detailed instruction from a yoga master on each of the breathing techniques that comprise one of the most powerful healing practices. Photos. 68 pages. Integral Yoga. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95**

**6636317 KOKORO YOGA: Maximize Your Human Potential and Develop the Spirit of a Warrior, By Mark & Catherine Divine. Get an unbeatable full body workout through body weight functional movements that can be done at home or on the go to increase flexibility while building long, lean muscle mass by following Coach Divine’s yoga sequences. Fully illus. 266 pages. Sl. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95**

**442106X YOGA SEQUENCING: Designing Transformative Yoga Classes, By Mark Stephens. This is the definitive resource for planning and sequencing successful yoga classes. It presents sixty-seven model sequences of yoga poses (asanas) that cover the broad range of yoga student experience, including multiple sequences for beginning, intermediate, and advanced yoga students. Illus. 507 pages. North Atlantic. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95**


**5868511 YOGA FOR FLEXIBILITY WITH KEVIN LIN. NBA star Kevin Lin, a yoga sports yoga instructor Kent Katchik has four dynamic, athletic yoga practices designed to build flexibility, balance, and competitive focus. Sessions include Progressive Warm-Up; Power & Core; Complete Body Workout; and Deep Stretch & Restore. 60 minutes. Gaiam. DVD $17.95**

**6671756 SOURCE POWER: Dynamic Yoga, Wong Yoga Arts. Widescreen. Wong highlights the central tenets of Korean Buddhist Gung Fu, Ashanga Yoga, and Tai bodywork in a vigorous program geared toward intermediate to advanced levels. Driven by the notion of qi’s consciousness, it will teach you to link movements in a constant flow, maintaining sharp mental focus throughout. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Acacia. DVD $21.95**

**6637647 THE LONGEVITY PLAN: Seven Life-Transforming Lessons from Ancient China, By John D. & Jane Ann Day. Suffering from ill health? Daily practices can dramatically reduce the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, obesity, dementia, depression, and insomnia don’t exist and living past 100 in good health is not uncommon. Here he shares his research that reveals seven principles that work in tandem to create health, happiness, and longevity. 8 pages of photos. 288 pages. Harper. Paper. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95**

**5868613 CALORIE KILLER YOGA, Award-winning yoga instructor Colleen Saidman leads five energizing practices that will increase metabolism, strength, flexibility, balance and focus — all keys to maintaining a healthy mind and body. Each practice builds to the next, increasing the cardio challenge as you progress. 105 minutes. Gaiam. DVD $17.95**

**388069X DARK LIGHT CONSCIOUSNESS: Melanin, Serpent Power, and the Luminous Matrix of Reality, By Edward Bruce Byrun. Within each of us lies the potential to activate a personal connection to the superconscious. Called Ursus in ancient Egyptian texts and Kauladiva in ancient Hindu yoga traditions, our internal transcendence inhabits the base of the spine in its dormant state. This realm is explored here. 358 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95**

**6563902 THE STRETCHING BIBLE: The Ultimate Guide to Improving Fitness & Flexibility, By Lexie Wilson. Get your sweat on through key exercises to gain mobility and improve flexibility, whatever your age or ability. Organized into sections for easy access. Warm-up and core workout sections, for running, cycling and weight training; tailored sequences for commutes, manual workers and desk workers; sequences for children, teenagers and seniors, and more. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Bloomberg. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95**


**675127X YOGA NIDRA MEDITATION: The Sleep of the Sages, By Pierre Bonnasse. Known as the “yoga of conscious sleep,” yoga nidra is an ancient Hindu practice that allows you to consciously explore the states of wakefulness, dreaming, and deep sleep. The author shows how sleep can be an opportunity to practice a form of yoga that changes your nights as well as your days. 130 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95**

**5902117 QIGONG: Enchanting Medicine, By X. Xinggui & E. Vogl. Explains the fundamental principle of Qi Gong, the art of mastering energy (qi) and moving it through the body, and provides clear demonstrations of all the principles and movement skills. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95**

**6550630 THE KEY TO THE CHAKRAS: From Balance to Healing–Advice and Exercises to Unlock Your True Potential, By Vicki Howie. Learn to unlock your energy pathways and balance your chakras in order to awaken your true potential. Howie provides an overview of the chakras and includes interactive lessons, meditations, and exercises that will teach you to find balance and inner well being. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Fair Winds Press. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95**

**1589572 THE ESSENTIALS OF QI GONG, This radical yet mild combination of breath, power, and body movement, this meditation literally activates our “healer within” to produce remarkable inner healing. Here, Dr. Jahike introduces four amazing yet simple Qi Gong methods and then explains numerous application and secrets. 60 minutes. VisionQuest. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95**

**5949599 DISCOVER YOUR MASTER CHAKRA: Reveal the Source of Your Spiritual Gifts, By Stephanie S. Larsen. Your master chakra is your inner energy center and you can use it to achieve greater love, harmony with self and others, and fulfillment in life. Providing detailed information on each of the chakras and related spiritual gifts, this guide helps you increase your master chakra’s power and influence. 319 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95**

**6417272 DRAGON AND TIGER MEDICAL QIGONG, VOLUME 1: Health and Energy in Seven Simple Movements, By Bruce Frantzis. A Taoist Lineage Master delivers a step by step introduction to the healing powers of Dragon and Tiger Medical Qigong, revealing how this powerful Eastern martial practice can reduce stress and fatigue; increase vitality, mental clarity, and calmness; and improve athletic performance, and more. 246 pages. North Atlantic. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $16.95**

**6548350 ROOTS OF YOGA, Ed. by J. Mallinson & M. Singleton. Collects, for the first time, the core teachings of yoga in their original form, translated and edited by two of the world’s foremost scholars of the ancient texts. Includes a wide range of texts from different schools of yoga, languages, and eras. 540 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $13.95**

**6671748 SHIVA REA: Radiant Heart Yoga, Widescreen. Discover three ways to experience yoga’s rejuvenating heart-centered focus. Includes a 100-hour 3 Prayer Wheel practice that teaches love and compassion, her Hridaya Namaskar (Heart Salutation) leads to deep relaxation and inner peace, and her Energizing Heart Movement Meditation with stagnant energy to promote joy and vitality. 35 minutes. Acacia. DVD $5.95**
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6642942 OILMPSSES OF RAJA YOGA. By Vimala Thakar. Presents a clear interpretation of yoga’s timeless principles in ways that inspire and encourage. Thakar provides the reader with a better understanding of the basics of yoga, so you can live out that understanding. 118 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95  $6.95

★ GAME 5856884 REIKI INSPIRATIONAL CARDS. By Anna Eva Jahi er. These cards are inspirational to the symbols of the Reiki principle, and are meant to support meditation with a view to clarifying the present moment. By practicing the principles of Reiki, we bring more awareness and harmony into our lives. This boxed set contains 22 cards and a guidebook. Lo Scarabeo. Pub. at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 5453992 PI GU CHI KUNG: Inner Alchemy Energy Fast ing. By M. Chia & C. Harkness-Giles. Used by ancient Taoist masters, the practice of Pi Gu charges circles on a simple diet of fruits, teas, nuts, and eggs paired with special breathing techniques and Chi Kung exercises. The chi produced through Pi Gu charges your internal organs, activating the body’s natural healing abilities and enabling you to draw energy from the Earth and universe. Well illus. in color. 150 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $6.95

★ DVD 58698920 QIGONG FOR CLEANING. By Gaim. 4573781 YOGA FOR FIBROMYALGIA: Move, Breathe, and Relax. By N. Ellis & G. T. Brown. Revealing the spiritual and transformative power of yoga, Ellis and Brown take us on a journey of self-discovery through the sacred sites of Egypt, from the Temple of Isis to the Great Pyramid of Giza, and show how through writing, we can live beyond the ordinary. 306 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $9.95

© DVD 5817404 THE YOGA WAY TO RADIANCE. By Shakti Khalsa. Helps you to reclaim your authentic self while also helping the children around you stay connected to their own inner radiance. Discusses the many uses of yoga, effective yoga exercises and meditations for children and adults and tips for the art of deep listening and neutral, friendly talk. Illus. 192 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95


★ 5915656 TWILIGHTS AND TURNS: 50 Sequences to Take Your Practice to the Next Level. By Emma Silverman. Fully illus. in color. 197 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95


6577040 THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO DOWSING: How to Harness the Earth’s Energy, Heal and Balance Your Mind & Spirit. By Penelope Quest. Many people who attend a Reiki workshop learn the basics of Reiki, then find it hard to practice Reiki, Reiki, but few discover the true potential for self-healing. This guide explains how you can use Reiki as a powerful tool for healing your mind, body, and spirit to achieve wholeness, harmony, and a sense of purpose. 272 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $9.95

6727227 KABBALISTIC HEALING: A Path to an Awakened Soul. By Jason Shulman. Reveals how to use the Kabbalah—the Jewish mystical path to knowing reality—to kindle the central fire in our being so that we can unite with the divine. It describes the ultimate healing possible for the human spirit, the awakening to our true nature that makes our former life seem as if we have been asleep. 184 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $4.95


6726844 STONES OF THE SEVEN RAYS: The Science of the Seven Facets of the Soul. By Michel Coquet. Explores the seven sacred gemstones of the seven rays—diamond, sapphire, emerald, jasper, topaz, ruby and amethyst—and shows how to access the power of the seven chakras through the help of a divining rod. 276 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 5731259 THE INFINITE WISDOM OF THE AKASHIC RECORDS. By Lisa Barnett. Carefully guides readers through the Akashic Knowing Wisdom Prayer System, a five-step program with thorough instructions and divine guidance. Includes access to the Akashic Record. Along the way, you’ll learn how to release karma, soul contracts, and vows that bind you to negative life patterns. 192 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $11.95


6726257 SELF-HEALING WITH REIKI: How to Create Wholeness, Harmony & Balance for Body, Mind & Spirit. By Penelope Quest. Many people who attend a Reiki workshop learn the basics of Reiki, then find it hard to practice Reiki, Reiki, but few discover the true potential for self-healing. This guide explains how you can use Reiki as a powerful tool for healing your mind, body, and spirit to achieve wholeness, harmony, and a sense of purpose. 272 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $9.95

New Age Spirituality

DVD 3663293 OM YOGA & MEDITATION WORKSHOP. By C. Lee Scott. This package offers everything you need to practice yoga and meditation at home as a path toward cultivating a more wakeful and compassionate existence. Includes a DVD with 4 yoga and 5 meditation sessions, exercises to easily access vital energies, a music CD, and a booklet explaining OM yoga and meditation. Dharma Moon. Pub. at $24.98  $3.95

6567193 CALL ON YOUR ANGELS. By Claire Nahmad. Angels cannot communicate with us unless we have raised the level of our consciousness. Nahmad explains how you can do this and how it will help you to call on the angels in every life situation. Includes practical exercises and techniques to help you enhance your contact with angels and their energies. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $3.95

6659519 CONTACTING YOUR SPIRIT GUIDE. By Sylvia Browne. The world-famous psychic medium presents her two-part reference to finding your spirit guide. First she offers an exercise to raise the level of your consciousness, designating by you and God. Then, she shares her own story, writing intimately of her personal spirit guides, Francine and Raheim. Includes a bonus Spirit Guide Spread. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $3.95

Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6572040 THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO DOWSING: How to Harness the Earth’s Energy, Heal and Balance Your Mind & Spirit. By Penelope Quest. Many people who attend a Reiki workshop learn the basics of Reiki, then find it hard to practice Reiki, Reiki, but few discover the true potential for self-healing. This guide explains how you can use Reiki as a powerful tool for healing your mind, body, and spirit to achieve wholeness, harmony, and a sense of purpose. 272 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $9.95
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2722348 LIVING THE REIKI WAY: Reiki Principles for Everyday Living. By Penelope Quest. Offers practical and spiritual guidance on how you can absorb Reiki principles into your everyday life. Adapted from Dr. Mikao Usui’s original Reiki healing system, this guide presents six key principles to live by, exploring their implications. Book Club edition. 272 pages. Tarcher. Paperback. $3.95

589499 NAVIGATING THE COLLAPSE OF TIME. By David Ian Cowan. Domestic chaos, storms, earthquakes, endless conflicts–for Cowan, all point to the end of dualistic thinking and the implications of a world viewed as a whole. Because each of us is a holographic microcosm of the One Mind, we have created the illusion of Separation and the illusion of linear time. 245 pages. Weiser. Paperback. $16.95 $6.95

677281 WHEEL OF INITIATION: Practices for Opening Your Inner Light. By Luc Tardard Johnson. Drawing upon the life experiences of those who have successfully navigated the Wheel of Initiation, Johnson demonstrates that once fears, assumptions, and ingrained beliefs are confronted and transformed, initiates emerge ready to enter society with renewed energy and vision. 306 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. $18.00 $5.95

677265X SHAPESHIFTING WITH OUR ANIMAL COMPANIONS. By Dawn Baumann Brunke. Through conversations, dreams, and merged consciousness with a variety of animals and spirit beings, the author reveals a vast treasure of wisdom and experiences offered to us as we open ourselves to the consciousness of others, confront and release our fears, and learn how we can expand our sensory perception to include other modes of existence. 260 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. $16.00 $4.95

5690594 LLEWELLYN’S LITTLE BOOK OF PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT. By Melanie Barnum. Everyone has a psychic gift much more than we ever thought possible. 309 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. $16.00 $11.95

6739407 THE SACRED POWER IN YOUR NAME: Using Your Name for Personal Empowerment and Healing. By Ted Andrews. Andrews entrusts you with the sacred meanings, affirmations, sound and chakra elements, and meditations. Your name is your direct link to the infinite possibilities of the universe. What's included: references such as discovering new wonders as you uncover the true power of your name. 342 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. $16.99 $12.95


5739608 HOLISTIC ENERGY MAGIC. By Tess Whitehurst. Access your natural abilities to create positive change and manifest success in every area of your life. Interweaving both ancient and modern spiritual techniques, this empowering guide provides instructions for tool-free magic and important insights into the foundations of personal power. 272 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. $16.99 $5.95

6712991 CRAFTING THE SOUL: Creating Your Life as a Work of Art. By Byron L. Sherwin. Examines what many of the greatest thinkers of the past have had to say about the meaning of life, then takes contemporary culture head-on, demonstrating how the systems of modern life prevent one from ever creating a spiritual existence. Sherwin then offers strategies for infusing your life with spirituality. 225 pages. Park Street. Paperback. $14.95 $4.95

5690411 ONE VOICE, SACRED WISDOM: Revealing Answers to Some of Life’s Most Ancient Mysteries from Your Soul’s Feelings, Spirits, and Angels. By James Schwartz. Schwartz sets out to answer questions like; Why are we here on this planet? What happens when we die? Is there an afterlife? Using a process called “archetypal hypnosis,” he is able to receive information from clients who were in direct communication with their guides and angels. 254 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. $16.99 $13.95

4619269 THE BOOK OF HO’OPONOPONO: The Hawaiian Practice of Forgive and Love. By Luc Bodin et al. Based on an ancestral Hawaiian shamanic ritual, this healing practice teaches you to cleanse your consciousness of negative memories, unconscious fears, and dysfunctional programming and grant yourself forgiveness, peace, and love. 150 pages. Destiny. Paperback. $14.95 $11.95

5982781 A WAKENING THROUGH CHAKRAS: The Energy Centers in Your Daily Life. By Victor Daniels et al. Offering practical wisdom for help in daily life and freedom from the tethers of your past, chakra work provides a powerful way to hear your inner self more deeply and a synergistic push for activating higher levels of consciousness. With this in-depth guide you will better understand the essence of each of the 7 chakras and learn how they are interconnected. 191 pages. Destiny. Paperback. $17.99 $13.95

164512X PLEIADIAN PRINCIPLES FOR LIVING: A Guide to Accessing Dimensional Energies, Communicating with the Pleiadians, and Navigating These Changing Times. By Christine Day. The Pleiadians call this the “New Dimension.” A new time for us to reorient our fear-based, three dimensional illusions and consciously align with the new fourth- and fifth-dimensional energies that are anchoring on our planet. This practical roadmap will show you how to navigate these challenging times. 258 pages. Destiny. Paperback. $14.95 $11.95

5927633 THE POWER OF CHAKRAS: Unlock Your Body’s Blueprint for Health and Transformation. By Susan Shumsky. Delves into the ancient Tantric and Vedic literature to uncover the veiled mysteries of the ages, where the most authentic information about the seven chakras, seven subtle energy centers, can be found. Here, the secrets about the human energy field are finally revealed. Illus. 279 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. $16.99 $13.95

5974088 ESSENTIAL OILS IN SPIRITUAL PRACTICE: Working with the Chakras, Divine Archetypes, and the Five Great Elements. By Candice Covington. Explains how to use essential oils, and how essential oils are powerful vibrational tools for effecting change. Covington reveals how they allow each of us to deliberately steer our own destiny, fulfill our personal dharma, and be all that our souls intended us to be. 212 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. $16.95 $13.95

---
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5927951 THE LOST ART OF RESURRECTION: Initiation, Secret Chambers, and the Quest for the Otherworld. By Freddy Silva. Exploring the hidden art of divine resurrection, Silva shows how this personal experience of the Divine opened the path to self-empowerment and higher consciousness, leading initiates such as Plato to describe it as the pinnacle of spiritual development. Well illus. 276 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

5936764 ENLIGHTENMENT NOW: Liberation Is Your True Nature. By Jason Gregory. In this exploration of enlightenment, Gregory addresses how to access your own spiritual awakening and how we all came into the world with. He exposes the illusion that we must strive for enlightenment; our yearning for future accomplishments, attachment to the past, and reliance on authority outside of self are social constructs that distract us from the reality of now. Illus. 353 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

6646722 WHY CAN’T I MEDITATE? How to Get Your Mindfulness Practice on Track. By Nigel Wellington. An accessible guide showing you how to get the most out of meditation and make the practice a permanent part of your everyday life. 355 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

7624522 GENE KEYS: Unlocking the Higher Purpose Hidden in Your DNA. By Richard Rudd. Based on a fundamental code found throughout nature, the Gene Keys provide a master tool for understanding human behavior and potential. By initiating a process of cellular recognition unique to each individual, the Gene Keys guide you through your core being and transform yourself. 534 pages. Watkins. 7/4/99. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

5895065 SEEING BEYOND ILLUSIONS. By David Ian Cowan. A gentle dismantling of the dualistic lie of separation, freeing us from our unconscious guilt at having forsaken Source by learning to trust our divine connection to all that is. 212 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

5858712 THE ART OF MANDALA MEDITATION: Mandala Designs to Heal Your Mind, Body, and Spirit. By Michael Beaucage. This book highlights the restorative power of mandala meditation with this gorgeous collection of more than 80 colorful illustrations. Also includes customizable blank mandalas to further your meditation and guide you deeper into tranquility. 192 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. PRICE CUT TO $1.95


6660601 GUARDIANS OF THE CELTIC WAY. By Jill Kelly. Reveals that only through meeting our innermost fears—our shadows and dragons—and transforming them with love that we may emerge as divine humans empowered to lift the entire planet closer to the sacred vision of the peaceable kingdom restored. 172 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00

5894054 CANNABIS AND SPIRITUALITY: An Explorer’s Guide to an Ancient Plant Spirit Ally. By Stephen Gray. Revealing the potential of “the people plant” to enhance a wide range of personal and spiritual practices, such as meditation, yoga, chanting, shamanism and more, this guide shows how cannabis is an effective ally on the awakening journey, unlocking the receptive energy in us all and helping us to feel connected to nature, to each other, and to ourselves. 274 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

6673066 THE TRANSFORMATIONAL POWER OF DREAMING: Discovering the Wishes of the Soul. By S. Larsen & T. Werner. Examining dream traditions from around the world and throughout history, and considering the approaches of psychology, neuroscience, and shamanism, this mind-expanding work offers techniques to help you turn your dreams into an alchemical cauldron for inspiration, healing, and discovery. Illus. in color. 338 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

5936985 THE SCIENCE OF HAPPINESS: 10 Principles for Manifesting Your Divine Nature. By Ryoho Okawa. Presents Master Okawa’s ten essential principles for a spiritual life: Happiness; Love; the Mind; Enlightenment; Progress; Wisdom; Utopia; Salvation; Reflection, and Prayer. Following these principles can bring happiness and spiritual growth to ourselves and all those around us. 179 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

5868393 THE INVISIBLE PLAYER: Consciousness as the Soul of Economic, Social, and Political Life. By Mario Kamenetzky. Goes beyond the development of human consciousness, showing how our consciousness has been shaped toward the pursuit of power and wealth rather than the enjoyment of life and love. Kamenetzky offers a blueprint for reclaiming our consciousness, our deepest connection to sexual, and political health and a more joyful future. Illus. 320 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


PRICE CUT TO $5.95

6615511 FULLFILLED: How the Science of Spirituality Can Help You Live a Happier, More Meaningful Life. By J. Purdon. Based on research, exercises, guided meditations, fascinating scientific research, and inspiring success stories. Integrating the best of Western medicine with universal spiritual principles, Purdon will help you find more meaning, more joy, and more fulfillment in your life. 280 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00

5971586 THE WORLD IS YOUR ORACLE. By Nancy Vedder-Shults. Reveals the power of ancient divinatory techniques so you can find answers to your modern questions. Vedder-Shults shows you how to channel your own abilities and tune into the messages surrounding you for specific guidance to your most pressing issues. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

$11.95
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$3.95

$4.95
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6758624 IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO BE WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN. By BJ Gallagher. Designed to inspire anyone who has let fear or busyness get in the way of achieving their highest goals and long-held dreams. Gallagher offers advice and step-by-step guidelines, dispersing pure inspiration to act now. 206 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

5983134 DANCE FIRST. THINK LATER:. 618 Rules to Live By. By Kathryn & Ross Petras. Here are 618 of the pithiest, wisest guidelines known to the perplexing business of living, from poker pros and poets, boxers and moguls, philosophers, comedians, scientists, and writers. Honest, simple, and straightforward, these and deep and inspiring rules to live by. 426 pages. Whiskey. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

6653282 ARREST-PROOF YOURSELF, SECOND EDITION. By D.C. Carson & W. Denham. An ex-cop reveals how easy it is for anyone to get arrested, how even a simple arrest could ruin you, and what to do if approached by the police. It tells you everything you need to know about how cops operate, the little things that can get you in trouble, and much more. Illus. 376 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

3568547 THE MAGIC OF BELIEVING: The Classic Guide to the Miracle Power of Your Mind. By Claude M. Bristol. Since its first appearance in 1948, this book has persuaded millions of the literal truth of the Biblical verse, “He that believeth shall not make him-though he canst believe, all things are possible to him that believeth.” Also includes TNT: It Rocks the Earth (1932), a concise guide to harnessing your mental dynamite. 307 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $15.95

6662641 KNOW YOUR OWN IQ. By Hans Eysenck. Originally published in 1962, this is the first guide to help readers determine what their IQ is. Includes a range of easy to difficult IQ challenges, with solutions provided, to help you rate your IQ. 192 pages. Penguin. Paperback import.

5999670 MAKE YOUR BED: Little Things That Can Change Your Life...and Maybe the World. By William H. McRaven. On May 21, 2014, the chief of the US Navy SEAL Training Command shared the ten principles he learned during Navy SEAL training that anyone can use to reach their goals and dreams, and for the better. He builds on those core tenets here for an inspiring and timeless work. 128 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $18.00

6795960 FOUR SECONDS, REVISED: All the Time You Need to Replace Counter-Productive Habits with Ones That Really Work. By Peter Bregman. How can we be most effective and productive in a world that moves too fast and demands so much of us? The answer, according to Bregman, is to pause for as few as four seconds to diferentially transform your habits for more productive behaviors. 256 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

356133X YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven. By Theresa Caputo. In this book, Th, the television personality and author of the New York Times bestseller It’s Not My Life, explores the life-changing wisdom she’s learned from channeling God, Spirit, and her clients’ families and friends. Paring her infectious wit and positivity with moving client stories, each lesson will help you find the peace, clarity, and growth you’ve been searching for. 253 pages. Atia. Pub. at $25.00

6788262 THE SELF-DISCIPLINE HANDBOOK: Simple Ways to Cultivate Self-Discipline, Build Confidence, and Obtain Your Goals. By Natalie Wise. We all need a little motivation and self-awareness in our lives, and the help you can use to guide you to where it is. This handbook will teach you how to milk your momentum, how passion powers progress, why persistence is a virtue, and that failure is impermanent as it guides you to where it is.
5863716 GETTING TO IT! Accomplishing the Important, Handling the Urgent, and Removing the Unnecessary. By Bradford Keeney. This is the guide you need to sort through the many priorities in your life, know what your I.T (Important Things) should be, and understand how to get I.T. done. Provides the necessary tools to accomplish the important, handle the urgent, and get rid of the unnecessary.

**567867X HAPPINESS A-Z: The Glibby Guide to Finding and Following Your Bliss.** By Louise Baxter Harmer. This alphabetical compendium of conundrums collects powerful thoughts and insightful quotations that express some of the best ways to find happiness. From the excitement of being fully "Alive" to the adventure of exploring the world's "Buddhist" Zen rituals, you'll encounter the vocabulary of a joy-filled life. 207 pages. Viva Ed. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6464556 MASTERY.** By Robert Greene. The author of The 48 Laws of Power, The 33 Strategies of War, and The Art of Seduction here argues counterintuitively that the most important leadership skills lie within each of us, and guides us along the secret paths you must follow. He also profiles such Masters as Charles Darwin, Benjamin Franklin, Henry Ford, Carl Jung, and Albert Einstein. 338 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95. **$19.95**

**5863725 MANIFEST $10,000: Learn How to Manifest $10,000 by Using the Law of Attraction and Improving Your Money Mindset.** By Cassie Parks. Using inspiring stories and providing instructions and analysis about why you haven’t been successful, Parks guides you through the process of learning to manifest $10,000 into your life in the next 90 days, in a way that feels simple and fun. 98 pages. Morgan, James. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**


**6726348 THE SECRET OF LETTING GO, REVISED.** By Guy Finley. Finley’s encouraging and accessible message is one of the true bright lights in your world today. This book helps you wake up, take action, and let go of debilitating anxiety, unnecessary anger, paralyzing guilt and painful heartache. Discover for yourself how to extinguish the senseless suffering that is holding you back. 274 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$9.95**

**2543516 THE SCIENCE OF MIND, THE COMPLETE EDITION.** By Ernest Holmes. This classic work is the clearest and most complete explication of the psychological and spiritual philosophy that Holmes has founded. It is an indispensable volume for anyone interested in how religious principles are at work in our daily lives. Features both the original 1926 and expanded 1938 editions of the beloved classic—published together for the first time. 776 pages. Tarcher. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.95. **$14.95**

**456622X THE TIME PARADOX: The New Psychology of Time That Will Change Your Life.** By P. Zimbardo & J. Boyd. The authors draw on 30 years of pioneering research to reveal how your physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual time perspectives shape your life and is shaped by the world around you. Further, they demonstrate that you and every other individual’s time zones interact to create national conventions, and personal destinies. Tarcher/Penguin. Club Edition. 358 pages. Free Press. **$3.95**

**5962072 THOUGHTS ARE THINGS: Turning Your Ideas into Realities.** By B. Proctor & G.S. Reid. Proctor and Reid delve deeply into the science and psychology of thought, and explore how thinking is vitally important to a meaningful, successful life. They show how our thinking can help us with a simple principle and shows us how to transform our lives. 230 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99.

**6964985 SPIRITUALITY: How To Make Your Life Work.** By Mary Dean Aitwood. Reveals the centuries-old practices of tribal shamans and, in keeping with Native Tradition, uses symbolic stories to illustrate the power of their techniques. Offers detailed guidance to help you alter your patterns, eliminate mind-cluttering worries, and embark upon a life-transforming vision quest to find your higher purpose. 224 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

**5799922 ACTION!** By Robert Ringer. Explains why, contrary to popular belief, you don’t need to be motivated to take action. If necessary, force yourself to take action that is in line with your universal principles, and motivation will follow. Filled with humorous and enriching stories and anecdotes, Ringer exhorts the reader to get up out of your chair and take action now. Illus. 216 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$9.95**

**577375X LOOKING OUT FOR #1: How to Get From Where You Are Now to Where You Want to Be in Life.** By Robert Ringer. In this timeless classic, “the mentor of mentors” guides you on the path of change and reveals the power of his spiritual awakening with the help of his life-changing ideas, strategies, and insights. Whether you’re looking for success in your personal or professional life, Ringer’s completely updated, market-proven piece can help. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$4.95**

**6515142 THINK AND GROW RICH: The Master Mind Volume.** By Napoleon Hill et al. Originally published in 1937. Outlines the 13 “Steps to Riches” that have become the stepping stones to a greater life for business people or anyone who wants to live their purpose and follow their passion. Presented in an easy to use large format with more than 600 illustrations and charts, this special 80th anniversary edition is updated and expanded to reflect the changes of the times. 335 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. 8 1/8 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. **$13.95**


**6515053 THE PROSPERITY BIBLE: The Greatest Writings of All Time on the Secrets to Wealth and Prosperity.** By Napoleon Hill et al. In this durable volume suited for a lifetime of use, here is the all-in-one “bible” on how to harness your creative powers of your mind to achieve a life of prosperity. Features works by Napoleon Hill, Benjamin Franklin, James Allen, Wallace Wattles, Ernest Holmes, Florence Scovel Shinn, and others. 1272 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95. **$13.95**
**672758** IT'S OKAY TO LAUGH: (Crying Is Cool Too). By Nora McInerny Purmort. A love letter to life in all its messy glory. Purmort puts a young adult twist on how to laugh at life, stay sunny and resilient. What does it actually mean to live your “one wild and precious life” to the fullest? And she answers the question. How do you keep going when you’re knocked in the junk? 274 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

**668399** WHO ARE YOU, REALLY? THE Surprising Puzzle of Personality. By Brian R. Little. Journey beyond the nature-nurture debate and discover an exciting third aspect to the human condition—the pursuit of personal projects. These are the endeavors big and small that give us a sense of meaning in our everyday lives, and end up shaping who we are. 160 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $2.99

**665098** FIRST INTELLIGENCE: Using the Science & Spirit of Intuition. By Simone Wright. Wright explains that intuition is an innate and universal biological and energetic function that can be used to guide us toward effective action and peak performance. She supplies riveting examples and powerful exercises that demonstrate how we can use this “sixth sense” as naturally as any, in all areas of our lives. 256 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**651259** THE PATH TO PERSONAL POWER. By Napoleon Hill. A powerful road map that leads to a single discovery: You already have the power to attain whatever wealth, success, and prosperity you desire in life. All you need to do is walk the path without straying, and the rest will follow. 239 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**6711081** HOW TO OWN YOUR OWN MIND. By Napoleon Hill. You’ll receive a kind of master class in how to think for success from the motivational pioneer. In three compelling chapters, Hill demonstrates how to organize, prioritize and act on information so it translates into opportunity. 271 pages. Tarcher/Regan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6741282** HOW TO SURVIVE YOUR CHILDHOOD NOW THAT YOU’RE AN ADULT: A Path to Authenticity and Awakening. By Ira Israel. An ecletic teacher and therapist offers a powerful step-by-step path to recognizing the ways of being that we created as children, and transmending with compassion and acceptance. Discover your true callings and cultivate the authentic love you were born to receive. 187 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**6733212** THE ART OF STOPPING TIME: Practical Mindfulness for Busy People. By Pedram Shojai. What if you had time to accomplish what you want in life? What if, instead of feeling starved for time, you were able to achieve time prosperity? This guide is here to make that happen. You will walk through a 100 days of easy to follow practices that will fundamentally transform your relationship with time. 210 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**6720757** THE ART OF THE DONALD: Lessons from America’s Philosopher-in-Chief. By Christopher Bedford. A collection of maxims and rules distilled from a reporter’s experience of a world leader, offering motivational advice on how to lead in your own community. Based on candid interactions with Trump from Trump’s business career provide real skills you can use on a daily basis. 258 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6529305** THINK BETTER, LIVE BETTER: A Victorious Life Begins in Your Mind. By Joel Osteen. Read by Osteen. Regan. The way you think has incredible power over your destiny. In this inspiring analysis, Osteen offers a life-changing strategy for reprogramming your mind to enable you to reach new levels of achievement and purpose. Offers tools to determine your thinking and control your thoughts, and live a victorious life. Over four hours on 4 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**658473X** NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT: Finding Freedom, Love, and Joy Right Where You Are. By Jack Kornfield. Through his signature warmhearted, tender, and humorous stories, with thei r aha moments and unexpected outcomes, Kornfield shows how we can free ourselves and serve the world. Each chapter presents a path to a different kind of freedom: freedom from fear, freedom to start over, to love, to be yourself, freedom to stand up, and freedom to be happy. 302 pages. Alaya. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**5998997** MAYBE IT’S YOU: Cut the Crap, Face Your Fears, Love Your Life. By Lauren Handel Zander. If you’re hungry for the results-oriented, no-nonsense advice that will not only get you inspired, but will also provide a step-by-step plan for getting it done, then this guide is for you. With her take-no-prisoners approach to personal accountability, her proven program will finally get you out of your own way. 242 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


**6753317** EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE: The Power of Miss-Place to Organize Your Life, Work, and Mind. By Marnie Weiss. Drawing on dozens of interviews with culinary professionals, including such renowned chefs as Thomas Keller and Alfred Portale, this essential guide offers a simple system to focus your actions and accomplish your work. You’ll have a map that will help you to see where you can have a place in your life and not just in the kitchen. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6632414** HOW SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE WIN. By John C. Maxwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. You can’t succeed without setbacks but there are ways to learn from any situation and Maxwell shows you the eleven traits needed to turn loss into gain. 186 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95

**6346340** TOO SOON OLD, TOO LATE SMART: Thirty True Things You Need to Know Now. By Gordon Livingston. The author, a psychiatrist by trade, offers truths for making the most of the life you have. Includes ways to shed childhood traumas, recognize potential for success, and avoid self imposed unhappiness. 168 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**5854399** FLIP IT, SECOND EDITION: How to Get the Best Out of Everything. By Michael Heppell. Get the very best out of whatever life sends your way by rethinking how you interpret and handle every situation. All of the ideas, techniques, and methods can be applied by anyone, in any situation, at any time. Increase your levels of happiness, creativity, confidence, and success by changing the way you think. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6676391** ECOMYSTICISM: The Profound Experience of Nature as Spiritual Guide. By Carl von Essen. Explores nature mysticism through the recorded experiences of environmental enthusiasts as well as scientific studies in biology, psychology, and neuroscience. The result is a solid and empowering bridge between spiritual practice and environmental activism. 274 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5859336** WOD MOTIVATIONAL POSTERS. By Eleanor Brown. A collection of posters designed to give you the inspiration you need to build your toughness and get your body and mind into any workout. These motivational posters answer questions, and truths encourage you to fight through the gaps that feel impossible and start the next round when you’re ready to call it quits. Each set comes with 20 posters pages for easy display. 8 x 10. Adams Media. 8/x10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery

5937787 UNLOCK YOUR CONFIDENCE. By Gary Wood. Offers a complete step by step personal empowerment course using tried and tested tools and techniques, quizzes, and exercises to help you to understand where you are in life, where you are going, and how to get there. 248 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $2.95

5665547 THE THINKING LIFE: How to Thrive in the Age of Distraction. By PM. Forni. How do we turn off the noise of our daily life, turn on our brains, and begin to engage in that fundamental activity? What is the importance of thinking: how do we do it, why don’t we do enough of it, and why we need to do more of it. 175 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

5895073 THE SEEKING SELF: The Quest for Self Improvement & the Creation of Personal Suffering. By Richard Linn. An exploration of the harmful side of our cultural and personal preoccupation with seeking to become something “better,” and an assertion that the compulsive quest for self improvement creates psychic fragmentation, inner conflict, and personal suffering. 170 pages. Phanes. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $2.95

5894994 MAKE MAGIC OF YOUR LIFE. By T. Thorn Coyle. A master teacher and magic worker shows how to activate the magical formula known as the Four Power Words: Speak, Think, Know, To, Will, and Dare, and to Keep Silence—help bring about a profound shift in how we view and move through the world. 243 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

5747632 FLUX: The Hidden Driver of Excellence. By Daniel Coferman. In an era rife with distraction, Coferman argues that now more than ever, we must learn to sharpen focus if we are to contend with, let alone thrive in, a complex world. Downloa... $3.95


5840198 LIGHT FROM MANY LAMPS. Ed. by Lillian Etcher Watson. A treasury of inspiration, selected from words of wisdom throughout the ages, carefully integrated to offer invaluable insight into the energies of daily life. Includes selections from John Bunyan, Alfred Tennyson, Abraham Lincoln, Mary Pickford, Confucius, and many others, 324 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

5659988 WHEN HAPINESS IS NOT ENOUGH. By Amy Leigh Mercree. Experience joy everyday and in every moment. This kit contains: a 170-page illustrated instruction book; three energy meditation cards; one magnetic kit; and a velvet carrying bag. NOT FOR SALE OUT OF PRINT 494 pages. BEST Life Media. Pub. at $19.95

598050X YOU WERE NOT BORN TO SUFFER. By Blake D. Bauer. If you’re ready to enjoy your life, feel passionate about your work and create fulfilling relationships, this guide will show you how to live authentically, wholeheartedly and finally value yourself enough to put everyday health and happiness at the centre of your life. 333 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

5917188 YOUR INNER GPS: Follow Your Internal Guidance to Optimal Health, Happiness, and Satisfaction. By Zen Cryar DeBruccio. Using this guide you will discover how your thinking, relationships, and destructive patterns influence each other. The guide follows the best of every action in every situation, and learn to experience the life-changing guidance you were born to follow. 193 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


See more titles at erhbc.com/620 – 55 –
454126X THE WORKING MEMORY ADVANTAGE: Train Your Brain to Function Stronger, Smarter, Faster. By Tracy & Ross Alloway. Offers unprecedented insight into one of the most important cognitive breakthroughs in recent years: a vital new approach to making your brain work smarter! Includes three tests to measure how good your working memory is, and more than fifty targeted exercises to sharpen it! 339 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

5949949 QUANTUM DNA HEALING: Consciousness Techniques for Altering Your Gene Expression. By Melissa S. B. Hawk. Hawk explores consciousness tools and mind-body techniques to re-code your DNA, such as sound and breathing work, DNA marker removal, and the performance of precise, cellular communication exercises that readers can apply to their own healing journeys. 230 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

59498X8 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT MEMORY LOSS & HOW YOU CAN STOP IT. By Pamela Waritan Smith. Smith explains why we forget and how to explain the problem, but also enhance our ability to focus, concentrate, and comprehend. 223 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

454126X THE WORKING MEMORY ADVANTAGE: Train Your Brain to Function Stronger, Smarter, Faster. By Tracy & Ross Alloway. Offers unprecedented insight into one of the most important cognitive breakthroughs in recent years: a vital new approach to making your brain work smarter! Includes three tests to measure how good your working memory is, and more than fifty targeted exercises to sharpen it! 339 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6606466 1001 DREAMS: An Illustrated Guide to Dreams and Their Meanings. By Jack Altman. Explore your subconscious with this compact reference guide, organized by theme and fully indexed and cross referenced. Discover the meaning of hundreds of the most common dream symbols and decipher what your dreams are trying to say using wisdom grounded in the work of leading psychologists and dream theorists. Illus. in color. 384 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95

5849474 DREAMS 1-2-3: Remember, Interpret, and Live Your Dreams. By J.M. DeBord. You’ve got the best life coach imaginable, talking to you in your sleep. This groundbreaking guide takes you step by step through the process of learning the language of your dreams and shows that we dream to help reconcile with the past, handle the present, and step into the future. 220 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95


5949262 THE LITTLE MINDFULNESS WORKBOOK: Everyday Techniques to Help You Combat Stress and Enhance Your Life. By Gary Gershoff. The author teaches mindfulness strategies into practice and improve your life with this practical pocket guide from an expert. Dozens of breathing exercises, objects, and meditations and practices will help you combat stress, anxiety and depression; learn the value of acceptance; improve happiness and well-being; and more. 170 pages. Crimson. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95
**HEALTHY BRAIN, HAPPY LIFE: A Personal Program to Activate Your Brain & Do Everything Better.** By Wendy Suzuki. By telling her story of transformation, Suzuki offers practical and fascinating ways to optimize brain function, expand your mind, and create a way of living that is good for the body and the mind. 306 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**YOUR PLAYBOOK FOR BEATING DEPRESSION: Essential Strategies for Activating and Living Your Potential.** By C. Richey & M.E. Garrison. This thorough guide will help you understand, manage, and live with depression. With the information included here, Richey and Garrison offer a tool that will put you on the road to recovery. And once you’re off the road to proven and effective treatments, you will be able to get the most out of life while living with depression. 163 pages. New Chapter. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**THE DREAMER’S BOOK OF THE DEAD: A Soul Traveler’s Guide to Death, Dying, and the Other Side.** By Robert Moss. Explains that we have entirely natural contact with the departed in our dreams, when they come visiting and we may also travel into their realms. Moss reveals that we can function as soul guides for others, helping the dying to approach the last stage of life with courage and grace. 310 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**DREAMWAYS OF THE IROQUOIS: Honoring the Sacred Wishes of Our Ancestors.** By Robert Moss. The ancient Iroquois people believed that dreams are experiences of the soul. This guide is at once a spiritual odyssey, a tribute to the deep wisdom of the First Peoples, and a healing guide to our lives through dreamwork. 278 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**A JOYFUL LIFE: How to Use Your Creative Spirit to Manage Depression.** By Michele Swiderski. Through simple practices such as journaling, meditation, and crafting, Swiderski was able to rediscover the power of the creative spirit to rebuild her life. Here she shares her hard-won wisdom to guide others who are mired in depression. 199 pages. KICam Productions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**ON MEDITATION.** Widescreen. This absorbing two-volume documentary program explores the deep personal practice of meditation. From teachers to everyday people and celebrities like His Holiness the Dalai Lama and congressman Tim Ryan, individuals who have found meaningful rewards in the tradition share their experiences in first-hand accounts. 69 minutes. Motivational. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**THE CRAVING MIND: From Cigarettes to Smartphones to Love–Why We Get Hooked & How We Can Break Bad Habits.** By Judson Brewer. Provides groundbreaking answers to the tough question none of us can avoid: How do we stop craving and break bad habits? Through simple practices such as journaling, meditation, and crafting, Swiderski was able to rediscover the power of the creative spirit to rebuild her life. Here she shares her hard-won wisdom to guide others who are mired in depression. 199 pages. KICam Productions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**THE INTELLIGENT BODY: Reviving Chronic Fatigue and Pain from the Inside Out.** By Kyle Davies. A new paradigm is needed where we understand the mind and body as an interconnected flow system. This paradigm embraces the self-healing, self-correcting, and self-regulating nature of our interconnected mind-body system. In this fascinating volume, Davies explains the origins of chronic symptoms and outlines the road to recovery by embracing the full importance of the mind-body connection. 286 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**2 WEEKS TO A YOUNGER BRAIN: An Innovative Program for a Better Memory and Sharper Mind.** By G. Small & G. Vorgan. Proper diet and exercise, mental exercises, physical exercises, brain training exercises; stress management techniques. Follow Dr. Gary Small’s revolutionary and proven program offered in this guide and in only 14 days you’ll see noticeable results. Illus. 297 pages. Humanix. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**THE CONVERSATION: A Revolutionary Plan for End-of-Life Care.** By Angelo E. Volandes. Through the stories of seven patients with seven very different end-of-life experiences, Dr.志愿 demonstrates how public opinion and personal experience can affect the conversation about end-of-life care...
We're Nearing Death.

Import. Pub. at $19.95 and help shine a light into the darkness. 117 pages. Hardie Grant.

Nurse’s Stories of Dying Well.
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Aging

★ 6729568 SHELVED: A Memoir of Aging in America. By Sue Matthews Petrovski. Petrovski reflects on her move into a senior living community while considering the benefits and drawbacks of America’s corporate-for-profit model of elder care. She argues for the cultural value of our elders, and offers a cogent, well-informed critique of elder care options. 178 pages. The Courant. Paperbound. $25.95 $18.95

★ 5868823 AN END TO AGEING? Remedies for Life Extension. By Stephen Fuller. Shows you where extra energy can come from no matter what your present age, plus how to achieve dynamic vitality and live a longer and healthier life. 112 pages. Destiny. Paperback. $5.95

★ 6780755 YOUR BEST AGE IS NOW. By Robi Ludwig. Contracting forms and funding options include Robi Ludwig’s own myth-busting data from scientific research and her experience as a therapist to show that midlife is not the beginning of your decline—it’s actually a time to pursue your dreams. 248 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. $29.95 $4.95

★ 6733190 AGELESS SOUL: The lifelong Journey Toward Meaning and Joy. By Théodore Moore. Reveals a fresh, optimistic, and rewarding path toward aging, a journey that need not be feared, but rather should be embraced and cherished. Aging is the process by which one becomes a more distinct, complex, loving and connected person. Guides readers to feel fulfilled as they grow older. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $26.99 $19.95

★ 1822594 THE LIFE PLAN: How Any Man Can Achieve Lasting Health, Great Sex, and a Stronger, Leaner Body. By Jeffy S. Life. In just a few weeks, you can be a healthier, happier, and more attractive man the way your father never was. 257 pages. Thorsons. Paperback. $9.95

★ 5993113 THE FAMILY GUIDE TO PREVENTING ELDER ABUSE: How to Protect Your Parents—and Yourself. By Thomas Lee Wright. Provides a practical manual to help prepare the reader for the challenges that arise as our parents begin to lose their independence. Wright answers some of the toughest questions you may face, addressing every personal, medical, financial, and legal consideration that may arise. 167 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $12.95

★ 6691953 THE LONGEVITY BOOK. By Cameron Diaz & S. Bark. An informative and empowering guide to the aging process, why we age in the first place and how it will affect us emotionally and physically. Here Diaz creates the mind-map for achieving health, happiness and resiliance as we grow older. Photos. 257 pages. Thorsons. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

★ 6690986 THE CONSCIOUS CAREGIVER: A Mindful Approach to Caring for Your Loved One Without Losing Yourself. By Linda Abbit. Caring for an aging parent or loved one can be a rewarding experience, but one that comes with questions and challenges. Abbit provides direction on everything from managing medical care and finances to ways to handle emotional stress and be a rewarding experience, but one that comes with questions and challenges. 167 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $16.00 $7.95

★ 5960141 WHAT MAKES OLGA RUN? By Bruce Grierson. A tremendously inspiring portrait of an unlikely friendship and an eye-opening gathering of everything longtime runners, late-blooming fitness enthusiasts alike need to know to keep moving fast, thinking sharp, and living well, far into old age. 241 pages. Holt. Paperbound. $25.00 PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 6415566 THE FAMILY CAREGIVER’S MANUAL: A Practical Planning Guide to Caring for the Care of Your Loved One. By David Levy. Provides a model for effective planning and decision-making, focusing on the nonclincal aspects of caregiving—legal, financial, emotional, social—which are often neglected. Covers decision-making priorities, understand options, and face bedrock issues so caregivers can make decisions for their loved ones while balancing their own needs. 278 pages. Central Recovery Press. Paperback. $45.95 $4.95

★ 573665X CARING FOR OLDER ADULTS HOLISTICALLY, FIFTH EDITION. By Mary Ann Anderson. Step by step. Anderson helps you to master the knowledge and skills you need to be a gerontological nurse, while also honing the leadership, management, and delegation abilities essential to your professional success. Illus. in color. 408 pages. F.A. Davis. Paperback. Paperbound. $45.95 $4.95

★ 5791510 DRIVE ON! Preserve & Prolong Your Time on the Road. By Phil Berardelli. 192 pages. Mountain Lake. Hardcover. $12.95 $7.95


Communication Skills

★ 1009180 BODY LANGUAGE 101: The Ultimate Guide to Knowing When People Are Lying, How They Are Feeling, What They Are Thinking, and More. By David Lambert. Offers a practical introduction to body language, and teaches you how to read the nonverbal signals of business associates, friends, loved ones, and co-workers and others–every time. 272 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $19.95 $4.95

★ 6654277 MAKING THE CASE. By Kimberly Guilfoyle. Guilfoyle interweaves stories and anecdotes from her life and career with practical advice that can help you win arguments, get what you want, help others along the way, and come out ahead in any situation. She shows you how to organize your thoughts and plans, have meaningful discussions with people around you, and achieve goals in all aspects of your life. 212 pages. Harper. Paperback. $15.99 $4.95

★ 6419852 FIND OUT ANYTHING FROM ANYONE, ANYTIME: Secrets of Calculated Questioning from a Veteran Interrogator. By J.O. Pyle & M. Kwapil. Interviews teach you how to find out anything you want to know is simply amazing: ask good questions. This guide will give you the power to determine when and how to control the conversation; recognize types of questions to avoid; identify and practice good questioning techniques; and more. 281 pages. Career Press. Paperback. Paperbound. $15.95 $4.95

★ 1709343 WHAT EVERY BODY IS SAYING: An Ex-FBI Agent’s Guide to Speed-Reading People. By Joe Navarro with M. Karlin. Read this book and send your nonverbal intelligence soaring. You will discover: the ancient survival instinct that makes us all body-language junkies; the least likely place to gauge true feelings, simple nonverbal signals that establish trust & instantly communicate authority, and more. Photos. 250 pages. Collins. Paperback. $19.95 $13.95

★ 6755653 HOW TO READ A PERSON LIKE A BOOK: Observing Body Language to Know What People Are Thinking. By Gerard I. Nierenberg et al. Designed to teach you how to interpret and respond to the nonverbal signals of business associates, friends, loved ones, and even strangers. Whether in an office, on a date, or on a family outing, the simple techniques in this book will help you read the real and important benefits. Illus. 118 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. $13.95 $9.95

★ 4642783 GET THE TRUTH: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All. By Philip Houston et al. Written by two former CIA officers, this book provides full details and common sense insights of an internationally recognized attorney, this invaluable guide arms readers with the skills necessary for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—every time. 272 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $24.99 $4.95
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677823 SPY THE LIE: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Detect Deception. By Philip Houston et al. Former CIA officers among the world’s foremost authorities on recognizing deceptive behavior—share proven techniques for uncovering a lie. Imagine how different your life would be if you could tell whether someone was lying or telling you the truth in business and your personal life, 258 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound Import. $6.95

607893 THE INTELLIGENT CONVERSATIONALIST: 31 Cheat Sheets That Will Show You How to Talk to Anyone About Anything, Anytime. By Imogen Lloy Webber. From the best author to whom I paid $9,990 for the rights to sign the Magna Carta this volume is a cure for the conversationally challenged. Choose a few cheat sheets that are presented here and bone up before any social event and never get shut out of the conversation again. 396 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4616995 CONVERSATION STARTERS: 1,000 Creative Ways to Talk to Anyone About Anything. By Kim Chamberlain. This guide’s 1,000 conversation-starting topics offer easy ways to move away from traditional talking themes as well as the opportunity to develop and enhance speaking and listening skills. 164 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

475021 CONVERSATIONALLY SPEAKING, REVISED THIRD EDITION. By Alan Garner. Based on research studies and Garner’s own experience, this guide will show you how to get more out of everyday conversations with family, friends, and coworkers. Learn how to ask questions that promote conversation; interest people in what you have to say; handle criticism constructively; and more. 210 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

464925 VISUAL INTELLIGENCE: Sharpen Your Perception, Change Your Life. By Amy E. Herman. An engaging guide to seeing and communicating more clearly, from the groundbreaking course that helps FBI agents, cops, CEOs, ER doctors, and others save money, reputations, and lives. Shows you how to see what matters most to you more clearly than ever before. Color photos. 316 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

668588 De-ESCALATE: How to Calm an Angry Person in 90 Seconds or Less. By Douglas E. Noll. Based on the author’s practical real-world experience as a lawyer turned peacemaker and master mediator, this timely and prescriptive guide provides insightful communication skills that illustrate the problem of what to do to diffuse emotionally volatile situations—at home, at work, or anywhere. 228 pages. Altia. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

66700 How to Tell What People Are Really Thinking: From the Bedroom to the Boardroom. By Peter Collett. Shows you how to understand what people aren’t saying and what you’re unwittingly revealing about yourself, and provides insights into people’s innermost thoughts. Packed with both famous and everyday examples, this is an entertaining guide to our society’s language of unconscious communication. Photos. 310 pages. Collins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

676974 How to Tell What People Are Thinking: From the Bedroom to the Boardroom. By Peter Collett. Shows you how to understand what people aren’t saying and what you’re unwittingly revealing about yourself, and provides insights into people’s innermost thoughts. Packed with both famous and everyday examples, this is an entertaining guide to our society’s language of unconscious communication. Photos. 310 pages. Harper. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

5913632 SNAIL MAIL. By Michelle Mackintosh. Inspired by Japanese stationery and letter-writing culture, Mackintosh shows you how to improve your handwriting; make your own paper, envelopes, wads of paper, and powers; put together care packages for a loved one who need a bit of TLC; and craft beautiful mail art for any occasion. Fully illus. in color. 223 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $6.95

6528457 NEVER BE LIED TO AGAIN: How To Get the Truth in 5 Minutes or Less in Any Conversation or Situation. By David J. Lieberman. Provides the tools to determine, with uncanny accuracy, if you are being lied to, and shows how to easily influence anyone to tell the truth within minutes. SHOPWORN. 204 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

6559713 THE POWER OF NO: Because One Little Word Can Bring Health, Abundance, and Happiness. By James & Claudia A. Altucher. If you find yourself saying yes to the wrong things, this lively, practical guide will help you take back the power. Drawing on their own stories as well as those of their clients, the authors make an inspiring and encouraging case for your right to say “No.” 221 pages. Hay. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6717446 GET TO THE POINT! Sharpen Your Message and Make Your Words Matter. By Joanne Hartweg Gehrig. Whether you want to improve your impact in speeches, staff meetings, pitches, emails, PowerPoint presentations, or any other communication setting, the author’s novel approach teaches you how to go from simply sharing thoughts to making a difference. Would you rather do? 115 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

5634247 POSITIVE WORDS, POWERFUL RESULTS: Simple Ways to Honor, Affirm, and Celebrate Life. By Hal Urban. Reveals simple and immediate ways that we can use language to power our lives—both our own and those around us. Topics include the origins and influence of words, the win-win of positive words, four places where positive words work wonders, and more. 205 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

5932408 THE ART OF BODY TALK: How to Decode Gestures, Mannerisms, and Other Non-Verbal Messages. By G. Hartley & M. Karnich. The authors share their highly successful REAL (Read, Evaluate, Analyze, Decide) system of understanding body language, but with an exciting twist—they give you the skills to use REAL to see what’s behind those eye movements, gestures, and words. You’ll easily be able to perceive the emotions and spot the messages people are really sending. Photos. 239 pages. Career Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

6667910 HOW TO DEVELOP SELF-CONFIDENCE & INFLUENCE PEOPLE BY PUBLIC SPEAKING. By Dale Carnegie. Originally published in 1926, this timeless classic will show you how to overcome humanity’s natural fear of public speaking to become a successful speaker, and even learn to enjoy it. Includes hundreds of practical tips on influencing the important people in your life through effective speech. 244 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6702244 HOW TO DEVELOP SELF-CONFIDENCE, INFLUENCE PEOPLE BY PUBLIC SPEAKING. By Dale Carnegie. Originally published in 1926, this timeless classic will show you how to overcome humanity’s natural fear of public speaking to become a successful speaker, and even learn to enjoy it. Includes hundreds of practical tips on influencing the important people in your life through effective speech. 244 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

676485X HOW TO DEVELOP SELF-CONFIDENCE, INFLUENCE PEOPLE BY PUBLIC SPEAKING. By Dale Carnegie. Originally published in 1926, this timeless classic will show you how to overcome humanity’s natural fear of public speaking to become a successful speaker, and even learn to enjoy it. Includes hundreds of practical tips on influencing the important people in your life through effective speech. 244 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6673988 WINNING ARGUMENTS: What Works and Doesn’t Work in Politics, the Bedroom, the Courtroom, and the Classroom. By Stanley Fish. A powerful tool for students, teachers, lawyers, managers—indeed, anyone looking to persuade their opponent. Fish reveals how successful argument can be used to win over popular opinion. 212 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

676485X WINNING ARGUMENTS: What Works and Doesn’t Work in Politics, the Bedroom, the Courtroom, and the Classroom. By Stanley Fish. A powerful tool for students, teachers, lawyers, managers—indeed, anyone looking to persuade their opponent. Fish reveals how successful argument can be used to win over popular opinion. 212 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95
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**5811732** PITCH PERFECT: How to Say It Right the First Time, Every Time. By B. McGowan & A. Bowman. A media coach and award-winning correspondent shares his secrets of pitch-perfect communications, showing you how to craft just the right message and deliver it with confidence. Along the way, he lays out his Seven Principles of Persuasion, helping you steer clear of common communication pitfalls. 266 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**5764177** PITCH PERFECT: How to Say It Right the First Time, Every Time. By B. McGowan & A. Bowman. A media coach and award-winning correspondent shares his secrets of pitch-perfect communications, showing you how to craft just the right message and deliver it with confidence. Along the way, he lays out his Seven Principles of Persuasion, helping you steer clear of common communication pitfalls. 266 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**4819315** THE ART OF PEOPLE: 11 Simple People Skills That Will Get You Everything You Want. By Dave Kerpen. Here, through 53 bite-size, easy-to-execute tips, you’ll learn to master the 11 People Skills that will get you more of what you want at work, at home, and in life. Those who truly understand and connect with their colleagues, their customers, their partners are the ones who can teach, lead, and inspire. 276 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**4868135** NEGOTIATING 101. By Peter Sander. From conducting research on your counter-parties to avoiding common negotiation pitfalls and keeping control of the conversation, this step-by-step guide will help negotiators of all levels get the results they want with ease and confidence. Color photos. 255 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


**6595324** IF I UNDERSTOOD YOU, WOULD I HAVE THIS LOOK ON MY FACE? My Adventures in the Art and Science of Relating and Communicating. By Alan Alda. Alda’s warm, witty, and informative chronicle of how he found inspiration in everything from cutting-edge science to classic acting methods to help people communicate and relate to one another more effectively. Here he describes ways we can build empathy, nurture our innate mind-reading abilities, and improve the way we talk to others. He includes empathy-boosting games and exercises. 213 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**3601420** THE LIKE SWITCH: An Ex-FBI Agent’s Guide to Influencing, Attracting, and Winning People Over. By Mark A. Bowden. Bowden offers a wealth of tips on how to gain the trust of others and make lasting connections in person or online, and more. Illus. 270 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**4570774** THE SMALL BIG: Small Changes That Spark Big Influence. By Steve J. Martin et al. 268 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

**5878889** HOW TO CHANGE ANYBODY: Proven Techniques to Reshape Anyone’s Attitude, Behavior, Feelings, or Beliefs. By David J. Lieberman. The tried-and-true techniques in this book offer numerous relationship skills, allowing you to make a powerful impact on those around you, and in the process, change your life. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**6776183** WHAT WOMEN WANT. By T. Max & G. Miller. An evidence-driven, seriously funny playbook that will teach you how to become a more sexually attractive and romantically successful man, the right way. Offers straightforward advice and effective ways to pursue the win-win relationships you want with the women who are best for you. 274 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**6704824** THE FIVE FLIRTING STYLES: Use the Science of Flirting to Attract the Love You Really Want. By Jeffrey A. Hall. There’s no right way to flirt, but how you flirt says a lot about your chance at love. Based on cutting-edge research, this guide shows you how to identify your natural flirting style—physical, playful, sincere, traditional, or polite—and use it to flirt smarter and attract the love you want. 285 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**6708749** THE FINE ART OF FLIRTING. By C. JoyBell. When you’re a shy beginner or an advanced coquette, Jillson’s flitting tips and secrets will soon have you charming the socks off everyone. 169 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $3.95

**4581829** THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO COPING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE. By K.E. Chadwick & E.C. O’Keefe. Learn how to recognize and responding to various types of challenging personalities. Explains ways to maintain your sense of worth, choose battles wisely, and defend yourself without sounding defensive. Includes useful tips on overcoming the challenges of patience and compassion. 311 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95


**5921392** THE ROAD TO CHARACTER. By David Brooks. In The Social Animal, Brooks explored the neuroscience of human connection and how we can flourish together. Now, in this volume, he focuses on what helps us develop the values that should inform our character. A blend of psychology, politics, spirituality, and confession, he provides an opportunity for us to rethink our priorities, and strive to build rich inner lives. Offers tips on how to combat apathy and self-centeredness, is at the heart of who we are, and it reflects the best of our potential. 300 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

**6680283** EMPATHY: Why It Matters, and How to Get It. By Roman Krznaric. In this lively and engaging work, Krznaric argues that our brains are wired for social connection and that empathy, not apathy or self-centeredness, is at the heart of who we are, and is required for each of us to begin to connect with others in a more meaningful way. 242 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**5868262** LOVE, AGAIN: The Wisdom of Unexpected Romance. By Eve Pelle. People once written off as too old for intimacy are having romance, sometimes passionate affairs that can be as good for the young. Pelle beautifully and thoughtfully concludes that life experience adds dimensions to the art of connection—and that we all stand to learn something from unexpected romance. 194 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $4.95

**6713173** LOVE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND: How to Use Palmistry for Successful Relationships. By Ghanshyam Singh Birla. The lines of our palms act as continuous printouts of our experience, thoughts, and emotions. Over 4000 years Vedic science of morphology known as Samudrik Shastra, “the ocean of knowledge,” has studied these printouts’ unexplained ability to interpret the lines for you. 148 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**6750702** FLINCS, FROLICS, AND FOREVER AFTER: A Single Woman’s Guide to Romance After Fifty. By K.E. Chaddock & E.C. Egan. For women seeking all types of male companions, this book covers the full range of healthy pursuits, provides a plan to living a life of romance after fifty. Featuring real-life stories, practical checklists, revealing questionnaires, and informative sidebars, it will help you get your head up, get your heart going, and get you moving. 244 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6580688** CONVERSATION STARTERS FOR EVERY GRANDPARENT. By Kim Chamberlain. A very practical handbook for seniors who babysit, visit or vacation with, or otherwise spend time with youngsters. Included are topics on selecting age-appropriate conversation openers, avoiding sensitive issues, and developing listening as well as speaking skills. 154 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95
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5784522 FRENCH WOMEN DON’T SLEEP ALONE: Pleasurable Secrets to Finding Love. By Jamie Call Caliam. Discover the secrets to why French women sleep alone; their hidden fear of intimacy, the French art of flirtation, why French women walk everywhere and love to be seen, where French women meet men; and what a French woman does when her man misreads her signals. 394 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

5954126 WILL I EVER BE FREE OF YOU? How to Navigate a High-Conflict Divorce from a Narcissist and Heal Your Family. By Karyl McBride. The abundance of real-life examples will be riveting. It will also walk you through this world of often difficult choices. Get to the truth and understand your resources. This volume should be required reading for anyone divorcing in these circumstances, and for therapists who will benefit from the information about a highly specialized area. 237 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00. $8.95

655806X IF SOMEONE SAYS YOU COMPLETE ME, RUN! By Whoopie Goldberg. One of today’s best-known entertainers turns her eye toward relationships, applying her personal experiences, well-earned wisdom and distinctively hilarious brand of humor to help you make the most of your love life. 224 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

CD 6537291 IF SOMEONE SAYS YOU COMPLETE ME, RUN! By Whoopie Goldberg. Read by the author. One of today’s best-known entertainers turns her eye toward relationships, applying her personal experiences, well-earned wisdom and distinctively hilarious brand of humor to help you make the most of your love life. Four hours on 4 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

5790605X THE KARMA QUEENS’ GUARDIAN RELATIONSHIPS: The Truth About Karma and Relationships. By Carmen & Alexandra Harra. Drawing on their knowledge of the human psyche and metaphysics, experiences with therapy and counseling and their own human interactions, the mother-daughter authors help you untangle the complexities of romantic and interpersonal relationships so you can get the most out of them. 255 pages. Tarner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

6705875 THE FERTILITY CHAIR ACTION: An Illustrated Guide for Couples. By Michelle Brody. Conflict within relationships is complex and challenging to overcome. Clinical psychologist Michelle Brody's clear and lighthearted illustrations help couples legally—see what's driving their battles and blocking their goals—so that a court order can stop the fights. Well illus. 304 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $19.55. $4.95

* 6957017 OVERCOMING YOUR DIFFICULT FAMILY: 8 Skills for Thriving in Any Family Situation. By Eric & Janet Maitel. Most of us encounter difficult people you encounter in daily life can be avoided, but what if they’re family members? This guide offers useful strategies for dealing with the people you’re connected to for life, describing eight vital skills to help you cope with even the most challenging familial relationships. 220 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

* 6783457 HO’OPONOPONO AND FAMILY CONSTELLATIONS: A Traditional Hawaiian Healing Method for Relationships, Business and Love. By Ulrich E. Dupree. There are many relationships in your life-your family, with your past and future, with your work colleagues and with your lover. All the rollouts in this world are based on relationships. As Dupree explains, it helps you to experience love and inner peace through the feeling within our hearts, that we are all interconnected. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Earthdancer. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95

* 5953412 HELD IN HONOR. By R.L. Plummer & M.O. Hare. What do you do when you are粤港澳? Do you ever disagree about money, sex, or in-laws? The authors bring together voices, from Ignatius of Antioch to Elizabeth Elliot, who remind us that the very name of God and the integrity of His gospel hang in the balance as couples live out each day of their lives together. 132 pages. Christian Focus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95


Sexuality & Sexual Expression

5763518 THE SEX BIBLE FOR PEOPLE OVER 50: The Complete Guide to Sexual Love for Mature Couples. By Laurie Betito. This guide answers the most common questions about making love in these later years. It reveals new and exciting sexual situations that couples 50 and older encounter and gives you practical, real-life advice for working with them via modified positions, non-intercourse techniques, extended foreplay, and sex toys. Adults only. 120 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $7.95

Well illus. in color. 159 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

6777366 LOVING THE G-SPOT: The Definitive Guide on the Secret Center of Feminine Pleasure. By Marcia Durante. A manual to the enigmatic G-spot, including detailed instructions that show, step by step, the path to female ecstasy. It reveals the new erogenous centers and unlock intense, prolonged orgasms she’ll never forget. Adults only. 120 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

5958583 THE ORAL SEX POSITION GUIDE. By Emily Dubberly. These 69 positions make fellatio and cunnilingus fun, fantastic, and unforgettable. From mild to head-over-heels wild, each move teaches you how to take your oral sex skills to the next level, with benefits like maximum clitoral stimulation and, easy deep-throating, and pleasurable oral play. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

5750270 THE NEW SEX BIBLE FOR WOMEN. By Amie Harwick. Whether you’re younger or older, married or not, this comprehensive guide will assist you with giving and having fulfilling sex. Incorporating new research on desire, orgasms, and sexual anatomy, Harwick covers everything from masturbation, oral sex, and positions to safety, self-esteem, and sex aids. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 639 pages. Quiver. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

5775051 LESBIAN SEX SECRETS FOR MEN. REVISED. By A.J. Goudard & K. Bruniard. Opens the doors of the bedrooms of gay women to answer the most intimate questions about making love to the woman you love. From the titillating to the taboo, and from kisses to climaxes, here is the ultimate road map to the hot spots and nether regions of the female body. Adults only. 296 pages. Plume. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

6761135 BONDAGE BASICS. By Lord Morphoeus. Whether you’re at the top or the bottom, dominant or submissive, male or female, this is an essential reference for any bondage enthusiast’s bedside table. Covers a history of rope bondage, basics of BDSM and kink culture; Eastern and Western styles of tying knots; and more. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Virgin. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

6734871 ASTROSEX: Sexual Secrets Revealed Through the Stars. By Sarah Bartlett. You’ll find an in-depth description of male and female sexual preferences for each star sign with tips on ergonormous, preferred positions, and favorite fantasies. With more than 350 atmospheric and sensual color photos, including steamy sex positions, this guide provides a visually sensual experience. Adults only. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

5761618 LESBIAN SEX BIBLE. By Diana Cage. A fresh, funny, irreverent, and inclusive look at lesbian sexuality, encouraging women to talk freely about sex and to deepen their sexual awareness. Filled with the hottest sex techniques and tips for the hottest sex imaginable while also providing frank advice on lesbian dating and relationships, lesbian identity, and sexual culture. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95

677161X LESBIAN SEX BIBLE. By Diana Cage. A fresh, funny, irreverent, and inclusive look at lesbian sexuality, encouraging women to talk freely about sex and to deepen their sexual awareness. Filled with the hottest sex techniques and tips for the hottest sex imaginable while also providing frank advice on lesbian dating and relationships, lesbian identity, and sexual culture. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95
6761178 THE NEW SEX BIBLE: The Complete Guide to Sexual Love. By Jessica O'Reilly. Your comprehensive primer to thrilling, fulfilling sex, covering the latest research, techniques, and positions for full-body pleasure. Offers up to date information on core sexual topics such as oral pleasures, foreplay, and intercourse, along with spicy new positions, daring twists on the old, and expanded information on kink and sex toys. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

6761151 HOT SEX TIPS, TRICKS, AND LICKS. By Jessica O'Reilly. Puts all the techniques for being the best lover ever into your fingertips (and your hands, mouth, and tongue). With over 100 tips, techniques, and variations for endless experimentation, you'll take your sexual experience to new heights. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 434 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95 ★ 6670466 THE BETTER BLOW JOB: Everything You Need To Know About Oral Sex. By Axel Neustadter. In a must-read guide for anyone who longs to be a blow job champion, Neustadter opens his mouth wide to tell you all the sexiest secrets you need to know. Written with gay couples in mind, this is a hot, approachable reference to an activity that's fast becoming a centerpiece of great sex. Adults only. With photos. 175 pages. Sense. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

5845327 SEX YOURSELF: The Woman's Guide to Mastering Masturbation and Achieving Powerful Orgasms. By Carlyle Jansen. Teaches women how to reach orgasm and how to have better orgasms by themselves. Learn how the amazing experiences you have alone can re-ignite your passion with your partner, helping to enhance your sexual relationships. Try new techniques and accessories to have mind-blowing orgasms in brand new ways. Adults only. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

6761127 ANAL SEX BASICS: The Beginner’s Guide to Maximizing Anal Pleasure for Every Body. By Carlyle Jansen. The days of boring sex routines are over. It’s time to get a little taboo, starting with the absolute basics of anal play and anal sex. Includes instructions for beginners, comfortable and pleasurable experiences. Adults only. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95 6761130 DON’T PUT THAT IN THERE! And 69 Other Sex Myths Debunked. By A.E. Carroll & R.C. Vreeman. With the perfect blend of recent research, authoritative and readable, this book is full of enlightenment, practical, and quirky facts that will debunk some of the most persistent misconceptions we hold about sex and sexuality. Adults only. 272 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

461690 100 THINGS TO DO WITH A VIBRATOR. By Marisa Bennett. Elaborates the hottest love secrets, electrified! From small buzzing eggs to full-size, humming, swirling, and tickling vibrators, this volume examines not just the kinds of sex toys but all of the sexy, sweet, and naughty things to do once you have them. Adults only. Illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6582126 BETTER SEX IN NO TIME: An Illustrated Guide for Busy Couples. By Joyce Siegel. 2,000 quick fix solutions for long-term couples. top sexpert Joyce Siegel presents tipped suggestions for flirting, sensual touch, intensified intercourse, and fulfilling long-held fantasies. You’ll never think of minutes alone—or together—the same way again! Adults only. 264 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

495742 MINDBLOWING MORNINGS, NAUGHTY NOONERS & WILD NIGHTS: A Couple’s Guide—Round-the-Clock Guide to Sizzling Quickies. By Emily Dubbler. Whether you are a new couple who can’t keep your hands off each other or married with kids, quickies are the perfect way to add another dimension of excitement to your relationship. Here you’ll find an array of sizzling and speedy ideas, all designed to get the job done fast. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6761143 THE FIELD GUIDE TO F*CKING: A Hands-On Manual To Getting Great Sex. By Dr. Laura Berman. Dr. Berman's no-nonsense lessons in love, this guide offers scholars a grounding in the basics of sexual anatomy, provides a wide variety of mating techniques, and ensures that students can handle even the most unusual sexual anomalies and practices that can be found in the field. Adults only. Illus. 144 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2691094 SPECTACULAR SEX MOVES SHE’LL NEVER FORGET. By Sonia Borg. Teaches men the ultimate positions and techniques to take sex from her for them to oh “YES!” Offers incredible scenarios with step by step instructions for helping her achieve climax. You’ll always know what to do next, and with each move you’ll find an erotic variation for every mood, from timid to tender. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

5940834 THE LOVERS’ GUIDE TO HOMEMADE VIDEO: Tips and Techniques for Making Your Own Erotic Movies. By Serena Vallis with C. Martinez. Inside every person dwells a being who feels curious about or enjoys watching him or herself naked in erotic situations. This guide will help you discover exciting, erotic possibilities, from filming to striptease, to creating a stimulation video of nude performances, even in the privacy of your own home. Adults only. Color photos. 141 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

5861471 SEX HACKS: Over 100 Tricks, Shortcuts, and Secrets to Set Your Sex Life on Fire. By Kinkly. Encourages you and your lover to get away from the daily grind to get down and dirty—and this guide has something for everyone. The tips and tactics vary from foreplay to fetishes and from new positions to variations on old favorites. Adults only. Photos. 125 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

6759304 HOW TO DRIVE YOUR MAN WILD IN BED. By Tina Robbins. Sex is one of the great joys in life. Whether you’re a newly married Dr. T or a woman who’s already had. Adults only. Illus. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

5940990 ORGASM IN 5 MINUTES: 1001 Roads to Happiness. By Tina Robbins. Shows what men and women need to know to understand and facilitate the female orgasm. It teaches how all women can have an orgasm, every time they make love, with the participation of their partner. Adults only. Drawings. 122 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

5852455 ORAL SEX FOR EVERY BODY: Giving and Receiving for Men and Women. By Tina Robbins. Offers a practical, uninhibited guide for a new generation. This guide offers a new level of comfort and understanding that can make relationships more fulfilling and more pleasurable. Teaches you foreplay; the erroneous zones; tricks to create a sensual ambiance; fantasies without limitations; and much more. Adults only. Illus. 156 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

See more titles at erhbhc.com/620 - 67 -
Ways to Spice Up Your Sex Life.

By Daniel Bergner. In this provocative, headline-making reference that takes you through the basics of BDSM, tying techniques, your lover to new heights! Adults only. 480 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

THE SACRED SEX BIBLE: A Guide to Sex and Spirit in the East and West. By Cassandra Lorus. This comprehensive guide to sex and spirituality looks at historical and cultural currents in sexuality and the influence of both Western traditions and Eastern customs. Includes over 200 detailed and visual sex practices and rituals, along with exercises on breathing and visualization as pathways to sacred sex. Adults only. Well illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

HER SWEET SPOT: 101 Sexy Ways to Find and Please It. By Jude Schell. Discover your ever-evolving sensual potential with this fearless and sexy bedroom guide for women who love women. Dip in to find ideas for every mood, preference, and proclivity–from outrageous to tender–to stretch your sexual boundaries. Adults only. 216 pages. Celestial Arts. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

MALE MULTIPLE ORGASM. By Lisa Sweet. Offers you and your lover 101 deliciously deviant BDSM; and spine-tingling enthralling role-play scenarios; sultry fetishes; orgasmic oral; amazing anal adventures; tantalizing new positions; outrageously meaningful, cringe-worthy, gross, forgettable, magnificent, empowering, and transformative. 197 pages. Simon Pulse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

BONDAGE. By Morpheus. A quick and handy reference that takes you through the basics of BDSM, tying techniques, safely considerations, and an introduction to kink culture. Adults only. Color photos. 112 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

THE CATHOLIC GIRL'S GUIDE TO SEX AFTER SIXTY. By Rebecca Drury. Drury shows how every woman, regardless of shape or size, can perform a traditional lap dance at home. She covers everything you need to know, and then shows you how to make the moves for maximum effect. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Connections. Import. $5.95

THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF SEX POSITIONS. By Dan & Jennifer Baritchi. Explains in glorious detail the sexiest moves that can lead to mind-blowing ecstasy for you and your lover. You will be flexing muscles you never knew you had with sexy positions you've always wanted to try like the Laptop, Spread Eagle, Downward Stroke, Deep Lotus, and many more. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

THE SACRED SEX BIBLE: A Guide to Sex and Spirit in the East and West. By Cassandra Lorus. This comprehensive guide to sex and spirituality looks at historical and cultural currents in sexuality and the influence of both Western traditions and Eastern customs. Includes over 200 detailed and visual sex practices and rituals, along with exercises on breathing and visualization as pathways to sacred sex. Adults only. Well illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95


NUMERO II: ON DEMAND. By HowStuffWorks.com editors. The award-winning team of HowStuffWorks.com reveals the steamiest science of love and sex, from the latest research on the cutting edge of sexual science to the most intimate, physical, and erotic secrets of all the senses. Includes, but is not limited to, how sex changes your body, what makes an orgasm, how sex affects the brain, and everything in between. Discover how aphrodisiacs and sex appeal work; whether love at first sight is scientifically possible; why breakup songs hurt so good; and more. Adults only. 241 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

NUMERO I: ON DEMAND. By HowStuffWorks.com editors. The award-winning team of HowStuffWorks.com reveals the steamiest science of love and sex, from the latest research on the cutting edge of sexual science to the most intimate, physical, and erotic secrets of all the senses. Includes, but is not limited to, how sex changes your body, what makes an orgasm, how sex affects the brain, and everything in between. Discover how aphrodisiacs and sex appeal work; whether love at first sight is scientifically possible; why breakup songs hurt so good; and more. Adults only. 241 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

THE SACRED SEX BIBLE: A Guide to Sex and Spirit in the East and West. By Cassandra Lorus. This comprehensive guide to sex and spirituality looks at historical and cultural currents in sexuality and the influence of both Western traditions and Eastern customs. Includes over 200 detailed and visual sex practices and rituals, along with exercises on breathing and visualization as pathways to sacred sex. Adults only. Well illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

**5939143 DO YOU KNOW WHAT TURNS HER ON?** By Pat Robinson. Test your naughty knowledge with quiz about the woman you think you know. Take the test, check your answers with your significant other, and watch the sexy sparks fly! Sounds good. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**5923785 CURVY GIRL SEX: 101 Body-Positive Positions to Empower Your Sex Life.** By Eile Chase. Who says you have to be a size 6 to have the best sex of your life? Chase shows you that regardless of size, shape, or flexibility, you can get creative and have satisfying, sultry, sensual sex. Embrace your unique sexuality and have the confident, mind-blowing sex everyone deserves. Adults only. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**5984832 EVERYTHING YOU KNOW ABOUT SEX IS WRONG.** Ed. by Russ Kick. This massive anthology features a panel of experts, everyone from prostitutes to professors, legends to newcomers, sexual revolutionaries to sexologists, bloggers to novelists and beyond, who provide a wildly varied, fun, and unameded look at everyone’s favorite subject. 360 pages. Disinformation. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**6787138 SEX POSITIONS FOR EVERY BODY.** By Jill McDevitt. Gives you all kinds of ideas for getting creative in the bedroom for couples of every size and shape. McDevitt brings her refreshing, contemporary perspective to this judgment-free manual on all sex things. Includes step by step instructions and illustrations that brings each sex position to life. 206 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**463540X HOW TO F*CK A WOMAN: An Insider’s Guide to Love & Sex.** By Julie McIntyre. Reveals how by healing our separation from nature and our sexuality, we can bring the sacred back into our lives, shape our own ecstatic sexual experiences, and move toward healing the whole planet. 341 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**6758712 SEX AND THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE HEART.** By Jill McDevitt. Gives you all kinds of ideas for getting creative in the bedroom for couples of every size and shape. McDevitt brings her refreshing, contemporary perspective to this judgment-free manual on all sex things. Includes step by step instructions and illustrations that brings each sex position to life. 206 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**6756948 THE SMART GIRL’S GUIDE TO PORN.** By Julie Blue. Millions of women enjoy porn as part of their self-defined healthy sexual lifestyles, even more than use sex toys. Here, an acclaimed sex educator tells you how to find the porn they’ll like, includes热 hot stories from bestselling author Allison Tyler to help get you in the mood. Adults only. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**5998387 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SOLO SEX. All You Need to Know About Masturbation.** By Jenny Block. Masturbation is a many-splendored thing, and with Block’s modern guide to getting it on with yourself, you can take self-pleasure from mundane to mind-blowing! Includes the science of sex, ideas for upsing the ante, and lots of suggestions for incorporating toys. Adults only. 186 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**5769906 201 SEX GAMES: A Thousand and One Nights of Pleasure.** By Pete Romanillos. Separated by three categories (foreplay, action, surprise), this book contains over 200 new and improved positions, hot games, bold ideas, steamy scenarios, kinky experiments, and everything else you need to give yourself (and your partner) the most intensified, unforgettable sexual experiences. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Skyhorse. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**4067759 LESBIAN SEX POSITIONS.** By Shanna Katz. Whether you’re inexperienced or adventurous, this guide’s erotic suggestions will inspire you and your lover to explore each other’s bodies like never before. From basic to complex, imaginative, ecstatic, and acrobatic, these positions take you through paths to shared intimacy and red-hot desire. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Amara Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

---

**5678189 HOW TO BE A GREAT LOVER: Girlfriends-to-Girlfriends Totally Explicit Techniques That Will Blow His Mind.** By Lou Paget. One of America’s most fun, refreshingly modern, totally explicit guide to mastering a man’s body. Illus. 235 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

**6618499 TANTRA: The Indian Cult of Ecstasy.** By Philip Rawson. The extraordinary visual imagery of Tantric wisdom is clearly explained here, revealing the most essential patterns of human symbolic expression. 186 illus., 37 in color. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

**5767813 HOW TO PLAY: Complete Sex Guide for Women.** By Pere Romanillos. Separated by three categories (foreplay, action, surprise), this book contains over 200 new and improved positions, hot games, bold ideas, steamy scenarios, kink y experiments, and everything else you need to give yourself (and your partner) the most intensified, unforgettable sexual experiences. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Skyhorse. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**6765484 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO STRAP-ON SEX.** By Amy Jo Goddard. Including stories from the thousands of women Goddard has worked with, she shares how to get back in touch with desire, explore vulnerability and feel the joy of being physically sexy. Weaves together personal anecdotes, research, and personal insights to offer you a guide to getting back in touch with desire. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**5997901 THE ADVENTUROUS COUPLE’S GUIDE TO SEXTAPEX.** By Violet Blue. The most comprehen- sive, refreshingly modern, totally explicit guide to unlocking the secrets of mastering a man’s body. Illus. 235 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

**753048X ANAL PLEASURE & HEALTH, 4TH REVISED EDITION: A Guide for Men, Women, and Couples.** By Jack Morin. Take a tour of the anus, complete with information and exercises to open the door to new pleasures. Includes hot stories from bestselling author Allison Tyler to help get you in the mood. Adults only. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

---

**5765999 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO FELLATIO, 2ND EDITION.** By Violet Blue. Covers every tip, trick, and technique for optimal and unforgettable fellatio, from talking to your partner about oral sex to male pleasure spots. Includes hot stories from bestselling author Allison Tyler to help get you in the mood. Adults only. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

---

**5757009 APHRODISIACS: An A-Z.** By Linda Louisa Dell. Discover nature’s Viagra in an encyclopaedia of sexual aids and agents of desire. Among the stimulants listed here are those whose powers may surprise you, including sauerkraut, mango, eggs, asparagus, nutmeg, endive, and more! Color photos. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95
**Sexuality & Sexual Expression**

### **THE NEW JOY OF SEX, COMPACT EDITION**
By Alex Comfort. Comfort has completely revised and reorganized this landmark discussion of sex that was the hallmark of the sexual revolution when it first published in 1972. This 1993 edition addresses today’s concerns about sex and health, and brings out even more clearly that there really is no good sex without good will. Adults only. Well illus. color. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $12.95

### **TANTRIC TEXT**
By Barbara Carrellas. Calm your mind through simple meditation and intensify your senses—which will allow you to escape into more intimate, mindful, and sensuous sex. Adults only. Photos. 40 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.95

### **DVD 4586630 THE LOVERS’ GUIDE**
Explore your sexual self with this comprehensive collection, offering compelling advice from sex experts Dr. Sarah Brewler, Dr. Sarah Humphrey, Dr. Dawn Harper, and bestselling author Tracey Cox. Discover a world of erotic possibility with programs like Secrets of Sensational Sex; What Women Really Want; Sex Play, Sexual Positions; Better Orgasms for Men; Better Orgasms for Women; and more. The “ultimate sex and relationship guide”—Cosmopolitan. Eleven hours on 10 DVDs. Adults only. True Mind. Pub. at $69.95

### **SPANKING FOR LOVERS**
By Janet W. Hardy. A comprehensive guide to erotic spanking, encompassing a whole range of relevant considerations, from such as negotiations between partners, skin care, and implements, to the more psychological aspects of role-playing and fantasies. Adults only. Illus. 168 pages. Greenery. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

### **FEMALE MASSAGE: Awakening Female Sexual Energy**
By Michaela Recll. Yoni is the female genitalia, describing not only the anatomy but also encompassing the energetic and spiritual dimensions. The massage practices provided here were designed to allow women to overcome long-held inhibitions. Adults only. 166 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

### **THE GAY MAN’S KAMA SUTRA**
By Terry Sanderson. Applies the spirit and intention of the original Kama Sutra—the expression of uninhibited pleasure through sex—to the lives of 21st-century gay men. Every aspect of gay sex is explored, and important issues such as finding a partner, emotional problems and safe sex are also included. Adults only. Illus., many color. 144 pages. Carlton. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95

### **THE GAY MAN’S KAMA SUTRA**
By Ilona Paris. A sex book for couples in long-term relationships, with or without children. It’s for couples who would like new ideas to take that bed back into the initial excitement but don’t require days of planning or other people, and who can’t read sex tips they can’t find around a busy day and eight hours of sleep a night. Adults only. 144 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

### **HOT COUGAR SEX: Steamy Encounters with Younger Men**

### **TANTRIC YONI MASSAGE**
Awakening Female Sexual Energy

### **BECOMING CLITERATE**
By Orgasm Equality Matters—and How to Get It. By Laurie Mintz. Explores the way everyday sexism has made its way into our bedrooms. Dr. Mintz provides fascinating insights about the female anatomy and offers concrete advice on how to feel entitled to your own pleasure. With her help you will develop sexual communication skills that will lead to the best conversations—and sex—you’ve ever had. 277 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $16.95

### **BEST SEX WRITING OF THE YEAR, VOLUME 1: On Consent, BDSM, Porn, Race, Sex Work and More.**
By Jon Pressick. Ranging from discussions on consent and disability, to the shocking response to the Steubenville rape case, to our seemingly insatiable love of sex toys, this collection of essays challenges and satirizes. Authored by Michelle Williams, Joanne Loewy, Amber Swift and more. Adults only. 224 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

### **THE GAY MAN’S KAMA SUTRA**
By Miriam Allen deWitt. Explores the way everyday sexism has made its way into our bedrooms. Dr. Mintz provides fascinating insights about the female anatomy and offers concrete advice on how to feel entitled to your own pleasure. With her help you will develop sexual communication skills that will lead to the best conversations—and sex—you’ve ever had. 277 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $16.95

### **THE GAY MAN’S KAMA SUTRA**
By Laurie Mintz. Explores the way everyday sexism has made its way into our bedrooms. Dr. Mintz provides fascinating insights about the female anatomy and offers concrete advice on how to feel entitled to your own pleasure. With her help you will develop sexual communication skills that will lead to the best conversations—and sex—you’ve ever had. 277 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $16.95

### **THE GAY MAN’S KAMA SUTRA**
By Miriam Allen deWitt. Explores the way everyday sexism has made its way into our bedrooms. Dr. Mintz provides fascinating insights about the female anatomy and offers concrete advice on how to feel entitled to your own pleasure. With her help you will develop sexual communication skills that will lead to the best conversations—and sex—you’ve ever had. 277 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $16.95
Sexuality & Sexual Expression

5733928 KAMA SUTRA EROTICA. By Anne Hooper. Takes you beyond the original Kama Sutra. A dozen special features illustrate unique transitions through a range of sexual positions. Sensuous descriptions accompany the diagrams, so you can enjoy exciting and playful love-making in a variety of classic poses. Adults only. 160 pages. Hamlyn. 9¼x10¼. Import. Pub. at $19.95

582830 THE COMPLETE KAMA SUTRA: The First Unabridged Modern Translation of the Classic Indian Text. Captures and preserves the explicitness of the original, while adding the pleasures and techniques of sex, from marriage, adultery, and prostitution to group sex, sadomasochism, and homosexuality. Adults only. 210 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

592857 DESIRE: The Tantric Path to Awakening. By Daniel Odier. Explores the subtle techniques of Tantric Buddhism. A seeker can attain the triple mastery of the body, thought, and the natural processes of the body. 180 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Sold-Out

1872117 KAMA SUTRA: The Indian Treatise on Love and Living. This is the first edition of the first-ever collector’s edition of India’s revered treatise on sexuality takes a contemporary look at the timeless classics and picks the ancient art with vibrant colored and richly detailed illustrations. Images of rare miniatures, goucha, and tantric paintings round out the luxurious keepsake volume. Packaged in a sumptuous, hand-made silk-adorned box, 320 pages. Roll. 12x16. Import. Paperbound. Pub. at $99.95

463547 POSITION SEX. Adults only. Duver. 4½x5¼. By Lara Pizzorno with J.V. Wright. The book that will give any woman the knowledge she needs to maneuver any dining situation—from a casual meal at home to a seven course dinner at a fine restaurant. It includes how to set a table, how to pronounce more than 100 different food names, and how to use obscure eating utensils, and more. 200 pages. Thomas Nelson. Multicolored. Pub. at $11.95

3621888 0: The Intimate History of the Orgasm. By Jonathan Margo. Adults only. 401 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00


Women’s Health & Self-Help

6664415 YOUR BONES: How You Can Prevent Osteoporosis & Have Strong Bones for Life–Naturally. By Lara Pizzorno with J.V. Wright. The authors uncover the real culprits responsible for the osteoporotic epidemic. This scou rge is afflicting them in all their strangeness, ridiculousness, and potential of human beings are recognized. All contain erotic forms in which the deeper metaphysics of erotic experience, Evola shows how religion, mysticism, folklore, and mythology

6759155 HEALTHY WOMAN, HEALTHY LIFE: A Woman’s Book of Healing. By Gary Null with A. McDonald. Features the most up-to-date clinical experiences and published research, covering topics as diverse as depression, PMS, addictions, health, fibromyalgia, and menopause. Discusses the foundations of women’s holistic health; explores naturopathic perspectives and treatments; includes a guide to selecting an alternative health practitioner. 1058 pages. Lyle Stuart. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

6783319 THE ELDEST DAUGHTER EFFECT. By L. Schuitemaker & W. Enthoven. Shows how firstborn girls become who they are and offers insights that can allow them more freedom to move. Being an eldest daughter has certain advantages, but the overbearing sense of responsibility often gets in the way. 192 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6777897 HOW TO STOP FEELING LIKE SHIT: 14 Habits That Are Holding You Back from Happiness. By Andrea Owen. Crystallizes what’s behind the 14 silent habits that hold women back from experiencing life to the fullest. Owen argues that women’s habits of self-sabotage are such that they need to put on a fast track to a better, healthier life. Includes 85 fast workouts, 433 ultra-effective exercises, and fabulously delicious recipes that take less than 15 minutes to prepare. Well illus. in color. 404 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99


6701443 A LADY AT THE TABLE. By Sheryl Shade et al. An entertaining read that will give any woman the knowledge she needs to maneuver any dining situation—from a casual meal at home to a seven course dinner at a fine restaurant. It includes how to set a table, how to pronounce more than 100 different food names, how to use obscure eating utensils, and more. 200 pages. Thomas Nelson. Multicolored. Pub. at $9.95

5785239 GET STRONG FOR WOMEN. By Alex Silver-Fagan. Using strength-training, cardio and weightlifting exercises, this guide gives you the tools you need to build muscle, burn fat, and get a lean, toned body. It’s time to see what your body is really capable of and get strong. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6782124 ROAR. By Stacy S. Sims. Offers a comprehensive, physiology-based nutrition and training guide specifically designed for women. Includes goal-specific meal plans and nutrient-packed recipes to optimize body composition, as well as exercises that build lean muscle, strengthen bone, and boost power and endurance. Illus. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

6715893 THE ESTROGEN FIX: The Breakthrough Guide to Being Healthy, Energized, and Hormonally Balanced. By Mache Seibel. Proves that every woman has an ideal time to more safely begin estrogen replacement. When administered at this time, estrogen can lower your risk for breast cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, osteoporosis and more while minimizing your symptoms. 237 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/620 - 71 -
5898129 UNDERSTANDING YOUR FOOD ALLERGIES & INTOLERANCES. By Wayne Shreffler et al. Discover the most up to date methods for recognizing and dealing with food personalitites and living a healthier life safely, smartly, and effectively. Includes a list of common symptoms and reactions; self assessments and tests; daily strategies; cutting edge tools; and mouse tools; 245 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


6764044 ONE YEAR TO AN ORGANIZED LIFE. By Regina Leeds. Let Regina show you her unique week by week, month by month plan to forever streamline all aspects in your life. She helps you break down tasks and build routines over time so that life becomes simple, not overwhelming. 308 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

678360X THE GOOD NEWS About WHAT’S BAD FOR YOU! THE BAD NEWS About WHAT’S GOOD FOR YOU. By Jeff Wilser. Told with wit, charm, and a large dose of humor, the author of this good/bad news lexicon sifts through a broad range of topics from coffee to green tea, tequila to Vitamin Water, and apologizing and swearing to the merits of procrastination and the downsides of yoga. 360 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

4537851 THE BOOK OF ITALIAN WISDOM: An A-to-Z from the deeply personal, spiritual, and philosophical to the witty, urbane, and downright hilarious, the quips in this book reflect on virtually every subject: from science and movies, to politics and sports, friends, and more. 212 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $13.95 $2.95

6718620 THE POCKET BOOK of NATIVE AMERICAN WISDOM. This collection of proverbs and sayings reflects the knowledge and experience of Native American cultures. Covering topics like family, the environment, aging, death, love, and spirituality, these universal truths will provide solace, inspiration, and perspective. Illus. 384 pages. Sirius. Import. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3605949 THE GMO DECEPTION: What You Need to Know About the Food Companies, Agrochemicals, and Government Agencies Putting Our Families and Our Environment at Risk. Ed. by S. Krinsky & J. Gruber. The Council for Responsible Genetics gathers the best, most thought-provoking essays by leading scientists, science writers, and public health advocates around the world, all offering a comprehensive look at the social, political, and ethical implications of genetically modified food. 394 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

6774741 HOW TO LIVE IN FEAR: Mastering the Art of Freaking Out. By Lance Hahn. With the empathy and patience of a fellow anxiety sufferer, Hahn guides you through the first steps of learning to cope with fear, panic, or anxiety. Whether you struggle with fear or know someone who does, he will give you the tools to take your first steps forward. 204 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

5750086 99 KEYS TO A CREATIVITY LIFE. By Melissa Harris. Creativity is not just about painting—it’s something you do all the time, whether you normally think. Use simple, intuitive, and awareness keys to build and enhance your creative edge, to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary. Provides practical methods for daily inspiration and action, with innovative ways to raise your focus and express yourself. 218 pages. L. Iwes. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

7663455 DANGEROUS PERSONALITIES: An FBI Profiler Shows You How to Identify and Protect Yourself from Harmful People. By Joe Navarro with T.S. Foynter. Learn how to spot and avoid the largest and most dangerous commoners. A 25-year FBI agent and criminal profiler reveals critical warning signs and provides useful checklists to help you recognize people with the potential to hurt you and your family physically, emotionally, or financially. 192 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

5913314 I WANT TO BE ORGANISED: How to De-Clutter Your Life, Manage Your Time and Get Things Done. By Hamnet Hargrove. In this practical guide of practical solutions, tips and inspiration, this guide gives you the ideas and tools needed to help reduce untidiness, chaos and stress, leaving you with more space and time to enjoy life. Small steps, big change–you too can become more organized. Illus. 143 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6753728 NEVER SMOKE AGAIN: The Top 10 Ways to Stop Smoking Now & Forever. By Grant Cooper. Begins by taking a long, hard look at why you smoke, why you can’t quit, and why you keep coming back for more. It then presents ten chapters, each of which focuses on one of the top ten techniques for quitting smoking. 155 pages. Chart House One Publishers. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

5830839 TEACH YOURSELF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY. By Christine Wilding. Cognitive Behavioral Theory (CBT) is a hugely successful therapeutic model that is used around the world to help people overcome emotional problems and reach their potential. This guide explains what it is and how you can use it. 226 pages. McGraw Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $6.00

6623878 DON’T GIVE UP, DON’T GIVE IN. By L. Zamperini & D. Rensin. Zamperini was a youthful trouble maker, a 1936 Olympian, a WWII bombardier who’s plane went down in the middle of the Pacific Ocean—spending 47 days adrift. Here, Zamperini reveals with warmth and charm the essential values and lessons that sustained him throughout his remarkable life. Photo: 238 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

6757291 POISONED FOR PROFIT: How Toxins Are Making Our Children Chronically Ill. By Philip & Alice Shabecoff. Brings readers into the lives of children, families, and communities beset by environmental poisons, and also poses solutions to the tragedy, including new ideas to help parents overcome these problems and reach their potential. This guide explains what it is and how you can use it. 226 pages. Perigee. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

6704522 THE ANATOMY OF ADDICTION. By Aikur Mohammad. One of America’s top addiction specialists identifies the central issue behind our failure to treat addiction successfully—and it doesn’t stem from a lack of willpower or moral failing. Addiction, Dr. Mohammad says, is a chronic disease that requires a different approach. 256 pages. Perigee. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

676150X THE POCKET ENQUIRY WITHIN: A Guide to the Niceties and Necessities of Victorian Domestic Life. By George Armstrong. This essential guide to Victorian domestic life, first published in 1856, contains a selection of hints and tips that are as relevant today as they were in the mid-19th century. A fascinating insight into the day to day life of Victorian Britain. Illus. 213 pages. Random. Import. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

6562345 THE GERM FILES: The Surprising Ways Microbes Can Improve Your Health and Life (and How to Protect Yourself from the Bad Ones). By Jason Tetro. Your one-stop source to the latest grime and glop on everythi ng from flu prevention to probiotics and the workings of the microscopic world. 274 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound import. Pub. at $19.00 $5.95

5898714 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO HYPNOSIS, SECOND EDITION. By Roberta Reespel. Hypnosis is the most popular of all self-help tools. This authoritative guide places you in a trance and influence better behaviors and attitudes in your daily life. Contains practical advice on how to use hypnosis to lose weight or quit smoking. 375 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5930227 THINK: Why You Should Question Everything. By Guy P. Harrison. This accessible and introductory guide to critical thinking will help you think like a scientist, learn to question everything, and understand how your own brain can trip you up. 240 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95
**676483 HOW TO BECOME A HUMAN BULLSHIT DETECTOR.** By David Craig. Craig provides an easy-to-follow guide to applying lie-detection skills to your everyday life. He delivers simple but effective tips and techniques we can use to see behind the facade and find our way to the truth. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  
$9.95

**6946093 BREAK ROCK SCISSORS: A Practical Guide to Outguessing & Outwitting Almost Everybody.** By William Poundstone. Human choices are surprisingly predictable, provided you know a few psychological tricks. Poundstone reveals how to turn this fact to personal advantage in scores of everyday situations, from playing the lottery to getting an inflated expensing account, and creating a password to guessing Oscar winners. Graphs. 304 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  
$4.95

**5683832 OVERCOMING ANXIETY, SECOND EDITION: Complete Idiot’s Guides as Easy as 1-2-3!** By J.E. Johnston & O.J. Bienvenu. Packed with invaluable information on diagnosing and overcoming many types of anxiety disorders, this helpful guide gives you techniques for coping with and overcoming your symptoms. Includes: diagnostic descriptions of different disorders, helpful approaches to relieving anxiety, exercise, relaxation, and nutrition and much more. Illus. 303 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $29.25  
$6.95

**5560326 MIND GYM: Achieve More by Thinking Differently.** By S. Bailey & O. Black. Synthesizes the best scientific research from cognitive psychology, this guide shows you how to “think smarter” and tackle your common mental challenges at work and home: how to win people around to your point of view; how to repair broken relationships; how to adopt a positive mindset; and more. 324 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  
$4.95

**574279X GRATITUDE & TRUST: Six Affirmations That Will Change Your Life.** By P. Williams & T. Jackson. Whether you are tethered to your phone, turn to food for comfort, are a perfectionist, or so afraid to fail you don’t even try, the best step toward living your life and your life’s realization that you are what’s standing in your way. This essential guide will help you identify and change maladaptive behaviors in order to uncover your true, healthiest self. 268 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  
$5.95

**4790445 INSTRUCTIONS FOR HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS.** By Susie Pearl. Pearl reveals her unique method for turning your dreams into reality. In one no-nonsense guide, she gives you all the tools you need to bring more pleasure, peace, wealth, love, success, optimism, and inspiration into your life. 190 pages. Adam & Eddy. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  
$4.95

**5670658 HYPNOTISM: Fell’s Official Know-It-All Guide.** By Rachel Copelan. Bolstered by case studies of people whose lives were changed through hypnosis, this up-to-date guide explains how to tap into your brain’s resources and efficiently use its energy in the most positive, controlled manner possible. Illustrations. Frederic & F. Fell. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  
$4.95

**6764656 THE BOOK OF NO, SECOND EDITION: 385 Ways to Say It and Mean It—and Stop People from Placing Forever.** By Lowell Newman with C. Schreil. Refusing someone is rarely easy. Often, it’s downright uncomfortable. But constantly saying yes causes anxiety, anger, stress, regret, and feelings of powerlessness. This new edition is filled with research-based, real-world scenarios that offer more ways to say no without feeling guilty or damaging your relationships. 265 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
$12.95

**6703496 GLOW KIDS: How Screen Avoidance Is Lifting Our Kids--and How to Break the Trance.** By Nicholas Kardaras. Examines how technology—more specifically, age-inappropriate screen tech, with all of its glowing ubiquity—has profoundly affected the brain in an unprecedented generation. A provocative look at how clinical research correlates screen tech with disorders like ADHD, addiction, anxiety, depression, increased aggression, and even psychosis. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
$12.95

**6759993 GMO FREE: Exposing the Hazards of Biotechnology to Ensure the Integrity of Our Food Supply.** By Mae-Wan Ho et al. Pulls back the curtain on the danger of GMOs (Genetically Modified Organisms), and reveals the potentially irreversible consequences of the decisions major multinational corporations and the government are now making for each of us. 136 pages. Vital Health. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95  
$3.95

**5541298 UNHOOKED: How to Quit Anything.** By F. Woolverton & S. Shapiro. A renowned addiction therapist joins a former patient to show how to thrive without self-medicating, offering specific instructions on overcoming addiction to cigarettes, gambling, overeating, drugs, and more. Reveals the specific habit as less important than the underlying chaos and fear that motivate the addiction. Includes an interview with Dr. David Samadi. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  
$9.95

**6782059 LIVE MORE, WANT LESS.** By Mary Carlomagno. Strip away the chaos and clutter, freeing space in your life for order and serenity with these 52 ways—each featuring a theme for the week and daily practices. Designed to set you on the path toward a more fulfilling life, with less stuff and more time to enjoy the things you love. 184 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  
$4.95

**3602699 TEACH YOURSELF SUCCESSFUL NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING IN A WEEK.** By Mo Shapiro. Learn in a week what the experts learn in a lifetime! Through seven chapters you get an overview of Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) and set yourself well formed for self-renewal and transformation. Addressing the minds and our thoughts is organized can we achieve effective results and unleash our creative potential. From core principles to proven strategies, Allen will show you how its done. 317 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95  
$4.95

$9.95

**6712213 BEAUTY AND HEALTH: The Little Book of Home Remedies.** By Linda B. White et al. From acne, body odor, and dandruff to dry skin, weight management, and heart health, this handy guide offers easy, effective recipes to make you more beautiful than ever and bolster your resistance to illness. 128 pages. Fair Winds Press. Pub. at $8.95  
$4.95

**5675852 GETTING THINGS DONE, REVISED EDITION: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity.** By David Allen. The premise is simple: our lives are too busy and our productivity is far too low. But constantly saying yes causes anxiety, anger, stress, regret, and feelings of powerlessness. This new edition is filled with research-based, real-world scenarios that offer more ways to say no without feeling guilty or damaging your relationships. 265 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
$12.95

**5760521 THE EX-OFFENDER’S RE-ENTRY SUCCESS GUIDE, SECOND EDITION: Smart Choices for Making It on the Outside.** By Ronald L. Kranich. The ultimate guide for ex-offenders who want to stay out of jail for good. While the re-entry process is fraught with challenges, this is also an opportunity for self-renewal and transformation. Addressing the major day-to-day challenges facing ex-offenders as they re-enter the free world, 11 hard-hitting chapters outline a clear step-by-step process for re-entry success. 136 pages. Impact. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  
$9.95
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